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Captain Jeremiah Higgins 
 

01. Captain Jeremiah Higgins (Entry 
11) 2014 – PLAYTIME IS OVER! 

 
January 5, 2014 4:08 pm 

 
Uthrania: At the keyboard, Captain Higgins, Sir. On stand-by, Lieutenant. 

 
Lieutenant: Aye, Sir. 

 

(I wait… Captain Jeremiah Higgins walks swarthy onto the main deck and quickly seats 
himself in the high chair, bench in nature. The Captain wears corduroy blue trousers with 
a center crease and high top boots under the leg. Promenade stripes at his upturned 
colour flounce the pink, blue, yellow, marine, and green array. Black-brimmed hat in his 
hand, the Captain removes it from his head. Commander Jeremiah Higgins motions me 
he is ready to begin. – Rania) 4:12 pm 
 
4:13 pm 

 

Captain Jeremiah Higgins: Good Day to you, Uthrania, Jamie, and Reni. Well, let’s get 
down to more brass tacks, shall we, Reni, and display all in front of the public view. Keep 
on with your editing, and we shall begin. Jamie, take to the forefront on more scribings, 
and Uthrania, thank you, and ready. 
 

Uthrania: Aye, Sir. 
 

Captain Jeremiah Higgins: Paramount to the nectar of life is the acquisition of more 
moderate or temperate acclamation as to who and what we should serve in the eyes and 
moderate ones of the people upon Angorius. 
 

So, ye ones think we should be all warm and fuzzy as you allude to ones within high 
diplomatic circles who shoulder all the atrocities over you? 
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You are a hygienic lot of idiots at times, we thinks, for if a scalding pot of hot water were 
to be poured over your heads in the form of bombs of white phosphorus, do you really 
mean to tell us that you are that much of the forgiving type? 
 

But when you retire for the night, ye ones who in your hour of alludement or prayer to 
someone or another whom you do not know anyway due to the fact that all higher evolved 
beings such as the Mancharians and ourselves, as well as others, DO NOT 
 

WANT PRAYED TO DUE TO THE FACT THAT WE ‘ARE’ YOUR EQUALS AND KIN! of 

most of you anyway, you retire in a soft mood which relegates the lot of you to fostering 

a goodly feeling toward all of humankind around the world including those who do your 

brothers and sisters in with their bombing escapades, and in that mood, you make 

requirements of yourselves and requests of us, though you know not to whom you speak, 

of peace on earth, good will to all humans, including yourselves, and “Pray for those in 

high places!” 
 
 

We can tell you that those in “high places” do neither want nor ask for your good-will. 
They would rather kill you in one fell swoop, you experimental rabbits, then take you to 
the town square, garter and peg you to the ground, stretch your hide in the sunlight, and 
let you suffer just another day longer! 
 

They want you dead, and right now! 
 

Your text book they have altered and we image the King James of Great England did 
write the last. 
 

They wrote into your Bible book of story tales and other falsehoods, the fact that you 
should always pray for others while of course they of the higher and more knowledgeable 
degree prey on others! 
 

Oh you stupid fools! Don’t you yet understand that much was written into the Bible by the 
pilgrims of the Helliots to abscond with your duties of merriment and your wares, 
 

 
2 
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while unaware to yourselves you have created for them a place to plunder and destroy 
your very recreative lives? 
 

And it is high time you did something for yourselves and stopped listening to the lies 
which in the end, dear remaining one, will only serve for you to miss the Equinox in all 
good charm aboard and upon our ships, and make you the duplicate of all continuing 
slave labour for those whom you continually pray for who prey on you, souls and bodies, 
minds and equilibrium, for their drugs serve that latest purpose, until they lay you flat in 
your graves. 
 

They dig you up at the end and in repository they laugh as experiments are performed 
 

on your bodily intestines, and before the cooling process is even ended they have your 
heart out and cut up into mincemeat and fed to your soldiers and soldierette to save the 
money for the Harbingers of all destruction while they goat over what is left of the end of 
your physical life. 
 

We continually suffer ourselves not to say: “We told you so.” For if we told you all we 
knew, you would not wish to live one day longer! 
 

For the fruitation of the soul is not only dwarfed by the cantankerous nature of hebrids, 
not hybrids, for hebrids came down long ago and tried to destroy our plans for the 
goodness of populating your world. 
 

In Angorius the firmament, the soil, and the interior, way down under did our plans extend 
UNTIL THE HELL-ION RACE, WHO ARE THE HELLISH RACE, 
 

PERPENDATED UPON OUR STEWARDSHIP AND LEFT YOU ALL IN ONE HELL OF 
 

A MESS! 
 

AND YOU LET THEM. YOU LET THEM THEN, AND YOU LET THEM NOW! AND YOU 
 

SAY THIS IS OUR FAULT, BECAUSE YOU ARE SO STUPID?!! 
 

Nay! Not us, dear ones, YOU!!! AND ONLY YOU!! 
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For we have sent teacher after teacher, generation after generation. Man and woman, it 
does not matter at this time, which came to offer or volunteer their service freely, but did 
you take them at their word? At our word? WE ARE TRYING TO WAKE THOSE OF 
 

YOU UP WHO ARE FOREVER REINCARNATING ASLEEP AND SEEM TO ALWAYS 
 

STAY THAT WAY!! 
 

For the liver nuts or “rational” ones (at least you think you are that way, of the New 
 

Age), God knows what program you have, have no damned idea whatsoever of that which 
you speak. 
 

SO GET ON BOARD ONE OF OUR CRAFT YOU SO REMEMBER AND IDOLIZE, 
 

AND LISTEN TO WHAT WE SAY RIGHT HERE ON THE PAGE PUT BEFORE YOU 
 

FOR YOUR REMEMBRACE, OR YOU GO NOWHERE!! 
 

Itchy ears are for the infirmed and PLAYTIME IS OVER, LOVED ONES! OVER HERE! 
 

FOR YOU! AND OVER NOW!! 
 

Good Day, Uthrania and Jamie. Edit this up, please Reni, and acquisinance the topical 
guide, earwigs, into the New Age folly, by the Mancharians, and Religion of the Decade, 
by our most illustrious and fed up Captain James Galiac Sananda, on scribd.com, at the 
bottom of the page, and for ‘goodness sake’ Jamie, worry not one whit, for the dram on 
the lid of bottle hit them all straight and right in the face! Good for you, boy! 
 

Good Night, Uthrania and Jamie. Exit program, and we will begin our New Year to all of 
you, and make it a Happy One!! (Captain Jeremiah Higgins smiles briefly and lifts himself 
out of his chair by gripping the right armrest with his arm, smiles briefly at Jamie and I, 
and walks slowly off the deck, nodding shortly to his crew people). 
 

“Good Day, and Nottingham, pay attention! Good Night, Queen Elizabeth. It is good to 
see you read. Adieu. Tie off for me please, dear, and a Good Night to you too, Reni of 
2013. 
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Uthrania: Tying off all frequency channels Hemmingrade 4.17. Tie off, please Captain 
Woldorf, Proxy 9, 10 and 4, and leave Gitzstaf open on channel telepathic wave 
frequency 8 until tie off at eleven tonight. 
 

Captain Woldorf: Aye Captain. 
 

Uthrania: Steeplechasing all frequencies on behalf of Captain Jeremiah and Jennifer 
Higgins. Captain Surveyor of the Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team, out on Channel 
Biowave frequency 10.7 Gulf Train Four. Adieu. 4:51 pm. 
 
 

 

02. Captain Jeremiah Higgins' Our 
Way Of ‘Doing’ HAARP! (Book 1: Entry 
1): It's Origin And Purpose 

  

Captain Jeremiah Higgins begins a book on the origin and purposes of their weather module, a 
technology now called HAARP by those who stole it and are using it to distort the weather system 
which is the opposite of what it had been intended for. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 November 22, 2013 12:42 pm 
 Population Control 
 HAARP Technology Is Now In The Wrong Hands! 
 The Hellion Races: Destroyer Of Paradise 
 The Effects Of The Van Allan Belt 
 Our HAARP Technology Vs Depletion Of The Ozone Layer 
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Introduction 

 
Creating the perfect storm 

“No one was ever left out of any good thing, and when we saw this, we were elated and strove 
to serve these worlds, these nations, with a barrier which would serve to protect their natural 
habitat before the world became a better place for those from beyond who would bring in the 
future turmoil as the world had never before seen - Captain Jeremiah Higgins 

 

November 22, 2013 12:42 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 

Uthrania: I am ready, Commander Higgins, Sir. 

Captain Jeremiah Higgins: “Well, thank you lass for your extreme geniality. My book in 
question alters not the fact that the world bases it’s overall inhibitative powers alongside those of 
the corruption on the plain face of its planet. So the tenure of the book, my book, will be once 
again the dehibilitating tenure of the entire structure of the HAARP facilities as a wholeness of 
One instrumentation and coordination. 
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“So we will name the book accordingly: The HAARP Facility Off the Earth And Our 
Painstaking Work to Keep It Out Of The Hands Of The Corporate Elite.  

“It is after all a mechanism put into play which alters not only the weather scheme but also the 
population, distinct, there, Jamie and Rania, and Reni, - control. Population control. And that will 
be the first subtitle, Jamie. Please put in. Good day and thank you. I will coordinate with you later, 
Rania. And Reni and Jamie, be well on your toes with this one. We will perhaps shorten the title 
to just: Our Way Of ‘Doing’ HAARP! 12:49 pm” 

Population Control 

 
Power to control population growth 

December 8, 2013, 4:00 pm 

Uthrania: Ready Commander. 

Captain Jeremiah Higgins: “Aye, lass, ladies. Well let us rapidly begin if we are to complete this 
by noonday, shall we, lads and ladies?  

“Population control of the earth Angorius, and in fact any earthen sphere, is exactly what 
HAARP is NOT all about, dear ones. In fact, we ..our scientists created HAARP as a vessel to 
obstruct naughty weather promotions throughout the galaxy itself, and in doing so our Weather 
Monitor, as it is rightfully called, ceases to exist as a terror upon any world populations, and that 
is that! 

“Now, how it fell into the hands of science scholars upon Angorius, your world, which many of 
you have lived upon in common circumstance throughout your tenure of lesson learning, is indeed 
one for the books.  

“Microwaving is an old, old fashioned precept which was long used from the Van Allen Belt, 
and when a ship or sphere became too close to the belt we just jettisoned around the perimeters 
and lost ourselves in a black hole.  

“The easiest way around any situation is to actually just go right through it, and this we did, 
all the way to the moon, to Alaska upon your earth, through your earth (the center thereof), and 
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deep into the marooned apex of your mirrored lakes, and yes, even shallowed but extremely wide 
streams.  

HAARP Technology Is Now In The Wrong Hands! 

 
Weather technology misused! 

“But let us get back to how your people in the high places of science and hierarchy of division 
have escalated and stolen what was to be a good thing for humankind, and turning it into a 
detrimental fallow of terror reign throughout the earth, your earthen sphere Angorius! 

“First, Tripoli is in the Gulf of Aden, and why we tell you this is geographically wrong in your 
maps of estimation, is, that at one time the principle fact was that the earth actually shrunk in size 
as the great gale winds surfaced over the deserted areas of the Pontiac in New York, Maryland, 
and D.C., and the Sahara desert upstream of California, and New Brunswick. Everything is helter-
skelter and out of place, and the world indeed did become a much smaller place.  

“Inlands were created from monstrous tsunamis, and many travelers walked the road over to 
neighbouring states, and nations were no longer divided by waters, and coal mines, and whose 
diamonds belonged to whom. The mines for all natural favour belonged conscientiously to the 
people for whom laid the equally conscientious carpet bagger for the run-of-the-mill people, who 
once didst have a penny to spare for the poor hapless beggar, who just happened along the ill-fated 
road of his or her own despair. 

“No one was ever left out of any good thing, and when we saw this, we were elated and strove 
to serve these worlds, these nations, with a barrier which would serve to protect their natural 
habitat before the world became a better place for those from beyond who would bring in the 
future turmoil as the world had never before seen.  
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The Hellion Races: Destroyer Of Paradise 

 
Typification of Hellions 

“So, when the Hellion races decided to decrypt the wonder Weather Modular for the good of the 
people, they worked doubly hard on a prototype which they called their own, and HAARP was 
devised.  
 
“Was this device created in our time then? Yes. In your time? Today? Yes and No. It all depends 
which time of day you are now residing in. Is this your own incarnation where HAARP and its 
microscopic influence on diseases have been realised, or is this your time of knowledge because 
you had created yourselves upon other just as well-known planets such as this one with the same 
Hellion instrumentation?  

“But did you further create yourselves if you are not ‘God’ par se? Or not? Well, it all depends 
upon your realization of understanding “how to create.”  

“Procreation is a must if you wish to continue back on the line of the similar DNA production, 
or creation of a child in the womb. And for that realization you may today well be the product of 
being your own great, or even grandchild-come-back. So in that effect you are your own gods and 
goddesses and creators of life.  

“Ambience is a neutron force and within the microscopic symbiosis each one of us has the 
indubitable essence of soul structure to allow another of much higher source of structure, who is 
able to show him/herself in a light body, to guide your soul into the shallow grave or womb of 
another well, or not so well, formed fetus.  
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The Effects Of The Van Allan Belt 

 
The Van Allan Belt 

“So you see, Grandville, Ohio, is not the only source of productivity in all earthly scientific 
excellence, even though the people of the world know that the United States does well consider 
itself far above in excellence, every step of the way with their cotton gins, alcohol bars, networking, 
and of course material goods of each and every kind, from each and every productive nation, 
including third world nations, high on the list of their surveillance objectives and observations.  
 
“Do you follow me here, lads and lassies? Good. Well, it is about time, too, don’t you think, that 
the rest of you all began in all good conscience to use that little bit of pink and grey matter as found 
somewhat pronounced somewhere above your eyes – in the gully? Ahem. 

“Synchronization of the Van Allan Belt will indubitably assist in many ungracious ways a 
polarization of the mainstream microfiche department, for even the microfiche is of a neutron 
effect in its polarization of film, and a tad bit radioactive is the very belt within NASA, and they 
don’t even seem to realize just how effective that is upon their persons, and for God’s sake, no 
one is going to tell them they are being radio-activated as well.  

“It is all in the pronounced communion of the Hellion hierarchy and the Pulmrose District of 
Milwaukee, and because of it many other ..and I do mean many, other scientific outfits or labs 
outfitted with a non-congenial wiretapping will significantly swarthy around the befitted modulum 
of clocked aerial time distinguish between which lab should be frozen and which personells should 
be left to live. It is all a matter of who is at the forefront on any given day.  

“Precarious, do you not think? But in a matter of weeks, months, and Tripoli finances by the 
Bankers of Larson upon other nations, will we bridge the gulf and allow you, the people, a generous 
peek into the workings of our troubled Weather Machine and what the gregarious ones, who 
have stolen the blueprint par se, have also to the detriment of the people have now done with it.  
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Our HAARP Technology Vs Depletion Of The Ozone Layer 

 
The ozone layer depletion 

“As in ages past, so do the glories of the new age roll back in and out, and all depending upon the 
past prodigal of nuance neutrons, HELISCROPE technology which has – thankfully - not reached 
you yet, and our innaunce Van Allen Belt, which, with the ozone layer depleted, could radiate 
you to death in a matter of moments, seconds in years, has it not been for our absconding the 
effects with our Weather Module.  

“Thank you. Captain Jeremiah Higgins, Esquire of the Concord of all Realistic Manoeuvres. Good 
Night. Sign off for me please, Simeon, Uthrania.” 

Uthrania Simeon: Point 4 on the Richter scale on module 9.10. Creepeasy on 4. Jettison 8. 
Hemmingway out for Captain Jeremiah Higgins, High Command. Variance 4.10. Over and out. 
Eclipse Ten. Salu. 4:39 pm  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Lord Adonai 

03. Lord Adonai: Did the Blueprint For 
the Pyramids Come From Other Worlds? 

  

Lord Adonai infoms the readers, pyramidologists, in particular how pyramids were engineered. 
Many of you will find this technically challenging, and we ask you to glean what you can and 
move on. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

The First Classified Copy of the Beginning 
Pyramidal in Nature - July 4, 1994 
The Caricatures of the Pyramid Elusive 

The First Classified Copy of the Beginning 

Lord Adonai of whose name many of you are most familiar with, is not "God" but one of many 
higher evolved men who had come to this particular earth in order to assist the people in their 
evolution.  
 
Unfortunately a religion was made of his name by those wishing to control the people whose 
understanding of their forefathers/foremothers had been long lost. 

When Lord Adonai began to speak with us he used the name "Adoni" not letting us know at 
the beginning who he actually was. When he saw that we could handle the work, that is when he 
revealed his identity and called himself by his all too familiar name: "Adonai."  

He speaks of how the pyramids were technically engineered, and so with that word, I will continue. 
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

Dear ones, the talk of pyramids is of immense interest to us all. You should all know by now that 
the great pyramids of the world were not, in fact, built by "slaves" at all, but by those scientists 
aboard large intergalactic craft which were equipped with the proper tools in which to build these 
world wonders. I thought, therefore, that a few quotes from our scribed book, "Pyramids, 
Diagrams, and Textures," may be of interest to all. If you find the text too difficult then just go on 
to glean out of the writ what you can. The diagrams were given to me to draw upon paper. Reni 
then took those drawings and drew them upon Autocad, the remainder of the drawings I drew in 
pictorial fashion upon my large drawing program. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  
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(Quotes)  
 
Thursday, 9th June 1994 1:10 pm  

ADONI SPEAKS: 

"Greetings, Seila. Can you take yourself away from the other book, or rather, rough draft stage of 
the second book of the series by our St. Germain and Gyeorgos Hatonn, in order to contemplate 
my next words?  

"This will be a sequence writing. By this we mean, I, as a representative of the Affiliation of the 
National Archetypes of Drama Unfolded, will be working closely with you and Reni to ensure not 
one iota be stretched or misplaced. Reni will feel a sense of right manufacturing of any and all 
diagrams or portions thereof. Please prepare and classify this short speech as the first classified 
copy of the beginning. Selah. Mark sequence to begin at 1:16 pm this day. Adoni.  

"Justin Taylor, who is world-renown in pyramidal circles, both, in this galaxy as well as that of 
the Andromeda Sector, did well to evaluate in essence the applicational factor of the pyramidal 
equational value of itself.  

"Technicalities do not matter nor are they affiliated with the draught of less loosely stated nuances 
of truth. Application hereof fulfilled. Diagram begin and, of course, not to forget all things are 
built (and or) arranged in their contextual form or design of being Galaxy Class. Then it is state of 
the art to you Ones.  

"Selah. Break now, Seila, for we have obtained a beginning. Hatonn awaits your services. God 
bless. Adoni, the "I AM" ESSENCE OF THE ELEMENT OF BROKEN TIME. Signing off at 
1:37 pm. 

 

Pyramidal in Nature - July 4, 1994 

"Structural composition of the intermediate as well as immediate block sets well in the 
medial interlocking structure of the hemisphere of the gopher tradition. With the exploration 
of these set gopher holes of a three foot by three in nature (though we have seen to it that the five 
by five-foot structural holes have reached the component styles of the arbitrary influx of the 
aspiring student) of the dramatics of complimentary nature of typified structure.  

"Posturing in the eclipse of the course of action accredited to the forerunner of the soluble epic 
was the setting down of formulated equivalent components of eutheranium and granite mixed with 
sulphur-endowed granite composite. Here we do advise the student of physiology to calculate 
according to the mass vs. texture of substance in its applicable form and compile it in the 
modulum of anthracited area of position. In other words, if you find this method too much 
in the complex mode then we suggest you just listen. Application is 1/10th of the fulfillment of 
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criteria of the downmoded epath. 9/10th of the law of physics is relayed to the infrastructure, 
application and design module. Period.  

Sunday, 10th July 1994 2:03 pm  

"Most honourable greetings do we extend toward your kind, Seila, for the hour of exactness within 
the beautified texture, within and being of the firmament, does in all its beauty unfolding justly 
compare to the completeness of our entreaty with you. ADONAI ready to proceed.  

The Caricatures of the Pyramid Elusive 

"The state of any mansion depends entirely upon its equational value, and this must match with its 
much sought-after disintegrating value of proximity. In completeness of any such elusiveness 
stands a point of exactness, where time matches weight, mass and volume. Understand please, 
ye Ones, that this is not to be read as chicken scratch - or in my correction duly noted - 
considered as chicken-feed! It is simply above most of your heads.  

"Equate the royal root of pi 4 SAT = vol 3 MIN 6 pi R2 W 62'-1/7" latitude and that is but a 
foretaste of the extremities of a sure compound mixture of one grain, necessary for the gluing 
proportionate measures necessary to compound the fermented structural compounds together. In 
many other terms we simply allude to the fact that even Einstein in all his perforated glory 
could not have possibly even wondered at the magnificence of the structural realm of 
equational components and their properties! So giving you formula for this sanctified type 
of rock-like structure would prove to be somewhat elusive to even the best of your kind and 
a waste of time on our part. 

"But we do intend on proceeding with enough information to pique your fancy and leaving you 
with a charming institution of praise, such as the wonder chemical reactions you purport to have 
for the fundamental continued stasis of your cryptic mummies, so pulled out of their grave tombs. 
Well, all we have to say of ye grave diggers of the Smithsonian Marketplace is this: "Your 
turn is next!"  

"Sleep well. ADONAI, the I AM ESSENCE. (2:25 pm). (end quote) (From our book Pyramids, 
Diagrams, and Textures) 

Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  
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04. Lord Adonai: A Message to the 
Religious 

  

Lord Adonai speaks to the religious of this world. This is his word to all who think worship should 
be a daily practice. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Who Are The "gods'" Who Wish to be Worshiped? And Should You Worship Them?! 

 A Message To The Religious by Lord Adonai 
 (9:41 am) 
 (10:05 am) 

Who Are The "gods'" Who Wish to be Worshiped? And 
Should You Worship Them?! 

Dear Ones, long ago when certain parsonages came to this earth from other worlds they brought 
with them the money trick and stressed to the peoples of this world Angorius the importance of 
themselves. These were the wicked ones who wished to be glorified and worshiped. The 
enlightened ones who also came to this world refused to be worshiped knowing that the act served 
no good to anyone at all. But after these enlightened "good" men and women left this earth in one 
way or another, bad men decided to change their words and make a worshiping religion out of the 
christed personages in order to enslave the people at their whim and set the people of different 
religions against one another. So, coupled with the money trick many of you became enslaved and 
severely duped up unto this day of your ongoing reincarnational wheel; no matter what religious 
faction you belong to. 

Dear ones, if people would only stand together in universal truth, all religious, racist, political 
leanings would fall away, and what the people would have left would be themselves, the wheat, 
strong and tall. Now I will turn the forum over to Lord Adonai for he wishes to speak in his own 
words, to the - religiously duped ones. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

A Message To The Religious by Lord Adonai 

(Quote) 
 
Lord Adonai: 

August 14, 2012 (9:28 am) 
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"Those of you who bow five times toward Makkah, or who kneel in your churches, are merely 
bowing and kneeling toward yourselves. We brought you here, so why do you worship us? Do you 
worship those who are your relatives? No? Then why us? There is more than one of us high up in 
your atmosphere, and who live upon various temporal worlds and those which last much longer. 
 
"Well then! What do you have to say for yourselves? Sniveling will get you nowhere, and we do 
not need your help in regaining your souls, save that of everything you do decides the equipment 
of your previous to next lifestreams, equipping the each one of you for a time at hand whereby 
each one of you down upon your haunches or knees, for that matter, still do not understand the 
resources we have for so long placed at your feet. 

"- Adonai, of the Essence of all Charitability among many Commanders-in-Chiefs of the Federated 
body of Lyrnx which, beloveds, is merely a sub-command of the Federation of Freely 'endowed' 
with much greenery, planets. Adieu and goodbye for this section!" (9:30 am) (End quote) 

(9:41 am) 

"What child need kneel and beg for a crumb from his father's table? And yet we are all your fathers, 
your mothers, and your aunts, uncles, and cousins, nieces, nephews, and sacrimonious ones. 
Cherubs, you have much to learn and think how far you have come in one lifestream to having 
learned next to nothing! You still cherish the ideology of following 'one god' when we are many. 
Yet you still do not understand we are your relatives and wish you would not continue in 
worshiping us. You do us a severe injustice by doing so, and we only want what is best for the 
each one of you, and some have even given up trying on your behalf. 

"Others of you continue in worshiping the solid round ball within your black and gold structure of 
prettiness. A solid ball which came from one of our starcraft, and HERE YOU ARE 
WORSHIPING IT as you mill around it in circles all day long! 

"Ye ones are of the most incredible eyesight, if you cannot even tell the difference between a 
mechanical object and that of your own technical observance in that which ye or others do build. 
 
"In consequence, you have all betrayed us and our love, and because of it many moons will 
continue to pass before you will see us again at your doorstep. Adieu and farewell. - Adonai of the 
I AM Essence of love and chagrin." (9:56 am) (End quote) 

(10:05 am) 

"And you in your temples and synagogues! Do you think we left you out? Nay, not in the least. 
For you little ones are seemingly intact in the equivalent to not facing of yourselves in either the 
eastward nor westward department, but instead, you little temple dwellers, you all lean out of your 
trains as they 'glide' along, falling out of windows and doors, yet you think you know what your 
'gods and goddesses' said, when in reality by your own actions toward that of your female sex you 
hardly know what is right and correct any more. The scary part here is that you all have the capacity 
to incinerate one another along the east coast, and that even frightens us. 
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"Then come the little synagogue dwellers whose chagrin at the rest of the Middle East has come 
with time. Do ye ones never remember a word which we have told you about your beginnings? 
Hair stands up on the back of your necks every time you are aptly reminded, but never mind, the 
clock will tick of itself back until the day comes whereby you ones definitely will back yourselves 
into the corner of no return. Get rid of all the restrictions on your souls before lift-off or you will 
be no better off than the anemones of the sea shell sort. 

"That is all for today. Thank you, Seila, and farewell until the season has ended for most of the 
world's finest upon the starship - Pluto. - ADONAI" (10:14 am) (End quote) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

05. Lord Adonai: The Pyramids, The 
Initiates - And You!  

  

In this particular writing, Lord Adonai wishes the reader to understand more about pyramids as 
well as the fact that there is no one god in the universe. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

My Introduction 

 The Pyramid 
 Lord Adonai in His Love - Warns! 
 Message From Lord Adonai to the Thieves of the Pyramids 
 Lord Adonai Warns to Listen Up Carefully, Dear Ones 

My Introduction 

 
Pyramid 
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Dear ones, you may notice that throughout the writings you will find words which you believe 
may be spelled incorrectly or even words which we ourselves do not know the meaning of. 
The text is given to you exactly how it was given to me without alterations. 

Punctuation is placed in by the editor, Reni Sentana-Ries, as well as position of the entire writings. 
It is important that not one word be altered, for even the alteration, deletion, or addition of one 
word can change the meaning of the text. Therefore, we offer no apology for what you, the 
reader, may call errors in our writings. 

In this particular writing, Lord Adonai wishes the reader to understand more about 
pyramids as well as the fact that there is no one god in the universe. We are all men and 
women; some higher evolved upon the ladder of life, while others have many lifestreams of lessons 
to go through in order to attain that which others have accomplished. Reni Sentana-Ries has often 
stated that: "Time will take us there, where we want to be." I could not have said it better. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Lord Adonai: 

Tuesday, 13th December 1994 10:49 am 

(Quote) 

The Pyramid 

 
Pyramidal Capstone - Lighthouse Beacon for Ships 
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"You can search all you want, but the pyramid is tailor-made with extremities, bothe, on the 
outside as well as texturized articles of factual experiences on the inside. Each section, which is 
quarantined, is inlaid with a fashionable consensus of aberrational output sequence. In other 
words, dear Comrades, each placebo within the pyramidal walls has at one time attributed 
to the harbouring of manifested workings of the initiates themselves. 

"Their personal contributions are not therefore in the lacking of your studying and worth a 
comparable fortune, should you latch on and learn anything from them. For your own influxed 
salvation, of a sort, could lend you to compromise into designing your own wardrobe of 
compensation. 
 
"This, of course, could easily lend itself into the formational doubt of ye particular Ones, 
who so congruously have helped yourselves of the sanctified behavioural status of those so 
gracious initiates of the past, by forfeiting the right of status of yourselves, by dominating 
those hallowed chambers right of the Queen's Palace, so to speak, and formulating those 
irregularities right under the noses of those in much higher places. 

"DO NOT THINK, THAT FOR A MOMENT YOUR DEEDS GO UNKNOWN BY US OR 
OTHERWISE, FOR WE ARE OF THE IMPECCABLE ESSENCE TO SEE EVEN BEYOND 
THAT OF YOUR THREE DIMENSIONAL ATTRIBUTES. 

"IT HARDENS THE HEARTS OF THOSE AROUND YE, WHEN YE PLUNDER THE 
HALLOWED ARTIFACTS, AND WITH SWIFT MOVEMENT OF PLACEMENT REMOVE 
ALL THOSE STRATEGIC WEAPONRY OF YOURS UNTO THE FORTRESSES OF NON-
SUBMISSIVE VENTURE. 

"REPLACE THAT WHICH YE HAVE SO CRUDELY TAKEN, AND LET US WEEP NO 
MORE FOR YOUR SOUL'S STANDING AMONG OTHERS OF THE GALAXY RACE!! 

Lord Adonai in His Love - Warns! 

 
Pyramids Beautiful Shining Capstone From Ships 
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"It would be sufficient to state at this point, that I am perhaps most graced with undying love and 
attention toward your kind, for in the past it has always been I, who have poured out my love and 
kindness upon your shallow carcasses. The initiates, of whom I speak, have endowed me with a 
far greater gift than that which is seldom mentionable. Strictly speaking, it is indeed for them, or 
rather the solitary memory of them, which dothe so lead me into qualifying their merits before the 
very Council of Armedias. 

Well, come with me all ye, and who are heavy laden, and I will lead ye into the land of total 
tranquillity and rest, for your poor weary souls will at last be fortified unto the day of your 
transgressional wavering! It will be when ye do stand before the High Council of Pyramidal 
Delight, high within the reach of yesteryear, that many of you will find regret as your firmest 
comrade! Do not let it go that far, I plead with ye, for as the solid rock establishes its firm 
foundation, so do ye by the same token of affairs submit unto yourselves the recommendation 
of twelve henchmen at the gallows today. 

Message From Lord Adonai to the Thieves of the Pyramids 

 
Pyramid Walkway  
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"RETURN THAT WHICH YE HAVE SO CRUDELY TAKEN, AND WITH MUCH 
REMORSE SEE FIT TO TURN THAT HALLOWED ARTIFACT BACK INTO ITS 
YESTERYEAR PROSPECTIVE RIGHT! 

BACK FROM WHAT YE ALL HAVE MADE OF IT! THAT GRUMBLING THAT I 
HEAR, DOTHE ITCHY EARS CONTAMINATE YE ALL? ARE ITCHING EARS ALL 
THAT YE ONES HAVE LEFT OF YOURSELVES? LET US FIT OURSELVES FOR THE 
LIVING WITHIN OF THE HALLEWED CHAMBERS, OF WHICH YE DO MERIT 
YOURSELVES TO KNOW SO MUCH ABOUT. MY INITIATES OF THOSE SECRET 
AND HIDDEN AWAY CHAMBERS KNOW EVEN TO THIS VERY MOMENT OF YOUR 
UNSTABLE ACTIVITIES, WHICH DWELL WITHIN YOUR MORTAL SOULS. 

Lord Adonai Warns to Listen Up Carefully, Dear Ones 

 
Pyramid Reflection of the Blue 

"Did I say "mortal"? Well are ye not all of the immortal type? That is indeed to be seen, for 
obviously it is not ye, who have ordered the Sun's rotation nor the Moon's around the plymouth 
affairs of time continuum. Did I say rotate around the Earthen plateau? Nay, I did not bequeath 
that nuance unto myself! For if it is indeed I, who would state at any given time, that the rotation 
of a surface atmospheric structure should rotate in the time approximation of all applicational 
theories, and should that indeed go against all you have long since believed in, then I should say 
to you at that point: And who are you to disagree with my conduct of star placement or 
otherwise? After all, did you make the flowers you so stringently plant every season? Nay! 
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Well then, did you set the Sea's to high tide when the Moon sets its barriers toward the 
northern stars? Nay! 

"Well then, suppose you leave well enough alone to me for the meantime, and tend instead 
to that which you have so profusely conducted within your ranks to the lending of destroying 
tendencies, thus far. Get off the bucket, so to speak, and show1 the rest of the Universe, that 
you indeed are of the availability to strive to perfection with the best of intentions toward 
other beings around ye! 

This is the Great Lord and Master Talent of Many Sources, ADONAI! (11:19 am). (End 
quote) (From our book Pyramids, Diagrams and Textures) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

Commander Morfus  
Adrigon 

(Of the “White Winds” cosmic library ship) 

06. Starship Commander Adrigon 
Speaks to the World 

  

The first portion of the article concerns a little dying bee, which I have written about in a parable. 
The second portion, however, is given way to starship Commander Morfus Adrigon of the great 
floating library upon his intergalactic ship, the White Winds, The captain has a reverberating 
message for THE WORLD! It is wise to look up and take heed! Astrologers included! – Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries 

 
The Little Dying Bee 

Beloved ones, we cherish the sight of all those who have and are preparing for lift-off, amidst 
ridicule of your peers. Of the unbelieving “others” who refuse to ready themselves, many minds 
lie dormant. Therein walk away and continue on with your own progression and do not let others 
influence you wayward. 
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Here is a story about a little bee. One day on our property I walked outside and saw a little bee 
lying upon its side. It was dying, so to speak. I went inside our home and brought out a fresh 
strawberry with sugar laced upon it and placed it beside the “dying” bee. 

I went away. In a little while I returned and the bee was standing up and within half an hour it flew 
away. It was the only bee we had ever seen on our property and were, therefore, surprised to see it 
there. 
 
Every year after that the bee returned to the door of our home. I looked at the bee and smiled but 
it continued to come day after day. Finally, I said quietly to the little bee: “You are welcome.” 

The little bee never came again that year. The next year the bee came again. No other bees were 
ever in sight. I decided in doing a test, so I again said to the little bee on the first day it arrived: 
“You are welcome.” The bee left and did not come again until the next year. The same was repeated 
by myself and the little bee until we finally moved away. 

You see, dear ones, when one is spiritually dying and lost one’s way, the answer is like nectar to 
the soul. That one will then, if wisdom takes hold, come back again and again for that which so 
aptly feeds the soul, mind and body – never again to lie there “dying” because nobody cares. – 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Beyond the Horizons of Yesteryear Come the Ships – 
GALORE! 

Captain Morfus Adrigon: 

(Quote) 
 
“Hello, you all fare-thee-well and solemn ones! 

“We, of the starcraft Intrepid, Captained by Captain Sophram Suflus Somajar Galiac, will once 
again bring the White Winds around to bear 4.6 on the ‘Richter screen,’ and because of this change 
in latitude vs. longitude for those of you who do understand us, the Beings with the heart for the 
people, you must know that with us first things come first, and that is the entire weight of the 
civilization of historical Beings becoming ready for their homeward journey. And now let us 
begin. 
 
“Seila, thank you firstly for your prompt displayal at the screen which never seems to go away and 
we, of the Starship Intrepid and the White Winds are forever at your disposal as you have always 
been at ours. 

“We need no time modem, but for your readers we will place upon this parchment one which fits 
their time line, and then we will promise ourselves to begin. 

Place in time module 3 after two. We await. 
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August 12, 2012 2:03 pm, Ryley, Alberta, Canada 

“Coming forth with enough dictatorial messages whilst you type, Seila, is sometimes an incredibly 
difficult journey. And why is this? Because in many cases the filth which surrounds your earth via 
your chemically laced atmosphere makes it difficult to sort out the junk from the platitudes, but 
nonetheless, it must be done. 

“All captains of all star maneuverings equip themselves with a punctuality in assisting one another 
who do not yet have the capacity for vortex traveling, find the Van Allen Belt someone of a strange 
feat. It is well known among our own beasties here in the heavens, your heavens, whom traipse 
around in star form as ‘the dragon,’ ‘the ram,’ and what have you, that the time for the end of such 
seclusion from the brothers and sisters upon your planet of earth Angorius is near at hand. 
 
“By this what we mean is a prompt displayal of the ‘removal’ soon of all intergalactic starship 
from ‘being’ the ‘Big and Small Dipper’ and from being large planets such as your ‘Venus’ ‘Pluto’ 
and ‘Artemus.’ 
 
“It is fun, is it not, little people of our own hygiene, to once again be able to observe that which is 
in your heavens, in their own proximity no longer clouded nor shaded by those things or beliefs 
which, of course, are not really your own but instead belong to the lifeline of lies you have been 
continually fed by government scientists, whilst other of your scientists have been so cruelly put 
to death or locked away in insane houses for the demented; fed with brozyne enzymes through a 
stick with a tiny hole at the end. Ah well, such scenes never exist upon your brothers and sisters 
worlds, which one day many of you will in your preparation will now visit before you escape to 
one which is perhaps more of your fitting. What a pleasant surprise to visit so many long-lost 
relatives. 
 
“Many of your relatives which have for centuries reincarnated time after time upon your earth 
planet, which we call here in the Galactic Council, ‘Angorius,’ are of course none other than 
yourselves, dearest ones, so you have grown and grown and grown until your nest egg appears to 
take you home for a visit, yet you will need to grow even more before you are able to retain your 
presence upon such earths, and therein will we of the starcraft troop place each one of you upon a 
planet more fitting for your continued growth. 

“We have enjoyed this segment, dear ones, and for your attention will we continue in feeding to 
the troop on your planet the necessary co-ordinates for your pickup, each one, after the time comes 
for your readiness at hand by yourselves. 

Please clock off time element, dear Uthrania Seila, and format the text into Arial Simon print. 
Adieu. – Commander and Chief, Captain Adrigon.” 2:42 pm (End quote) (From our now 
published book Beyond the Horizon of Yesteryear Come the Ships – Galore!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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07. Captain Adrigon: Patriots! A Word 
to the Wise 

  

Both Captain Adrigon as well as Captain Hatonn have come in to speak to the faithful citizens of 
countries which are under internal siege by foreign powers pulling the strings of their both their 
governmental and military divisions. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Introduction 
       We Really Need the Boys and Girls Down There to Get to Work on Our Behalf 
       AERODYNAMICS 

Introduction 

Dear ones, the Captain has some very insightful thoughts he wishes to pass on to you for your 
journey up the ladder from where you are. 

In the second segment, I have given you a portion out of one of our previous books by Commander 
Hatonn. These books we do not give to you on our book page from this site for our own reasons. 
Commander Hatonn touches on the once famous Declaration of Independence. – Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 
 
Captain Adrigon; 

August 28, 2012 (10:28 am) 

(Quote) 
 
“Hello dear ones! Dashing here and dashing there is what I am up to this fine morning southwest, 
southeast of your down under world of Australia. In any case, we will catch up on just a little bit 
of nonsense from aboard your so-called planet earth of Angorius. 

“You see, dear ones, we are not adrift in the heavens but we are promptly stationed above your 
world far above your cloud barrier of which firmament you have very little left of. So why am I 
rattling on like this instead of getting down to some or another topic at hand? Because I am the 
next Captain of one of the greatest trophies on hand. The Intrepid Stargazer will be my home for 
the next little while and because of it, Jasper Juxton, Captain of, will sub for me here on the White 
Winds. Now down to brass tacks, dear ones, if you will bear with me just a little bit longer.  
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“You need not put the above in the text if you do not wish, Uthrania Seila, for we really need to 
get right down to work. Please place in next subject title: We Really Need The Boys and Girls 
DOWN THERE to Get to Work on Our Behalf. 

We Really Need the Boys and Girls Down There to Get to 
Work on Our Behalf 

“So now we see the world as you do little ones, and your world is in effect ‘one hell of a mess.’ 
You said it – we have other words. No matter, it is important, in fact, of the utmost 
importance for the each one of you to stenograph for yourselves on the perimeters of your 
buildings but not physically, that ‘Ye ones of the Patriot movement here in the United States 
as well as Europe, France, for instance, do herewith gather as one tool against the machine 
which drives you all like the spikes are driven, right into the ground, unable to move.’ 

“Remember this little ones: you are a well oiled machine. You have the tools to make your 
machine work in a well organized manner. You are the machine which will best the system 
machine of which tools you are, each and every one of you. 

“So be your own tools to fit only your own world wide machine and you will see in one quick 
and swift time slot just HOW EFFECTIVE the each one of you is in working in coordination 
with the other. 

“This principle we give you has been given throughout your generations a thousand times at 
least, but seldom is it ever put into effect. 

“You have the internet now, dear ones – so use it and use it well. 

“Game playing is off limits for those who wish a better life – for you must make for yourselves 
this better life and WE KNOW THAT YOU, TOGETHER, IN THE ONENESS OF UNISON 
CAN DO IT AND YOU CAN DO IT JUST AS WELL IF NOT BETTER, WHICH YOU 
WILL WITHOUT COMPROMISE, THAN THOSE WHO LEACH OFF YOU AND 
NICKLE AND DIME YOU TO DEATH. 

“Gosh! Look at the time already. I really must go Uthrania, and I wish to you all a goodly 
day. Keep print in all bold. Thank you and sign off for me, love. Captain Adrigon over and 
out, as they say down there upon your quaint little patch of ‘earth.’” (10:54 pm) (End quote) 
(From our book Beyond the Horizons of Yesteryear Come the Ships – Galore!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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AERODYNAMICS 

(Second portion) 

Commander Hatonn speaks: 

(Quote) 
 
Thursday, 9th June 1994 3:49 pm 

“Hatonn converging into the essence of time/space dimension. Meeting did continue arbitrarily. 
 
“The height of the malfunctioning nocturnal factor was implicated once and for all. The stripline, 
which in itself is equipped with a firmament thread-like filter and in its essence no longer sees it 
as a malfunctioning of the manufacturer. In actuality, the dot-matrix complex is quite similar in 
the format of its alignment. 

“This would seem to be quite enough at one time, and if it has not as yet eluded you in its current 
practice, then already it has made our job toward the enlightening of the troops of a somewhat less 
ambiguous nature. Heretofore, as stated in that once famous Declaration of Independence: (I again, 
Seila?) “’The populace shall make good its entry into government wherewith its epululgies doth 
at no time hinder its evocations amidst the Royal Coalition belonging to the people.’ Of this type 
of aspiration, do we allude to, for the sake of our dear Brethren – partakers of truth. But ye 
ones, who so induce me to incapacity, do so at your own ruin.’ These great words of knowledge, 
of wisdom by Benjamin Franklin, have kept us in a reminder of our sworn duty to affiliate with 
the jargons of societal structure. 

“’For as one inlaid with thee Majesty of truthe and 33itness abound – which is, of course, that 
cloak for truthe – here do we gather as hens at thee roosting poste.’ Wellington J. Emmerson 
1872. New England/Massachusetts district.” 

“We will choose at this point to close, Seila, off this particular document. A little particle of spice 
well makes the pie more palatable to one’s system. Greetings. (3:42 pm. June 09, 1994) 
HATONN.” (End quote) (From our book Listen to me, General!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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08. Captain Morfus Adrigon: What is 
the U.S. Military Up To? The Firmament 
– What Now? 

  

Dear ones, we have begun a new writing with Captain Morfus Adrigon who is one of the most 
prestigious captains in the fleet of the Federation of Free Planets. His insight into that which we 
could not imagine is of value to us all. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

BULWARKS IN THE SEA OCEAN WELL OFF 
‘AUSTRALIA’  

August 21, 2012 (3:00 pm)  

(Quote)  
 
“So we are ready at last, are we not, and on time too. Please place next chapter heading as 
“Bulwarks in the Sea Ocean Well Off ‘Australia.’” Please place while we wait – patiently. (Smiles)  
 
“So let us begin. Now troop, the land which you call down under has a glass face off in the deserted 
regions. Where your domes face north-north-east are your architectural sort-of buildings, and to 
the east and south-east is a laced-up nonchalant type-of building which visitors may not enter. It 
is meant as a distraction, and has in fact a visitor entrance where men and women guide the 
‘visitors’ back out into the wild outback. But what we really wanted to speak to you on today, 
loved ones, is the great outback of decrepit ‘saucer – type’ structures, for they are not any of our 
‘planes’ anyway.  
 
“These typhoid structures are made by the U.S. military for the purpose of dropping types of fungus 
and germs among the population of America, and those coffins they have in their concentration 
camps kept secret away from the public, are just for that purpose.  

“You see, dear ones, whenever a cause is lost with those hoary ones at the top of the disease ladder, 
the people become more of a threat. A billion dollars of radioactive hollow bullets are being 
purchased for the diseases to reign within. “Oh well” they say “who can tell what happens 
really when these hit?”  

“Dearly beloved, you must know by now that we have everything under control from our end, and 
Topeka, Kansas, as we last remember it called, has a lattice farm building in the midst of a corn 
crop, believe it or not, and this nice little farming village, unto itself at least, is actually a food 
harvest and stop-over place for the wandering pilgrim.  
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“Is that not the fruit of ones desire – to help and assist those who have lost all that they reaped this 
lifestream due to those at the top who have ingratuously taken all they own in order to fund their 
own off-shore bank accounts? Well, we know that from the top down the dung will be shaken 
off the corn stalks, and when that does happen then of course we could be taken home in 
many beautiful ways, because that is just how the Federation works, and dear ones, you are 
all a part and parcel of our ingenuity in ‘getting you all out of there were you are.’  

- Captain Adrigon out for this portion. We will pick up later, Uthrania Seila, and good day. (3:12 
pm)  

(4:00 pm)  

“Right on time again, Uthrania Seila. We will finish this short debut and then you can put it on the 
internet.  
 
“Now, swollen waters of the fishing lakes are soon to occur due to the firmament upon other 
worlds, drifting far-insight from their own home. ‘How on earth can this happen?’ you say. 
We tell you that when a firmament begins to dissipate in order to create another new ‘film’ for the 
world, the axis of the new planets who have been created will be fitted with an astronomical field 
barrier in order then the sun’s rays will be garnished aback of the trucking field of Andromedas. 
New trucking fields will be ashed over, leaving nothing less than a firmament which is alive with 
sun’s particles, leaving the planet encased as a haven for plants, animals, and humans.  

“So what has this, on earth, to do with Angorius, your own earthly home? Only that a firmament 
will not be created before it is cleansed thoroughly of all molten ash which your lava inflow-takes 
will cease to become fluid once more. Your earth needs a new firmament and we will see to 
provide it, but NOT UNTIL YOUR PLANET IS CLEANSED OF ALL THE MOLTEN ASH 
AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS which you have in your arsenal on displayal.  

“Place this last part on, Uthrania, with the portion above. Good day, and you may relax on this 
one, loves, for we are here to take all of you, who have made yourselves ready – ON BOARD. 
Ashtar out.”  

(End quote) (From our book in progress Beyond the Horizons of Yesteryear come the Ships – 
Galore!) (4:07 pm)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  
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09. Captain Morfus Adrigon: You Were 
To Care For The Whales In Your Oceans! 

  

Captain Adrigon does more than explain the situation of the ocean-bound whales today on your 
earth, Angorius. He explains where they originated from and what the starship personelle think of 
those who refuse to look after them as they were to do in place of those who had to leave this earth 
again. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Man Was to be the Whales Benefactor – Not Its Consumer! 
 

 
Whale Orca Dear One 

Dear readers, your scientists love to tell you that either the heat element or the cold element 
makes life impossible except by micro organisms, upon certain planets – some of which are 
satellite worlds. 

The starship commanders have informed us that these are not truths, and that in fact, scientists 
are kept from telling the people upon this world what the reality of life is upon other planets.  

Some worlds have such a thick firmament that no instrument from this world we call Angorius, is 
able to penetrate such worlds for the taking of images. Many “readings” are made up lies. – 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Morfus Adrigon: 

September 2, 2012 11:00 am 

(Quote) 
 
“Hello all you dear and sweet ones of our acclaim. Captain Morfus Adrigon at your service, dear 
ones. Now this day may well prove to be the day which you most understood our philosophy 
concerning the whaling of mammals within your seas. 
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Caretaking of Whales and Obligation Neglected 

 
Starship Rescue _Boats_ 

“We brought them here in the first place utilizing large tanks for baby whales and then lowering 
them down with structured steel-type netting into your seas. Some lakes espoused the tiny creatures 
as well and when the floods came the type of plankton used increased with time and the small 
creatures gained in strength and size and therefore became your ‘whales’ monstrous to view and 
wonderful to behold. 

“Now, your whaling ships are a bit different than that which we did see of ourselves to portray in 
pictures of ships bearing special plankton together with the whaling boats of our era. But strictly 
did we never hurt the giant creatures, which were much smaller in our day, as your whaling ships, 
used for unbecoming means, tear off the very flesh of these creatures from Venus, and we are most 
distressed with those who do so. 

“What monstrosity to hurt and subject these beautiful creatures to a life of fear and such extreme 
pain. There is nothing which grows in the sea which cannot be had upon the solid footing of your 
mother Angorius, earth. And why is this, dear ones? Think. This is because the land of tidal waves 
was once under the oceanic water itself. So why would the same DNA, helix structure not be in 
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relation to that which is alive under your earth? I did say ‘under your earth’ re: underground, in 
reference to your DNA-Helix plankton under the oceanic waters today. So no mix-up there. 

“In relation to all we have stated we must now side back with our own good ambitions and save 
as many of these poor downtrodden mammals ourselves, AS YOU DO NOT EVEN KNOW 
HOW TO LOOK AFTER THEM MUCH LESS LOOK AFTER A ONE OF 
YOURSELVES! Good day! 

“Morfus Adrigon, Captain of the Stargazer for just a little bit longer. Juxton then residing at the 
helm in case I must go earlier. Thank you Seila, for my instruction being printed upon electronic 
parchment and have of yourselves all, dear ones of our ilk, a very good and fulfilling day. Clock 
off time and Adrigon, out. (11:12 am) (End quote) (From our book Beyond the Horizons of 
Yesteryear Come the Ships – Galore!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

10. Captain Morfus Adrigon: Origins of 
the Dippers and Sycamore Trees 

  

Beloveds, we can tell you that a great majority of the stars in your skies which make up much of 
your universal scenery are indeed movable objects, each with a job to do. But did you know....- 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Ships Place the Sycamore Trees 

 Sycamore Trees in the Badlands of Australia 
 Venus – Quite Inhabited as Well – Starships in their Glory! 
 Sycamore Trees Brought to Angorius Bear Fruit – the Figs 
 Stars Will Move On Demand 
 Dialogue With Captain Morfus Adrigon 
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Ships Place the Sycamore Trees 

 
Starships Placed the Sycamore Trees 

Many of you already have found out for yourselves concerning this placement of the starships, we 
are sure; but do we all know exactly how giant sycamore trees came to this planet – where Australia 
sits now? Captain Adrigon explains this and more. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Morfus Adrigon: 

August 22, 2012 11:15 pm 

(Quote) 

Sycamore Trees in the Badlands of Australia 

 
Sycamore Trees in the Badlands of Australia 
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“Beloved, please place ‘Sycamore trees in the badlands of Australia’ while we wait. Captain 
Adrigon at the forefront on this one big blooper! 

“Now loves, just you imagine that the ships brought with them from their own homelands upon 
diverse earths some of their favourite fauna and ferns included which diverse themselves from the 
regular fern family and ‘sycamore’ trees, which were little less than shoots resembling 
‘branches’ from the more larger trees found on Venus for instance, and yes, loves, VENUS 
IS INHABITED QUITE WELL.  

Venus – Quite Inhabited as Well – Starships in their Glory! 

 
Venus – firmament- impenetrable to photo taking 

This photo is of Venus with firmament intact – impenetrable to photo taking of the surface. 
 
Do not let your scientist who have their orders to deceive the public, inform you that there is no 
Human life upon “Venus” for there most certainly is as the NSA has found out from “their known 
contacts.” The scientists who know this fact and have tried time and time again to inform the 
public are – silenced. Sometimes permanently along with their families. – Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 
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Sycamore Trees Brought to Angorius Bear Fruit – the Figs 

 
Sycamore Trees Bear Fruit – the Figs 

“These shoot of trees were once planted upon what is now called Australian outback, and once 
grew as large as 64 centimeters by 4000 cm at the core outward and so the men who stood by them, 
the trees dwarfed those individuals. It does not however escape our attention that Australia no 
longer has such a finale as to their outback, and because of it the little people who reside there 
have dark, almost wrinkly skin. 

“We have seldom seen such glories in your skies over Australia, as we now seem to see over 
the United States of America, and why is that m’loves? It is simply due to the fact that the 
people of the Americas need to familiarize themselves with more reality than that of which 
Hollywood serves them up for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 

“Do remember that continents shift, beloveds, and because of it your archaeologists will find all 
sorts of trees embedded in the magna layer of your earth and you will discover fauna in areas where 
you thought there was none. 
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Stars Will Move On Demand 

 
Big Dipper Starships as photographed from ISS 

Big Dipper photographed from the International Space Station (ISS) 

“We shift our ships in your skies also. Look for a dimming star and then that seemingly same 
star brightening its lights again and you will have found at least one of us. This is a most 
prominent display among the dippers so sit outside one night and you will be most surprised. 

“Now, what we wanted to relay to you this evening (at least where we are situated at) is the 
number of crew members upon both, the starships Stargazer as well as the White Winds, is 
controlled by a legion of star members whom we know as the Legionnaires of the Federated 
Planets.  

“These Legionnaires know strictly of any dangers which we in our starships might come up 
against, such as a flying meteorite long before it comes into our viewscreen; or the punctuating of 
star systems with mediocre planets still being formed with gaseous content; or even the proximity 
of a flying object still propelled by solar light. You may think this is high tech, as you call it, 
little ones, but by our standards, those ones are just beginning to learn the composition of 
laser lights ‘after’ this new introduction, to them, by themselves, of solar equipment. 
 
“After all, loves, there is the infamous Van Allen Belt they must deal with, and melting their craft 
is about as far as they can get, but then, they in the United States have their Hollywood. 
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“Goodness gracious, but it is time for the conference on polar shifts in Atlantis, Georgia, and no, 
we did not make a mistake this time on words or names. 

“Allow us to continue with our dialogue and then we will proceed on with another topic. Please 
place on your sheet the title: ‘Stars Will Move on Demand’ and then I will sign off on your behalf, 
little ones. Good day. – Captain Adrigon out.” (11:36 am) (End quote) 

Dialogue With Captain Morfus Adrigon 

 
Magma flow 

(1:45 pm) 

Seila: Captain Adrigon can you take me now on an issue? 

Captain Adrigon: “Indeed little one. Bring it up. 

Seila: You wrote: “Do remember that continents shift, beloveds, and because of it your 
archaeologists will find all sorts of trees embedded in the magma layer of your earth and you will 
discover fauna in areas where you thought there was none.” 

Should the “magna layer” not be the “strata layer” due to the fact that magna will burn everything 
in its wake? 

Captain Adrigon: “Insist that we change it do ye ones? Well, in fact when the magma cools it 
performs layer upon layer of rock sediment which we call magma layers, so where it seems that 
we are mistaken, we actually are correct. Thank you, and if that is all, I must get back to my own 
work. Thank you loves for bringing this up, for the public would surely like to know what I meant. 
Adrigon out.” (1:47 pm) (End quote) (From our book Beyond The Horizons of Yesteryear 
Come the Ships – Galore!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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Captain Ashtar 

11. Commander Ashtar: Introduction 
(Part 1) 

  

Dear and beloved ones, have you ever wondered exactly what those other dear men and women 
aboard the twinkling stars in your skies thought about telling you of this particular earth which we 
all call Angorius? - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Another Member of Our Team - Captain Ashtar 

 Introduction by Ashtar 
 The Fleeting Thoughts Which Direct the Consciousness 
 The Photon Belt is Unfolding 

Another Member of Our Team - Captain Ashtar 

 
Starship and Plane 

Commander Ashtar is another highly valued member of our team and is also an extremely brilliant 
man. He is joined by Captain Adrigon and together these two scientific minds bring down to earth 
the understanding of the diverse criteria of the workings of the mind, the earth, and your 
"Generals." - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Commander Ashtar: 

March 5, 2011 

(Quote) 
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Introduction by Ashtar 

 
Alma Telescopes 

"Four of the European Southern Observatory's Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array 
(ALMA) antennas gaze up at the night sky. Milky Way is visible at left."* 

"This is Ashtar of the Command of the Free Federation of Planets. As I have promised, I 
will give you a short derivative in my so simple to understand truths about some of the 
happenings within, as well as on your planet. We have heard your request for a book of simple 
terms and have conceded to the fact that, as you continue to ask, so shall it be given. This is in 
no way to exclude those writings given by Korthrox and Jambian, for to broadcast their new 
news is indeed a privilege beyond comparison. Later on you will understand this better. If you 
are now ready, we will start with our first segment. You may title this first chapter as... 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Fleeting Thoughts Which Direct the Consciousness 

 
Milky Way Center 

"3 Telescopes Combine for Stunning Milky Way PhotoCredit: NASA, ESA, SSC, CXC, and STScIIn 
this spectacular image, observations using infrared light and X-ray light see through the obscuring 
dust and reveal the intense activity near the galactic core of the Milky Way. The image combines 
pictures from the Hubble Space Telescope, Spitzer Space Telescope and Chandra X-ray 
Observatory."* 
 
"This concept of consciousness will be provided for you all upon entering into the fluctuating 
realms of the Photon Belt. This will be done simply within the time frequency allotted to 
those Ones who have for so long striven to complete the course they have laid out for 
themselves whilst still in the Deva Chan, which is, in simple terms, the 'realms of the Angelic 
Ones.' It has never been denied to any entity or individual upon any earthen plane, to forfeit that 
extraordinary basis of controversial survival, whereas the formation of consciousness simply 
dwells upon the plane of the subconscious, which needs to be adjusted and brought into the Light. 
 
"This is a simple recourse because in its simplicity simply means to focus upon the complete 
abstract functioning of the Solar Rays so intertwined by the Sun's meteoric pulses. This 
pulsation is a means of taking out the light waves and directing them toward the earth's 
surface where people of conscious study can simply latch onto them. In an effort to personify 
this ability, it is given generally, or rather relayed in a general form, into pulses within your ever 
changing DNA system. That is enough for this topic at the moment. Let us now move ourselves 
onto the next. 
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"We have watched you both and through our survey of your earth's core have concluded that the 
mere complex attire of the monumental drifts within the space mechanism will be attributed 
exclusively to the downtrodding of your evolutionary scale. We must take personal care to not 
interfere with the completion of history as it seem to be written out, no matter that its simple 
method of transposing the utilities of earth's continuum is in reference to our solid 
undertakings of continuum thinking. Our credentials in this matter take us far beyond that 
of the ordinary citizen of earth.  

"Therefore, serving the consciousness of all those of our continuum, who desire to be of assistance 
to our reform policy, we are also greatly indebted to you Ones for the past work you have done 
with our brothers at Mission Control and in Sector C. It is this gratitude alone which enables us to 
greatly enhance our communication skills with you down to a mere level of simple talk. 

CHAPTER TWO 

The Photon Belt is Unfolding 

 
Earth From Space 

"This is of the severest influx upon the gravitational pull within the earth's stratospheric 
conditioning at this time. Oh, it is indeed a proud time to be living in, for every inhabitant on this 
planet of yours will (if he or she so wishes) be a participant in the outfolding of the destiny of 
your earth's history. 

"Within the earth's crust lies a neutron factor, which simply means, it is like a small cell in 
structure and has within its totality a range of fibre-like particles much like that of a solar 
star in its intertwining dimension as it unfolds within another such star form. These are made, 
and exist like this simply because they intertwine within other dimensions of less complex 
portions. The same is with the cell within earth's crust: that cell has, over eons, formed a 
nucleus of dimensional features, which, of course, serves to permit those living beings 
beneath the surface to come and go at random content or to their pleasure. 

"Now this, of course, disturbs your scientist. But the majority of scientists have performed with 
crucial intent to formate within their ranks the crucial instructions to leave at all costs those sub-
surface beings well enough alone. It is then to their credit alone, that they do this, for if once they 
should interfere with the full scope of the dimensional time warp line, they could indeed cause a 
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great shift within the structural wall of time and abandon their methods to severe destruction of 
who they are in totality. 

"'Interfere not' will continue to be a password among that community in the near future, for as 
our 'boys' pose as any one of them, it only serves to encourage growth in the sense that non-
interference groups would not be idolized by those who simply wish to survive within the earth's 
rapidly changing and developing crust formation. 

"This is Ashtar saying good night to all, and keep us primarily in your thoughts. Our rays shine 
down on you forever in the hopes that you will attain in the short while the status and feel of the 
presence of the other Masters of Universal control. Sign off, Ashtar out." 

(End quote) (From our book Strategic Implants for the Fairest of Men) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

12. Commander Ashtar: Introduction - 
Continuation of The Photon Belt is 
Unfolding (Part 2) 

  

Commander Korthrox begins the writ concerning this earth's generals followed by Commander 
Ashtar, also a Captain of the Federation of Free Planets, who speaks of the Photon Belt, the Moon, 
Jupiter, Mars, and the Evacuation, and the people's part in it all! - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Adrigon Continues 

 The Photon Belt is Unfolding (continuation) 
 Ashtar on Command - the Moon's Force 
 Not All Are From Andromedas Sector 
 The Planets of Mars and Jupiter 
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Captain Adrigon Continues 

 
Starship Evacuation image 

Commander Korthrox speaks of the unhappiness of earth's "Generals" and what exactly they do 
want. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

Commander Korthrox begins: 

March 5, 2011 

(Quote) 

The Photon Belt is Unfolding (continuation) 

"The Generals upon your planet's surface are no longer pleased, for their endeavors in the 
Middle East no longer is providing them with the cushion of resources or economic power 
that they think they deserve. 

"Your Generals are quite solid at maintaining their status among their governmental 
officials, and that, at times, leads them into nuclear arms race at an accelerated pace. This is 
quite interesting as well as sad, of course, because by doing this they are planning their own demise 
at the hand of those who regulate their frequency, or rather, those who 'pull their strings.' Survival 
here plays a very instrumental part in the overall workout of things - of times and events to come. 
 
"We find it interesting how a world culture so ingrained in personal gain does not deploy 
more strictness against their activities. We suppose the majority of your earth's population 
is too weak to even employ a fraction of the mind power necessary to succeed in implementing 
their swift retirement. Korthrox out on line for quip insert. 

"The backlash of bureaucracy is sometimes hindered by an unknown force to the people, simply 
because many of them are unaware, or neglect to force their consciousness into the process of 
what we would term as 'cognition' or 'full conscious awareness' syndrome. The extent of their 
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debauchery toward their own kind only serves, as we have stated before, to force once again the 
ending of their full conscious remembering. 

Ashtar on Command - the Moon's Force 

 
Supermoon Sinking 

“The Supermoon appears to be sinking into the atmosphere. The image was taken by André 
Kuipers from aboard the ISS on May 5, 2012.”* 

'Hello, Starseed. This is Ashtar on Command for the Federation of Free Planets. It is our 
custom to never interfere with earth humans without their approval. All accomplishments must be 
handled from without our dimensional attributes, in other words, we must watch and wait from 
our 'stars' within your skies in order to not disturb the ratio of interplanetary workings. Humans 
do strive a lot of the time to the best of their trappings but however fail the other half of the time 
to do their duty toward those of a rather higher quality of misdemeanors, which alludes simply to 
the fact that we all make mistakes, no matter how hard we try. 

"The simple matter of tonight's dialogue is the retinue of the gravitational pull forced upon your 
planet's ever crumbling surface. It is the moon's force intertwined with the debris of all sorts of 
nonsensical release into your atmosphere which is so complicating matters to a great degree.  
"Though we often keep our speech patterns to the greatest linguistic simplicity, it is now time for 
those who are so inclined to further their study to a greater degree, that must go on with more 
complicated data. To keep the boundaries to a more or less neutralized fashion, we need in turn to 
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gravitate toward the moon's surface or circumference all known proto-light in an effort to 
streamline the accuracy of the head beam known as the radium of light's current waves. The reason 
this is so important to us, as well as to you, is simply speaking, we have no reason to contribute to 
the furthering cause of your pollutionary era. 

"In circumspect, when all is indeed said and done, it is our certain duty toward your species to 
renavigate the efforts of your scientists into a more founded navigational circle. In any case, mere 
conjecture on the issue found in your social circles doth naught but to serve upon the complexity 
of wherewith it deems itself of the worthy manufacturing of etiquette. 

Not All Are From Andromedas Sector 

 
Andromedas Sector 

“This mosaic of M31 merges 330 individual images taken by the Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope 
aboard NASA's Swift spacecraft. It is the highest-resolution image of the galaxy ever recorded in 
the ultraviolet. The image shows a region 200,000 light-years wide and 100,000 light-years high 
(100 arcminutes by 50 arcminutes)."* 

"We are from the stars of the Andromeda Sector. There are indeed many from different 
cultures among us. All are not indeed from Andromeda, as you might suspect. But then 
neither are you all from the same place. And eventually you might come to realize that an 
effort is certainly being made on you one's part in whole to free the each of you from certain 
catastrophe. We wish you would smarten up your act at times. There are indeed those of you as 
well, who, when given the ratio of destructive qualities mixed with the ration of non-destructive 
chaos, would do well to merit unto yourselves the fashionery release of bringing Light waves down 
onto your planetary influx! Please continue to love the Light rays, for they are part and portion of 
your debut. 
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The Planets of Mars and Jupiter 

 
Jupiter, Mars Within Solar System 

"We have indeed succeeded, for the replay of the planet of Mars and Jupiter striven hard on 
your behalf to accentuate the gravitational redemption qualities which are so hard for you 
to reach. These are neutron devices which are accustomary to work for the swift undercurrenting 
of your nebulous work areas. 

"Please petition your leaders to stop cluttering up the earth's delicate atmosphere with their 
metallic rubble. This is of a certainty to improve things up here. Static reform is an adequate 
title for all biddings of Congress against the people and herewith, whenever mentioned by we 
Ones, doth be of the certainty to liberate those from behind their rather soiled benches of political 
reform. 
 
"Adieu for tonight. And may grace find yourselves of the making unto others of a more congenial 
nature. Just a little static oft leaves ones to perform a more satisfying composure among others of 
their race. Adrigon out. 

"Ashtar, of the Free Federation of Planets, willing to contribute further to our writings of this past 
time in our categorical expanse, of course." 

(End quote) (From our book Strategic Implants for the Fairest of Men) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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13. Commander Ashtar: How to 
Successfully Prepare For Evacuation 
From This Earth Planet (Part 3)  

  

When people have made themselves ready, evacuation will then be an orderly event for all parties 
concerned. But what does one do to ready oneself for evacuation off this particular planet? 
Commander Ashtar deals with that reality in a very logical manner. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

The Evacuation Itself 

 Look In the Night Skies 
 What Do You Need to Take? 
 To Those Who Pay No Heed 

The Evacuation Itself 

 
Starship Over Cuba 

Preview Star Scoutship Over Cuba 

“Cuba, Island of Cayolargo del Sur - January 7, 2013, 18:27 local time 
Dome shaped disk with kind of transparent upper part and lights on the lower part. It was partly 
metallic, and orange in color. 

Calm weather, dark blue skies with some clouds. No other craft were seen in the sky at the time. 
There were no electromagnetic effects, and no missing time. 

"The object appeared on one of my serially taken pictures. 
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I did discover the object later, after examination of the pictures I have taken. Actually, at the time 
of taking pictures I was not paying much attention to the skies as my objective was trying out 
different camera applications.” allnewsweb.com* 

Captain Ashtar goes into detail to explain what one needs to do to prepare him/herself for 
this great day. The Federation evacuates in the daylight hours in order to see better and therein 
conduct a proper lifting off of all concerned, in a very orderly manner. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-
Ries 
 
Commander Ashtar: 

June 12, 1997 Thursday 

(Quote) 

Look In the Night Skies 

 
Night Skies! 
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"Ashtar, of the Free Federation of Planets, willing to contribute further to our writings of this past 
time in our categorical expanse, of course. 

"Tonight we do in fact wish to proceed with the beneficial thought of providing ye Ones with an 
eclipse of your future beneficiary documentation. In our words we simply wish you to 
understand the necessary implementation, of which we could arrive at, that would serve our 
sector to the full enhancement of all arriving substitutes for the proclaiming of sequential 
craft landings of a most necessary nature.  

"Protruding out far into the night skies are one of the most needful of exchanges, as far as 
elevating the necessary enclosures for those, whom we deem to be of the most responsible and 
responsive nature. It is for this purpose alone that we find to fully document your resources for 
this accomplishment of neutralizing the magnetic structure of frequency next to the earth's current.  
 
"For the destruction of the essence of all of mankind will not in the least occur when in its 
finality nuclear resources will be laid waste by our detonation of warfare artifact into your 
earth's atmospheric climate. This will possibly not occur before it is found to be of the far 
lateness of the hour, and therefore all evacuationary processes of latter-day man will also not occur 
beforehand. 

What Do You Need to Take? 

 
Starship and Boy painting 
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"Because of the symphonized structure of our conglomerated craft we merit all responses to the 
keeping off of the destructionary radius of earth's circumference in keeping with the plankton of 
evolutionary artifact. It is of this purpose that all necessary landing procedures be endured by 
our craft whilst in the air above your stratospheric expansion. And indeed lift-off will be 
solely categorized by the necessary change in breathing habits by earth's inhabitants. It is 
crucial at this point in time to list all necessary precautions, of which each inhabitant should 
indeed be aware of near the essence of their removal, and it is now our wish to do them this 
service. Please begin with B. 

"B - Begin: Wash down all items which you wish to take with you, but keep them at a bare minimum 
for you will not be taking solitary trips by yourselves. Space must be accounted for. Move onto C 
now. 
 
"C - Contradictory: Contradictory to current belief we do not wander around the galaxy in robes, 
therefore it will not be necessary to bring your sheets. We in fact will secure places of rest for all 
ye ones and to your detriment only will you ignore this kindly information. Move onto D. 

"D - Depart: Our procedures for docking instructions will be left solely to our people and most 
walk-ins for their assistance. Do not concern yourselves with this regimentation process. It is well 
looked after. However, before departure procedure begins just make sure you are there at the 
"docking bay." Concrete instructions will be given throughout the earth. Watch your airwaves and 
T.V. stations. Go onto the final instruction E. 

"E - Evacuation: The evacuationary process may leave the each of you rather dysfunctional at that 
point, but needless to say, the feeling will eradicate itself into your mainstream deployment of 
mind-melding with us. This you will find useful if you ever wish to ask a question. Thank you for 
your concern. We are always grateful at any point in time to place your needs of the moment on 
par with ours. Adieu. 

To Those Who Pay No Heed 

 
Giant Tidal Wave 

"Those who continue to waste your time with nonsensical information will find yourselves 
bereft of all satisfactory Providences which we so offer to you.  
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Deuteronomy is the book which provides the most inclusive material to a healthy style of living, 
yet ye ones have naught given unto yourselves the necessary requirement of a nutritional dieting 
form, which in any case would have certained the degrees by which you so oft engage in unhealthy 
retinue by overeating those non-solid foods and therefore aberrating unto your own bodily 
functions that certain of implements, which would, according to our own driven ratio of gardening 
procedures to make of non effect all those caricatures of less regimented desire unto the thyroid 
affection. 
 
"Thank you for this programming nature and we will continue at your will, which is as ours, 
the reprogramming of devices necessary to personal hygiene nearest the 7 o'clock hour. 
Adieu."(End quote) (From our book Strategic Implants for the Fairest of Men) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

Lord Saint Germain 

14. Lord St. Germain File Writ (1) – 
Astronomy and What You Don’t Know! 

  

Lord St. Germain came in with dictation in the year 1994 and now continues on in his very 
pronounced style of speaking. Astronomy is at the top of his expertise as he tries to advise his 
followers.. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

INTRODUCTION TO THE LAYOUT WITH ST. GERMAIN 

 Introduction 
 The Equivalent of the Stars in Motion 
 Simpletons Are We Not!! 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LAYOUT WITH ST. 
GERMAIN 

 
New Arizona Telescope 

Dear readers, It has been quite some time since we have heard from our dear St. Germain, and as 
always does he strike more than the imagination of the onlooker as he covers topics of immense 
interest to those who make astrology their main forte. A few words can explain a lot to those in 
the know. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Sunday, 29th May 1994 1:46 pm 

"Greetings, Seila. We have a lot of catching up to do, par se. By this we mean the elevated response 
due to the coordinating of these writings, or even 'scriptures' as termed in the correct sense, must 
go forward now at an accelerated rate. 

"Our text to date has been somewhat ambiguous, and here we do refer to the first writing of 
Conspiracy Corrupt Unfolded. And now, of course we do, and with all due respect to those non-
participants who are somewhat deluded and somewhat unappreciative of our contexts - or if you 
would like to put it as contextures, you may - they will, of course, be again made subject to these 
untarnished truth forms. I introduce myself for those who are unaccustomed with these writings, 
as with the other writings we have transposed: I am known by many as St. Germain, or Lord 
Germain to those of my students. I do hereby greet you. And now, Seila, let us proceed."  
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Introduction 

 
Starships in Motion 

June 2, 2013 2:00 pm 

"Well love, five minutes early it seems. Good for you then. Prompt as usual. “The Equivalent of 
the Stars in Motion” is what we will be speaking on today, and please do not forget to insert our 
writ from nineteen hundred and ninety-four as an opening introduction. File One will now 
commence. Thank you."  

The Equivalent of the Stars in Motion 

 
Telescope Dishes 
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"Now, when moonlit nights occur, and as your astrologers will try and tell you, we have seen 
Jupiter and Mars face off with their own moons out of sight. This anomaly occurs due to the 
fixation of the stars in the right hemisphere because our ships are to be found everywhere man 
might wish to look.  

"The possibility that we of the Starship Gazer might be in error only a simpleton would imagine, 
for we have within our realms enough data which has been 'extracted' from within the light 
domains. In any case, our positioning of the 'stars' relay frequencies down to your California 
outlay of a magnitude of large and small dishes with telescopes wondering which way to scope 
us best.  

"We have our people down there on your ground, and many of them are happily enjoying their 
furlough away from the ships. But what I wished to specifically tell you today, loved ones, is that 
'thwarping' as an antidote for running through the wave lines just does not work. Period. Cancel 
all projects.  

"That is enough waste of time.  

Simpletons Are We Not!! 

 
We Observe Your Earth! 

We Have Observed Your Earth Since Before The Time of the Dinosaurs!! 
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"Now, simpletons are we not, and in great majesty do we continually observe your earth, your 
toneage and the relay patterns of your ships. Interestingly, we are not the Forsythe of all teams 
and arbitrarily do I, Master Teacher Germain, think to ourselves the bitter truth that you humans 
upon the plane of almost nil-existence of too many brains still put together what you have - have 
little better than come right down to first base.  

"So now I have told each one of you what I think, and how I categorically will react to all your 
nonsense it would be better for you to give to me a rather wide berth.  

"So with that calculated and cautionary word will I let manifest a little more in clues in order to 
assist you most greatly in calculations of what is best to do next.  

"Thank you, little Ones, and Good Night. Germain out on Tran medial frequency. Good Night, 

 James. Jamie Good Night." 2:09 pm 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 
 

15. St. Germain Introduces Himself 
(Writ 2) – Naval Bases and Viruses 

  

Dear ones, in 1994 St. Germain was one of the earlier men to give to us scribed writings. He has 
often been depicted as a man who had no other interests other than that of alchemy. But in this 
writ he goes into political detail of Naval bases and enthusiasts over those who have come into 
knowledge through study, wisdom and the base principle of "do unto others as you would have 
them do unto you." - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Who is Lord St. Germain? 

 Introduction to the Layout With Lord St. Germain 
 Friday, 8th July 1994 12:13 am 
 The G-Men Hang Themselves 
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Who is Lord St. Germain? 

 
Lord St Germain Working With Starships 

Dear readers, when we began working with Lord St. Germain, he showed himself to me as being 
a man of age with white beard. Since I could not find such likeness of him on the net, I took 
paintings of his younger origin in its place. 

The writing below details his enthusiasm in witnessing the many people today who have come 
into knowledge through study, wisdom and the base principle of "do unto others as you would 
have them do unto you." 

St. Germain has long been a contributor to many of our writings and now we set down before the 
each and every one of you, these writs, in hopes that you will come into a further understanding 
of the workings around you. 

Every once in a while we will give you these type of writings to better your knowledge of that 
which holds you in bondage, for how can you free yourselves if you are unaware of all that which 
stands in your way? - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

St. Germain introduces himself: 

(Quote) 

Introduction to the Layout With Lord St. Germain 

 
Lord St Germain Working With Starships 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LAYOUT WITH ST. GERMAIN 

"Greetings, Seila. We have a lot of catching up to do, par se. By this we mean the elevated response 
due to the coordinating of these writings, or even 'scriptures,' as termed in the correct sense must 
go forward now at an accelerated rate. 

"Our text to date has been somewhat ambiguous, and here we do refer to the first writing of 
Conspiracy Corrupt Unfolded. And now, of course, we do, and with all due respect to those non-
participants who are somewhat deluded and somewhat unappreciative of our contexts - or if you 
would like to put it as contextures, you may - they will, of course, be again made subject to these 
untarnished truth forms. I introduce myself for those who are unaccustomed with these writings, 
as with the other writings we have transposed: I am known by many as St. Germain, or Lord 
Germain to those of my students. I do hereby greet you. And now Seila, let us proceed." 

(Note: Astrophysics was next on the agenda but the following was chosen for our viewers to read. 
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries) 

Friday, 8th July 1994 12:13 am 

 
An older Lord St. Germain continues his writ 

"We depict the Nations as an outgoing virus, which in its most severe mode of happenstance, 
has served equally in its commonplace racial plurality of a most distinguished enterprise. 

"The epilogue, which to date has naught but been written by our authority in these few selected 
writings, proved no more their worth of today than did the exactness of time-complimentary on 
the morrow. 

"Seila, we bid you and yours greeting and do also hold you 'all' in the highest regard on this simple 
of planes. Be distinguished, or rather, continue to portray as such on our behalf for the meagre 
productivity of our sources and resources, to date. 
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The G-Men Hang Themselves 

 
Naval Fleet 

"Washington at its finest in its military detail is exemplary in its examinations and explanations of 
the financial planning of the Houston based military convoy of the armament pact treaty. 
 
"Viruses vs 'warfare supreme' is the most exemplary method of covering up and sanctifying 
rumours spread about D-Day with regards and concerns toward the abduction of the whole close 
ties of the Hitler Regime. And you still believed that those documents found in the vaults of 
the Naval Base, who so ceremoniously tracked down each of the culprits, were anything but 
forged! Well, a good morning to you. We can see it's high time you all woke up. 

"Plausible at the outset, lets take a quick look; then also at the inset of those 'blinding little 
diamonds of integrity.' Lo and behold - do not substitute faith for doctrine lest you be found 
wanting in the halls of gloom and doom in Montegomas! 

"The Naval Bases, to be sure throughout the whole, meaning every square inch of North 
America, is under firm rule as well as a mediocre dominion of authoritative rule of the 
henchmen contrite of elitist-based sanctimonious-religiously - as you please - caricatures of 
manufacturing plumb-balled base metals for the melting down of sub-atomic crisis warheads 
for the 'Just-in-Case' clause of contract. 

"Still think all this is plausible? Or just highly plausible? Decipher each context of the 
conglomerated substantial artifacts, rather, consumption of material belonging to the Brothers, of 
whom we were and are, and you have indeed found a menagerie of conscious control - US! The 
plausible (there's that word again) likelihood of a faintly familiar stabilizing factor of completion 
for our people as well as yours. 

"Let us work together for your sake, indeed, for as well as ours. The set is down for tonight. ST. 
GERMAIN taking the front duty desk while Hatonn is away. Strictest desire of completed 
correspondence due, front and forward and banked up on either side. Salu, Seila. GERMAIN 
closing remarks - out!" (12:44 am). (End quote) (From our book Listen to me, General!) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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16. St. Germain: (Writ 3) Sunday, July 
17, 1994: Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Korea 

  

Lord St. Germain is upon this writ standing in for Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn and takes to 
discussing Korea, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and the former President Yasser Arafat. - Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries 

Sunday, July 17, 1994 

 Korea and Japan 
 Saudi Arabia 
 Iraq 
 President Yasser Arafat 

Sunday, July 17, 1994 

 
Lord St Germain Working With Starships 

“Arafat, was not so endowed with the brigades of fascism, but was indeed the draft blueprint 
toward the elitist mode of cause and effect extraordinaire. What ludicrous motion on behalf of 
the farming southern districts! More had their paws in the pie than ever let on.” – Scribed by the 
hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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Lord St. Germain: 

Sunday, 17th July 1994 5:26 pm 

(Quote) 

Korea and Japan 

“Well, little one, Hatonn won't be joining us for a little while. His dictations have escaped the 
elitist Journal and for that he has had to attend that ‘undefiled’ Mad-as-a-Hatter Tea Party again. 
For his benefit only will I stand in so as not to let him fall too far behind in his dialogue to you for 
the benefit of the Nations. GERMAIN PRESENT IN REPRESENTATION OF THE 
HATONN RESUME. 

“Without further adieu we have finally succeeded in our formulation of the contractual epilogue 
between the two succeeding countries of your choice: the benefactors of Korea as well as the 
removal of the dictatorial escapade of the Japan nuclear warhead. Albeit, the horror of this 
controversy rests in the laps of the Federal Establishment of SNB, and if this is not sufficient 
proof of their underhanded way of releasing private censored information, then I would very 
much like to be on the informant side of this depilogue. 

Saudi Arabia 

 
King Abdulaziz ibn Al-Sa'ud 

“Samson and his edicate are to be held wholly responsible for the tiedown of Saudi Arabia 
and if you do not think that for one moment his sheiks do not understand the scope factor contained 
in their self motivated plan for the rigging of terminals and oil well tankers, then you do have a lot 
to learn. 
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Iraq 

 
President Saddam Hussein 

“What do you think, if anything, happened in Northern Iraq in the 1991 year forum? Guess 
again, for the capabilities of northern disaster and, of course, the elitist action through 
military forces in the putting away the forces of the extra-elitist factions on the roundabout 
side of the textrum (coin), then we would have had, do you not see, not a release of cause of 
world dictatorium but rather the rationale of circumspectual affairs dealt blow after blow 
by the faction from the southern regions! 

President Yasser Arafat 

 
President Yasser Arafat 
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“Arafat was not so endowed with the brigades of fascism, but was indeed the draft blueprint 
toward the elitist mode of cause and effect extraordinaire. What ludicrous motion on behalf of 
the farming southern districts! More had their paws in the pie than ever let on. 

“Arafat was a schoolboy in comparison to his compromisers, which, if entirely left to their 
own folly, would have nevertheless not only succeeded within their own set perimeters of 
aggressive war-type warfare, but would have proven themselves before the world to discover 
the heinous villainous archetypes they really show themselves up to be. 

"This is old news, and we are aware of this, but we find it applicable to set the record straight 
wherever it is offline. GERMAIN at the punchline - settled in the equinox.”(End quote) (From 
our book Listen to me, General!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 
 

Captain Graves 

17. Captain Graves Speaks Loud And 
Clear! 

  

This writ was taken and placed in the book “Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All” of the “Article 
of Faith Series.” It was years before we acquired internet and began writing articles. - Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries 

Introduction - What Really Happened 

 Captain Graves Is Ready to Speak From the Ship! 
 Captain Graves Speaks Loud and Clear! 
 From the Waves Type Magazine 
 Captain Graves Closes With a Word 
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Introduction - What Really Happened 

 
Starship - Captain Graves 

In1995 while in Tempe, Arizona, we sent these five books to a publisher and our books became 
placed upon the auction block in New York by (?) for we have no names, but this we were told 
by an agent from the Publishing House, ‘Rising Sun Literary Group” out of Savanna, Georgia, 
U.S.A. whom we never heard from again. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Graves Is Ready to Speak From the Ship! 

 
Captain Graves Speaks From the Ship! 

We had never given our consent for this certain set of our books to be auctioned away and we 
never were given any financial proceeds that had come from the sale.  

Therein the information accumulated within these books have been well studied and secretly 
distributed among their own confidants. So in this way we are not telling any secrets which would 
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put any nation in jeopardy. These going-ons have been only one of the unspeakable acts of 
injustices against the Commanders who gave the information, against ourselves, and against 
our “books.” – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Graves: 

Tuesday, 2nd May 1995 11:50 am 

(Quote) 

Captain Graves Speaks Loud and Clear! 

 
Andes Mountains 

“Good morning, Seila. This is indeed a bright and glorious day, don't you think? However, down 
to the topic at hand. 

“In justification of the concise instrumental devices implemented at the quadrant of Pacific 
Twelve, we have waylaid a neutral source of dialithium compound in order to rectify the 
problematic schematics of design for your naval explorational team, working this time in the 
primal dispositions of the Atlantic quadrant south of the Pacifica Rim. 
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“Northwest of San Francisco there lies a dwelling of seventeen architects, who in fact of the matter 
ally themselves within the profound concise instrumentation of the southern plateau of the 
Andes. I will gladly explain in a more elemental manner as to what this is truly all about. New 
paragraph please, Seila. This is an introductory message by Lieutenant Commander Jasmain of 
Arthus Four of the quadrant Nufus Seventeen. 

“Begin with this passage from the Waves Type Magazine employed by the nuclear scientists in 
Afghanistan, please: 

From the Waves Type Magazine 

 
Blueprints 

"Surf typification contrary to the merits of the auspicious design craft, of which we allude in part 
thereof as being tied into, have forsaken the diplomentary forum of their most significant 
experimental station due to calamities, far by breadth out of their control.  

“All banned frequencies are to be alleviated by consensus of the board by reducing the elimination 
of surf board type retinue through a specific dwelling process, of which only I myself, as well as 
the partakers of the Naval Experimental Base Foxlum, have contributed to the devices long 
sought after by another race far different in stature and conscience than ours 

"At the present time it is this misfit of societal structure, which places the most dire means of 
controversy within the collaborating board of the high ranking officials in Poland, Greece, as well 
as the Netherlands. 
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"This experiment will eventually prove to be its own benefactor, in essence that it carries with 
it the sole blueprint of a Naval warfare far beyond any that wish to participate for the ongoing 
regimentation as well as security of our planet. All contrivances to date tell of the epic story of 
Earth dwellers, who in stark naked truth we have found to be more of a threat to society at large 
than any conquering forces yet to be found upon our planet." (End quote). 

Captain Graves Closes With a Word 

 
Scientific Laboratory 

“This is Captain Graves of the Scientific Laboratory in consensus with the Artillery manned Nufus 
Quadrant at Helium. Out on frequency 4.7. Thank you for your display of data, Earth tower. 

“Well, as it is written so shall it always be known, that there are in fact those idioms of nonsensical 
data, which only preclude to their own demerits those of most sincere consequences. To conclude 
then, we mean to relay to our readers exactly what this meaningful talk is all about. Frankly 
speaking, and here we do not mean to be condescending in the least, but we must by matter of 
factual scope perform within the best of our tolerated ability to be as concise and eloquently 
comprehensible as possible. 

“New paragraph, please. Heading factioned off as ‘Neutros Combining Statutory Requirement 
Aboard All Naval Warfare Craft DELETED!’" (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets 
Are Valuable To All!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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Commander Gyeorgos 
Ceres Hatonn 

 

18. Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: 
The Aftermath Of National Security  

  

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn is another starship commander whose ground duty it is to work 
undercover in the high places of the U.S. government in order to uncover the debaucheries which 
work against the people at that level. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

The Intricacies of Washington D.C. 

Well, this is what Commander and Captain Hatonn would call “one gorgeous day!” with all truth 
falling well into place with even more yet to be understood by us all as it continues to unravel. 
 
”...take with a bullet in hand the ears of the Congress in forced exchange rates....,” spoken by 
Captain Hatonn simply means “a word of truth which cannot be ignored by the congressmen 
and congresswomen.” (This sentence is at the bottom of the fifth paragraph down). 

In this writ Captain Gyeorgos Hatonn speaks on the Federal Reserve, and the National Security of 
a Nation. Tune in and let us understand that which we read and understand that which we hear. 
We are not here to please itching ears and what they want to hear, but rather to give to you, the 
readers, that which was given to us "from above," as you are so fond of saying, as being the reality 
of issues and events in this world. The ones who do not like these writs may well be the ones who 
have been doing you, the people, the most harm. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

National Security and the Great Federal Reserve! 

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: 

Wednesday, 31st August 1994 1:39 pm 

(Quote) 
 
“Here in Washington it has been met with the severest of all complexities, insofar as the Deputy 
of Finance is concerned. Controlled currency, diplomatic style, has finally succumbed to the 
immediate unavailability of dramatic style. The American Dollar, which has so far succeeded in 
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changing its style once or twice, as far as the Federal Reserve is concerned, is intent once again on 
performing non-diplomatic service to the chagrin of those once imputed minions. 

"By the thousands, or should we say trillions, manufacturing equipment has finally announced its 
intention of dwarfing the sequel upon its face. Look for discrepancies, my friends, and be it unto 
you ones to hide not your efforts in declaiming the true authority over all your costly efforts! This 
is a highlighted effort on the part of all your loving congressmen, excepting those few, of course, 
who intend with all their might to engage the high courts of the land into mediation with the faction 
of their own leadership. 

“WOE BE UNTO THOSE, WHO, WITH DISCREPANT LAWS OF THEIR OWN 
LEADERSHIP AND MANUFACTURING, DOTH CONTINUE TO STRIVE EVEN 
BEYOND THEIR CAPABILITIES, AND PROFIT FROM AMONG THE CONTINUED 
STRIFE AND GLOOM AND DOOM, WHICH SO HEAVILY LIES UPON THE BACKS 
OF THE UNCONSTRUED OF THE RESUME OF PUBLIC LIFE, OR RATHER, PUBLIC 
LIVING QUARTERS AND ALLOWANCES!  

"It would behoove each one of ye rather, who are strangers to the problematic attire of current 
national attributes, to put your left foot forward and not have an inkling of what is truly going on. 
 
“Why on Earth do I allude to the doing of no-thing? Simply because, with confederate-like 
thinking it will be taken to the highest element of the dog-rating problem. This may serve ye ones 
toward the scratching of your heads, but fear not, old Hatonn has the ever ending solution to your 
newest and most expensive problematic feature of the United States currency. Listen up, folks! 
 
“The main and crucial dialogue is perchance the time of unfolding of your greatest glory as 
taxpayer, simply because it is to the unfolding of your own pockets, that they so merrily strive to 
hit. Resources of unequaled imaginings are beginning to take shape, and when they hit the top of 
the barrel, that is the crucial time that you, the public forum, must make your move. Listen with 
the most astute ears for the symphony of change, and then take with a bullet in hand the ears of 
the Congress in forced exchange rates. 

“Now, you are well aware that I, myself, would undoubtedly never force irregular change upon 
the haunches of the people of this never-deemed-good country (the way it stands now, of course), 
but, however, there is even a stage of which range even I must allude to the portion thereof. It is 
not a mandatory stricken device I now hold in my hand, but rather the token merit of a work well 
done within the surface tidal areas of elitist factionist territory. I even won the award for that 
serious conquest! This is my backing up toward the wall on this particular one, that I might at least 
share with ye ones all the concerns of implementation of which I, at the front, am responsible for. 
All in due time, I believe. 

“This is indeed a section for the Washington Post, and I understand it is even to be kept quiet from 
the likes of their ears as well. The intrepid will not be forced from within the compound of elusive 
behavioural patterned frequency, so promptly get on the bandwagon, if you must, because the 
POCKETBOOK OF RETAIL CURRENCY IS ABOUT TO BE FORMULATED INTO 
NOTHINGNESS, FOREVER, ON THE BACKS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC! 
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“Remember what happened to Cuba and Canada? Well, THEY WANT YOU TO EAT 
THEIR PORTION AS WELL! That is precisely why they have merited out toward the Free 
Trade Expense Sheet the drawbacks of economical tidal factors. Free speech is gone with a 
bullet in its back, and YOU ONES ARE NEXT ON THE FIRING LINE, AND THE SQUAD 
WHO IS DESIGNED TO PULL THE TRIGGER ARE YOUR OWN HENCHMEN FROM 
THE VICE SQUAD - MILITARY FACTIONAL DEBATE - which alludes to the fact, that 
capability is not a resource of prerequisite necessary detrimental factorial equational 
purpose. 

“Figure that one out, minions of the fourth apex, and ye just might come up with the action tool 
of debatable purpose. This, friends and comrades of mine, is only the plurable beginning of austere 
financing. - HATONN.” (End quote) (From our book Blinkensop - The National Crime) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

 

 
19. Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn's 
Autobiography 

  

Dear ones, I am about to give to you "files" of the well known Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
whose very existence is entwined with keeping alive whilst he imparts within those files, the little 
known activities of the elite of this planet. Some of these files will be question and answer forums. 
But first - his autobiograpy. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

Introduction to a Man Who Puts His Life on the Line Every 
Day  

Dear ones, each and everyone of us has a story to tell whether we tell our story or not. Every one 
of you have lifetime after lifetime of experiences either to the negative or to the positive which 
have served you well in your growing understanding of human nature. In this writ, a dear friend 
of ours and team member Commander and Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn lays out in front, of 
you, the reader, his deepest thoughts on his life and where it has taken him. - Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 
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Commander Hatonn Speaks Bluntly of His Affiliation With 
the Elite 

Commander Hatonn: 

September 30, 1994, Ryley, Alberta, Canada 

(Quote) 
 
"Winnipeg is the key theory so withheld forth by those same scoundrels of iniquity. It is simply a 
code name for euthanasia, and resounds with the same sickening vibrational tones as did the 
NAFTA agreement, once issued from within the chambers of Congress within the whitewashed 
walls of the White House. 

"It is with firm regret that I was needful of accompanying those poor large-eyed, as you would call 
them, extraterrestrials, which are in fact really our down-home buddies, into the chamber of delight 
with the elitist hogs standing about gazing upon their charred features. My soul is naught but 
saddened by the force so charmed upon these factitious creatures (brothers of mine), and TO DO 
THEM THE SEVERE INJUSTICE, OF WHICH I ALONE HAD TO PRODUCE NINE TIMES 
OUT OF TEN, WAS JUST TOO MUCH FOR ME TO HANDLE! 

"Remember, I told you to strictly not even mention my whereabouts or negate to the epic of 
restricting devices upon my person? Well, you saved me an eternal episode of grief by your 
compliance to do so, as now they have termed me an available, as far as nuance of contriteness 
goes. In other words, those deadly features, for which I at the moment stand upon, ensure that my 
status and name, rank and number continue to remain under the protection of the U.S. National 
Guard. Small mercies for big men! That I am! Well within the collaborationery nuances I do 
continue to do that, for which I am so well known: SPREAD LIES ABOUT PUBLIC MISCHIEF! 
In other words, though I am an 'expendable' to rogues, I have accomplished what seldom would 
be thought of as an intricate route to heavenly hosts, for I am one of them in every way and form. 
Surprise? 
 
"What I do down here I do simply for the cause of reform because I have taken on a mission quite 
unlike those of other walk-ins, simply because I have been down here many times before. And 
with all remembrance intact, I have been able to circumcise the plans and further the cause of the 
elite into its soon coming grave! 

"This plan, of course, further delights those ones on High as it does you and I, and not only is the 
day of Light surfacing through ones like yourselves, but the companionship of never ending 
factions within our starship limits will soon prove to be of a rather touche benefactoring helpmeet!" 
 
"Sign off now please, Seila, and rest well, for the day of reckoning is nigh! Love, yours sincerely, 
Hatonn and Crew. (End quote) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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20. Commander Hatonn: All Churches 
“Behind The Veil” 

  

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn speaks to the churches concerning the time of the rescue from the 
earth's manifestation of horror upon the population, mostly created by the hand of mankind 
him/herself. When the "time is up" for all those who either have prepared or have not prepared 
themselves for the Great Evacuation, the Captain explains "what to look specifically" for in the 
skies above their heads. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Do the Religious Really Know Where They Are Going? 

 All Churches Behind the Veil 
 The Lifting of the Nations! 

Do the Religious Really Know Where They Are Going? 

 
Starships wait above earth 

Captain Hatonn begins with these words: “So far it has been brought to my attention, that neither 
the ones of religious capacity nor the religious establishment thus far have even the slightest 
innovative quality as to just which end is really up in these last days.” – Uthrania Seila Sentana-
Ries 
 
Commander Gyeorgos C. Hatonn: 

(Quote) 
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All Churches Behind the Veil 

Friday, 8th September 1995 3:19 pm 

“Good afternoon, Seila. This is I, Hatonn, back at the helm on this gorgeous day in Washington, 
or rather I would like them to think so! However, on with the proceeds of the topical event. 
 
“So far it has been brought to my attention, that neither the ones of religious capacity nor the 
religious establishment thus far have even the slightest innovative quality as to just which end is 
really up in these last days. It also has been brought to my grave attention, that to date not even the 
nephites of the Solitary Reform under any particular religious heading have any such inkling of 
just how on Earth they are to equate themselves within such a broad spectrum of sequence, such 
as the ones they are in a little while to be faced with. 

“And of what occurrences am I justly speaking of in this prime time evaluation of religious 
current events? Why, that spectactular hair raising event of alluding to exactly how and 
when they are to arise like a vapour stream up into the ‘clouds’ without falling off! And, of 
course, comes the big question, once they are all there (providing you can in fact find the 
‘right church’ which is going) what will they then do to qualify into entering that most 
famous "Golden Gate of Utter Delight?" Well, comrades, these questions are really made up 
of a simple fabric. 

“You would do well at this point to remember, that all justification alludes to itself within the 
infinity of the problem. In other words here, literally speaking, all the hogwash, of which is 
encased within the agenda of all routine church theorograms, do aught in a sense to provide 
ye all with a strict dietary formula for manifesting the impossible. 

"Do you crave an understanding here for this last morsel of complimentary foodstuff, or are you 
yet too young of souls to correctly understand the midriff of the sanctimonious flavour of which 
end is actually up? Well, to begin the ending at a more suitable and more reasonable base for ye 
ones of little understanding, I submit to you, that the reasonable course would fall into the 
perimeters of scientific injecture. For all, which lies within the perimeters of our intricate 
understanding should by all logistics be in effect complimentary unto the diagram or program, if 
you will, of the entire universal display. Comprendre vous here, little tykes? Well, we certainly 
hope so. 

The Lifting of the Nations! 

“Now for the second display of the logistic sequence, we have the hope, that all of you will come 
directly into knowing that the time is definitely up, when the sky so darkens with your brother's 
craft, and motherships have prepared the way for the ‘uplifting of the nations,’ in rather secular 
terminology here. You must gravely understand, that in order to float upward, you either 
need to have onto an antigravitational suit of armor, or indeed you have already reluctantly 
passed from the grave into the afterlife, of course, at which time aggression will have melted 
away. Am I right here, or are the antagonists among you still infusing the way up the ‘golden 
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staircase,’ of which they understand is naught but a very stringent beam of light from a ship's 
transporter beam? And indeed, with Lord Sananda at the helm, you could properly term it as his 
justice toward his chosen! 

“But rarely do you even find, that with any evacuationary process, that few are consistently 
chosen and others are not. The whole quandary has always been manifested in joint reproductive 
qualities. For instance, who are we to say if one goes and one stays? For fear of ‘going’ is often 
the underlying factor in the decisionary process of each individual, which realigns himself within 
the extraordinary graffiti of whether or not to turn into vapour, or leave the vapour to someone else 
and help himself into the formation of actually providing himself with literature, of which he will 
make as a helpmeet unto himself toward the day of his redemption! 

“And exactly what here merits the definition of ‘redemption?’ Does ‘redemption’ not 
therefore fall into the category of nonsensical attire? In other words, all have contributed 
throughout the ages of incline toward other life forms outside of their own, have they not? Then 
would not "faith" be the practical analysis of the whole spectrum of holy doctrine?  

"And then again, what indeed is ‘faith’ made up of? Is it not the knowingness within each 
logistic content of laws vs physics, in order to not typify those extra contradictory motivations of 
others into a widely sweeping scenario of complex data, of which others smelt down into a glossed-
over epitome of despair, if they indeed don't make it ‘Up on High?’ So you see, comrades, as you 
take much time again in order to contemplate my words of wisdom, it is much error which tells 
you to place your faith in anyone other than yourself! 

“This portion to be placed, Seila, behind the doctrinal title of ‘All Churches Behind the Veil.’ Any 
questions for Chapter Three would now dwell well within my mode of interloping from one topic 
to another. Please prepare yourself for a backward shift in time into the Chapter Three dialogue. 
HATONN on rest for brief period.” (3:49 pm). (End quote) (From our book Beware of the 
Wolves in the Bushes of Delight) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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21. (A Hatonn Special) Commander 
Hatonn Speaks On "Important" Past 
Occurrences (Part 1) 

  

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn brings us "a special" which will be presented in two parts. The 
captain speaks of experimental "war machines" and the bombers of WWI. He continues with Iraq, 
Iran, and Sweden, moving on with a short question and answer period. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-
Ries  

War Machines, Nations, Question and 
Answer Period 

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: 

Saturday, 4th June 1994 

(Quote) 
 
HATONN: “Thank you, Seila, for accommodating us once again. To clear these files off my desk 
and file them once and for all in the completed compartment file drawer is one burden off my 
shoulders - or should I say - desk. Nonetheless, down to business…. 

“The war machines such as the D49 Firebird XL2 and the Taxicom air force born baby of 
them all - the Newton experiment - did offshoot the policies and great plans of the military, 
led at that time by Colonel Paxton and Co. What a dish to be served - but not on the Iran-
contraband, for the complete success of the mission depended entirely upon the complete 
cooperation of the Malaysian Government. Getting interesting? Hang on to your seats, folks. 
 
“The intrical design of the old WWI bomber did prove most useful in obtaining the 
contextual design of the Radar Flight Simulator Control Disk, at which time the Malaysian 
Government held. 

“Both Iraq, as well as contraband Iran, substituted each other's loyalties for a piece of the pie. 
But only they had never really seriously counted on the United States government interfering. And 
just why did the Great Minds in D.C. include themselves? It was simple. They had made a secret 
pact with Sweden to enforce all kinds of injunctions using the power behind the United 
Nations for an end to their own means, or should I say, a means to their own end? And in 
return, Sweden would prove her loyalty in her unswerving submission to the High Council 
itself.  
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Question period? 

“Why did the contraband of the Northern European continent prove to be more trouble than it was 
actually worth? 

Answer: “If Tibet had formed such designs on Eurasia, the folly would have been too great. If 
Great Britain had had similar designs on the mode of destruction concerning the North 
American continent, of course, the attempt would have been somewhat conspicuous as well 
as futile. But if the Iran/Iraq controversy were to lead to the production, as well as of 
progression of the U.S. Market, then the high waters of platitude would show forth as a 
shining light. Well, we definitely are getting a little more to the bottom of ‘this’, shall we say, 
‘idiosyncrasy’ by idiots involved in employing idiotic behaviour upon the "wellbeing" of the 
country! 
 
“Break for once please, Seila, and keep information to yourself for the present time. HATONN 
out. (6:33 pm). (End quote) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

22. (A Hatonn Special) Commander 
Hatonn Speaks On "Important" Past 
Occurrences (Part 2) 

  

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn brings us "a special" which will be presented in two parts. Part 2 
comprises of the policies of politics with some very interesting tid-bits, followed by a detailed 
account of a horror narrated by a soldier. Do not miss this. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

What is Hidden? 

 Forced Objectives 
 Tuesday, 7th June 1994 11:20 am 

What is Hidden? 

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: 

Saturday, 4th June 1994  
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6:46 pm (continued from Part 1) 

(Quote) 
 
"Please resume at once. We have much to cover in a shortly given time. 

"The Elexitar was one ship, which, during the bombing of Pearl Harbour, did contrive to 
enforce its seasoned officers in the injustices by degree, employed by those 'courageous' acts 
of war. Nauseating, isn't it? 

"Subservient (I do like that word to serve my purposes of speech) as they were to the breeches of 
Republican forces, et tu the people, were aware of nothing. Everything specially hidden from your 
ears, eyes and all other conceivable route of communication. 

Forced Objectives 

"Squashed down like flies on a border paper, we ducked to avoid the onslaught of bombs, but try 
as we may, our little squadron of 12 uniformed soldiers met their death in pride for their country. 
But me - why our own men were shot down in the heat of our victory over Japan, has always eluded 
my own understanding and forgiveness which I could never give. You see, it was not Japanese 
troops who so startled and shot down with A-bombs the men as well as half the countryside, but 
that of our own forces: the United States Military, of which we 'were' a part. THOSE WERE 
MY FRIENDS, EISENHOWER!!!" Lieutenant James "Cutlass" Bowing, 5th Battalion - Second 
Class Airman. 

“Well, it is well to close the files on this one, and we do have several more to go before we can 
close the files on them too. Any and all significant materials, which we believe would be of 
"interest" to the American Public, will definitely be supplied to them free of charge via the Hall of 
Congress, Washington D.C. U.S.A. Zip 20036. 

“Military maneuvers are actually quite stimulating if you happen to be within proximity on the 
right side of the fence. DO protect your 'butts'. Be wise! Secede, for within the unknown force 
behind all areas of your very life here upon this planet, which forces, of course, we ourselves 
are most familiar with and in due time so will you be. Find within each of yourselves the 
strength to march straight in the beaten path of the righteous. No matter what the cost of 
truth is - hold 'her' in the greatest esteem and pay a high tribute to its force, for in the end 
each one of you will find yourselves accountable in fact and fiction upon your honest integrity 
in light of circumstantial events pertaining to the period at hand. 

“Good evening. HATONN out. Transmission off. (7:19 pm).  
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Tuesday, 7th June 1994 11:20 am 

HATONN: “The Pollcock Planning Procedures Committee is in actuality a Commission for 
the deployment of naval goods for the exploitation of "substances" into North America, 
U.S.A. to be precise. 

“The animosity connected with the byproduct of Effugene is but wholly circumstantial evidence 
as portrayed by Statistics in the heat wave of indecision. Hot under the collar? Precisely. This is 
a delight to write or forecast, Seila. You have little idea of these particular circumstances which 
have brought this writing about in particular.  

"Again let me allude to the fact that Hatonn himself does so generate an interlude in which we can 
find in the space/time continuum, in which to finance our work. And to proceed with its application 
of being as due to schedule we have been pleased to have produced you with a choice recording 
which we do attribute to Hatonn as he was not on his daytime schedule. Resume at once. Thank 
you, HATONN and Co. (Classified). 

"Some of the strangest things ever seen or done are executed by the Military". (A Hatonn 
Special).” (End quote) (From our book Listen to me, General!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

23. Captain Gyeorgos Hatonn: To What 
Degree Do Governments Use And 
Operate Flying Saucers? 

  

]In the late summer of 1994 a huge starship glided in the skies and positioned itself above our fifth 
wheel RV. We were soon plagued with black helicopters and men in fedoras and black suits. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

A Short Word 

 A Question For Captain Hatonn 
 Captain Hatonn Begins 
 Are Such Craft Manufactured? 
 What Are Such Craft Used For? 
 Do We Fly These Craft? 
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A Short Word 

 
Spacecraft-imitation 

Beloved ones, it was around this time of year that we made our acquaintance with several other 
commanders and yet, others, at that time, remained unknown to us. The team was beginning to 
regroup. 
 
In the late summer of 1994 a huge starship glided in the skies and positioned itself above our 
fifth wheel RV. We were soon plagued with black helicopters and men in fedoras and black 
suits. They, we found, were not of the friendly sort. Many writings commenced and some of these 
we will present to you, the people, for your right to know is a natural fact. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-
Ries 

A Question For Captain Hatonn 

Thursday, 8th December 1994, Ryley, Alberta, Canada 

Question offered up by Reni Sentana-Ries: 

To what degree do governments or the elite use and operate flying saucer technology, how did 
they get hold of such technology, what is it being used for and how can they be distinguished 
from ships of the Brethrenhood? 

(Quote) 
 
Commander Hatonn: 
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Captain Hatonn Begins 

 
Spacecraft-bottom 

"Greetings, Uthrania Seila. And now, if you are indeed of the readiness in nature, we will promptly 
begin. To begin with, let me commend the author of these following questions with a concise 
answer period. On his behalf I will strive to induce a more complex caricature of extraterrestrial 
compliances and their more intricate maneuvering in patterned formation. 

".... You must understand, that though your governments of the world do employ the power 
to state what actually happens, they refuse to do so, not so much because of the fear of 
national panic, on the contrary, more because of the power loss they would incur over the 
multitudes.  
"Do not think for a moment in time that they would have written against the manufacturing of 
credentials for public forum, if there had not been a conjecture written in, in which to keep all as 
silent - and away from the people, would need to be, at least at this time, the mandate of the people. 
 
"Now back to your questions. There are specially equipped artillery weaponry upon the satellite 
structures high in your atmosphere, which do naught at times but condemn those artifacts in your 
sky, which do with good reason encircle that earthen plateau mostly for the well being of the 
nations below. 

"Whenever a craft is found grounded, whether it be of its own cognizance or not, flights of 
military troops are sent in and are waylaid bent on achieving the sort of information, which 
could only be dealt with on a one-to-one contact source. This is indeed the plight of those "mighty 
ones," who in turn sign for us the necessary contracts with reserve as to exactly what we will do 
with the material once it is all collected and processed into crafts of our own. 
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"However, we still have not so far succeeded in instrumenting their kind of technology due 
to be used in the deploying of such craft into the atmosphere to any distinct range above 
10,000 feet. 

"This is simply stated, because of the force necessary to catapult such artillery out of the 
gravitational force field of Earth itself. It is true that we have succeeded in placing our own 
upon the face of the Moon, so to speak, but however it is entirely another matter to find ourselves 
with electrodes garnished in a hydrogen box in the hopes of equating ourselves within forces, 
which are to be conquered from the Universe itself. In other words, we yet must learn how 
exactly to harness the cosmic electricity in order to function these particular ships. 

Are Such Craft Manufactured? 

 
Spacecraft-top 

"Now, do we indeed manufacture such craft ourselves? Not really. You see there is really no 
need, for enough have been placed in captivity within our laboratory conjunctures or placebos to 
feed an army of artillery minded gravidities. We have, in all told accounts, between the figures of 
30 and 42 somewhere throughout the whole of the United States and Canada. 

"This may cause you some surprise, but Canada is indeed one of the leading nations, 
undercover of course, who have founded at least two antique mother craft dating back to a 
consensus of 400 AD by the aboriginal people. Where else do you suspect their hidden royalties 
come from? Has the Government ever in the past, as far as you can remember, treated them 
with any kind of compassion or true sympathy? This is a good topic indeed. Now their payments 
have almost run out, and unless they can come up with duplicates of a more or less, less capacitated 
lot of flying machines, their time for compassion will have indeed run itself amuck. 
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What Are Such Craft Used For? 

 
Spacecraft-shipside 

"What do we use these beautiful craft for? A unique idea, of course, in the achieving of 
weaponry far above and out of the bounds of most high flying maneuvering planes. However, 
there is one clincher, and that is the process in which we acquire the correct data for implementing 
the correct sequence into formulated working consignment. Well, indeed, that is another story, 
but for now we will satisfy ourselves with the diplomatic placebos of the future contracts, 
namely meaning the 'aliens.' 
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Do We Fly These Craft? 

 
Spacecraft Whole 

"Do we fly these craft? We have tried, but past experience has told us, that until we learn how 
to exactly harness the power of the 'wind,' so to speak, whereby we have found that to do so 
will cause us very little calamity as far as income tax statements go, in a sense for clarifying my 
message through to you. But in effect it will save us countless amounts of currency, if we but 
successfully endure to the end with a solution of a solidified method. We shall forever remain 
rather 'grounded' for the most part. 

"For now, we must continue to acquaint ourselves with further study upon the whereabouts of 
all craft, just in case we can find a link there. And at best, if one be shot down and conquered, 
even though we are not supposed to be a warfaring people (don't choke too hard on that one), we 
may just find a survivor which will take to our methods of disclosure without prior functioning 
abilities removed! 
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"This on occasion is the case, and my own stomach turns whenever I am faced with this 
extreme peril of my own downhome cosmic brothers. I have at times, managed to grant them 
amnesty, but for the most part it was I, myself, who had to strike them from the Records of 
Life. Sela." 

Break for 1/2 hour please, Seila, for a group of men are arrived at my doorstep for another of their 
defunct meetings. Hatonn out on channel 4." (End quote) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

24. Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: 
The Crickets Come Home From Regina - 
A Hatonn Special! 

  

Dear ones, our brothers and sisters from and within the starships have long walked among us upon 
this earth. Here is a message which displays the activity of such ones who have come to bring 
truth, enlightenment and a way off the face of this earth before disaster strikes worldwide. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

The Introduction 

 The Crickets Come Home From Regina 
 Regina, Edmonton, Saskatoon, etc. 
 Japan Included 

The Introduction 

Many of your dear and loved ones have been rescued when calamity struck and many of you 
thought those dear ones had just disappeared into the ocean or down large crevices, when in fact, 
they are found safe and secure upon one of our large starships. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
Commander and Captain Hatonn: 

Thursday, 16th June 1994 2:51 pm 

(Quote) 
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The Crickets Come Home From Regina 

"If you think this is a rather strange title, in effect you are going to think the contents even 
stranger. If you experience any transmission difficulty we would then ask you to, at that given 
time, just take for yourself a proliferant break. Thank you again. We intend on weaning you onto 
the computer and will help you to adjust your frequencies to implement the necessary criteria and 
options for a clear transmission.  

"Just another step up the ladder, so to speak. Helps to bypass the elemental stages of less developed 
stasis which work and are set up in a contoured fashion to the equilibrium of the inner ear. Bonus! 
Let us now begin, for we tend, especially me, to occasionally get off the beaten track. 

"Olvilton indeed! If it is not the fish centre of the nation's small tank industry, then quite an 
understatement has been made. It is the main source given to mankind to help him toward his 
approach to the betterment of societal structure in adherence with the Criterion Laws of Conduct 
which, once encountered, do portray the right effect upon the sojourning of the Age of 
Picien/Aquarius contour. 

"We will continue this upon request only and abridge the accruements of the Saturn Outpost. As 
you will understand shortly, these writings are of a little more descriptive pattern than the 
originals, which are also in compliance with the rules of the Equinox. 

Regina, Edmonton, Saskatoon, etc. 

"Regina, Edmonton, Saskatoon, as well as countless others, do hereby signify the status of 
those of our Brethren stationed there. They know the risk, and do uphold their duty to their 
fellow man well. In a like fashion, do know to exploit those finery and exemplary examples of 
misuse and misconduct of style, given to those only with the proper or common credentials, that 
even a moron could in effect determine where the apparition would lie, which would have no effect 
in conjunction to the rolling of the superficial criterial effectual plane of adjustment. If you can 
figure that one out, then this is certainly for you alone. 

"We have the most strategic bases implants ever summarily thought upon in contextual 
design. The placement of our bases would summarily newly be subject to detection by the 
common man. They would likely trip over them before they would uncover even as much as a 
trace of their static casing, as you may refer to it, in thy preference. 

"We are so well equipped that the Government of Canada states that we are like the "fireflies" 
which one minute are subject to their conveyance as well as detector machines, all the while 
disappearing as quickly as we show ourselves. Screening is a serious request put in by the Paxtons 
of the district, and in relayance with the request of visiting dignitaries we do adhere to the most 
strict regulations concerning the effectual partitioning of our stationed ground crew, of which you 
are a part, of course, Seila and Co. 
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Japan Included 

"Minjing is a much sought-after substance and is held in the strictest of compliance with 
regulations put forth by the elitist Board of Health. Should I not put it this way? Have I indeed 
offended someone? Forbid not - especially my words! For as touchy as they do become to some 
ears, they just as often rattle the ribcages of others in their delight. 

"Break now, little Seila. We will discuss more to a greater extent through satellite breakup 
strategics without static again. Adieu, HATONN, long distance but no charge, of course. (Time 
recorded 2:26 pm; 7:26 Standard).(End quote) (From our book Listen to me, General!) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

25. Captain Gyeorgos Hatonn: People, 
Arise! 

  

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn speaks of the leaders of the United States and Great Britain and 
much inbetween closing up with just what the concensus is of the Peoples of these United States 
of America! - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Introduction 

 PEOPLE, ARISE! 
 Diplomats My Dear! 
 Ashes of Those Special Influences 
 So What Is The Consensus? 

Introduction 

“Diplomats are in the making up of their minds to concede to the general public those ties of 
peace, which are so demanded by the front, to appease those Republicans of more national 
trends or structures, if you will. It is difficult and does appear more complicated than usual to 
exceed the limits of timeless drifting here in the squadron of unusual expeditions.” – Scribed by 
the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: 

Monday, 24th October 1994 2:00 pm 

(Quote) 

PEOPLE, ARISE! 

“Good Afternoon, Uthrania Seila. We are pleased to finally resume our acquaintance of the 
discussionary period again with our readers. If you are now ready we should begin. This, of course, 
is Hatonn again at your service and at the continued service of all mankind. Salu. 

“The credentials of those whore mongers within the Washington, D.C. complex negates any 
further disclosure of the fact that they, by our standards, refute any and all claims to the sojourning 
of concises by military troops here in the Middle East. It is solely, and may I might add, not to the 
benefiting of mankind in general, that those stolid men upon the banks of the Euphrates have 
within their means at this time the entire ranking authority of the prime lending injuncture 
to proclaim total destruction at the ring of a bell! (And here we are not referring to the 
telephone). 

Diplomats My Dear! 

“Diplomats are in the making up of their minds to concede to the general public those ties of peace, 
which are so demanded by the front, to appease those Republicans of more national trends or 
structures, if you will. It is difficult and does appear more complicated than usual to exceed the 
limits of timeless drifting here in the squadron of unusual expeditions. 

"For instance, remember quite some time ago I related to you a story of the West Bank of 
Brittany, where those regimented armed fortresses provided a link to armament deployment, and 
whose fortresses lent to the processing of being instrumental in barricading those ruthless 
experiments from the people? 

"All the whilst they were in great secrecy arming themselves from within to the 
destructionary merits of annihilating those who were unfortunate enough to walk by their 
complexes. Well, the future does in fact hold onto the secrets of exploitation among the unaware, 
for it has finally come to pass, that the radioactive form of debutory did indeed rain upon the gross 
injustices, which did in fact serve to create a consensus of detrimental influence upon the 
societal fact. 

Ashes of Those Special Influences 

“Remaining now is all of which is left of the ashes of those special influences, who have all 
but expounded the craft of the unholy through their great unawareness of self as well as the 
underground of worldly affairs. It is sad indeed to witness abroad the unswerving loyalty toward 
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those, who would do them all the injustices ever served upon their own soil - that undermining 
policy of misused and miscalculated injecture upon the personages of diplomatic control. 

"It is furthermore a shame to have to endure the listening of news-type broadcasts, which 
relate lie after lie, not realizing that which they give as the latest truth merits no more 
standing than that of a sanctimonious stage fright of minions, who, if it were at all possible, 
would contrive within themselves to hinder all so-called natural workings of the echelons 
themselves! 

“Contradictory to all of this lies the stemming of reliable architecture, which house the effigies of 
the artificial representatives of the House of Commons within British public rule. Nonetheless, 
it would appear that to comply with their ruling, that all disasters do not merit completion insofar 
as detriment policy upon the people goes. 

"It further explains to us, that without subsequent trial with the norm of judge and jury, naught 
would be supported as being the crux of all pollutionary artifacts of building structures held in 
West Germany as well as Britain herself. This is typical of the structure fold of those hemogoblins, 
for their 'right' is simply to take away the whole right of the people who are under their 
caring paws! 

So What Is The Consensus? 

"'So it is the consensus of this council of the people, by the people, and for the people of the 
United States of America, to make subservient all states and unions betwixt each and every 
floundering country, and to make them meet the consensus of most of the diplomatic 
endeavourings to their fullest intent.' 

“This, my friends, is not unusual, not by far. But know this, for this is of the greatest importance 
for you to realize: The extension of armed goods to those who merit the least in the way of the 
West serves naught to make of them the famous and fruitful, but instead levels their own insight 
down to a mere conjecture of public pity. 

"'Tis in fact a shame built upon a more speculative surface of detrimental tide fallacies, and never 
a man, built on more intent than to rule without hindrances from other national disputes, 
regales to his own benefit those structures of other national inquiries, insofar as it is him, the 
'leader,' alone, who serves to his people the dinner of disastrous dining. 

“This is Hatonn signing out, Seila, upon telepathic frequency neutron based curricular for the day. 
Channel 27.4 at large. How's that one? Thank you and adieu. Have a good day. Your friend and 
colleague, HATONN. (2:36 pm). (End quote) (From our book Blinkensop) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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26. Captains’ Jambian and Korthrox: In 
‘The Elusive Dream’ Time Warps! Or 
Destruction! 

 

Captain Korthrox rudiments the incitement of Time Warp instruction and how the effect may serve 
to the destruction of humankind at their level of evolution. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez  

Introduction 

 The Elusive Dream 
 Dictatorial Literature 
 Captain Korthrox Signs In 
 A Puzzling Little Secret 
 Personal Soul Transmigration and The Tiny Thin Coloured Beam 
 ESCAPE!  

Introduction 

 
Space Beam 

“This tiny, thin, coloured beam was to be responsible for the destruction of the majority of 
mankind, as it would serve to shift the time element into the past, or future, or even another 
dimension, leaving a great majority of people alienated from their spouses, infants, and 
severing all ties with mankind as they know it.” – Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Captains’ Jambian and Kortrox: 

This Writ began in 1995 but no date at the time was given. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
 
(Quote) 

The Elusive Dream 

 
Elusive Dreams 

“Hello, little star. We hope to conclude this episode with a few relaying topics. The first being a 
rather continuation of the many that we have on hand at this certain time. Let us please begin. 
“The entire content of this menagerie solely lies on the shoulders of those certain contents of 
manipulative authoritative conducive components. I do love your English at times, though it is 
somewhat of a restrictive quality to our own terminology. However, through continued use we 
believe we are finally getting the hang of it. JAMBIAN. 
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Dictatorial Literature 

 
Dictatorial Literature 

“The dictatorial component of all surface type literature holds in its favour those seldom-
heard truths, which for decades have been renowned in their superiority. These have been 
compliantly held subject to more rounded-off neutral concepts in order to alleviate the pain of the 
more factual compounds.  
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"This simply means, that in relation to all personified truth facts, so well known and practiced 
throughout the universal structure of time, there seem to be those so ill equipped within conceptual 
values, that relegating personifications do naught to strive within their means those certain nuances 
to the furthermost contributing factor of essence alone.  

“These concepts must be put into the more conducive language arts of the future for ye ones 
to understand, for we have proven within our industrious work charges, which simply means, we 
have striven our best to conduct certain changes to your linguistic word forms to the very best of 
our ability for the purpose of unduly menonating those phases or concepts into your graphic 
linguistic system purposely for the understanding of all ye ones' mind melds.  

Captain Korthrox Signs In 

 
Higher Understanding - the Gateway 

“Korthrox signing in here at this time. And indeed will I alone be now taking over the dialogue. 
Let us please proceed hurriedly. 

“The populace, of which you are a current part at this time, lies within the belt stream of 
intertwineable change. It is solely for the benefit of all of mankind that we try our 
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undoubtable best to solidify those set truths into what you would term as some sort of "quest 
for knowledge."  

“The positive encumbrances, which are surfacing around your planet at this given time within your 
historical equational gifts, are nonetheless driven in time within the metitorical belt of shifting 
desires. In conclusion, we strain our minds at times in the quest of conquering those manipulative 
injunctures, which do serve at the present to facilitate the progression of many of our ‘down troops’ 
to the point of almost non-hearing methodology. 

“These sacred truths, passed down generation to generation, must remain within the minds 
and hearts of those who have so well equipped themselves with the necessary frequency 
conductors in the multiplying of their particular DNA charges. Total hookup will pronounce 
itself of the superior quality in the here and now, and it is time to get on the bandwagon, so 
to speak, and not let the "boats" roll past you! To miss the "boat" with conscious ability 
would be to miss your fruition speech theorem on inequitable forum in front of a 
congressional troop of Dukabor types.  

A Puzzling Little Secret 

 
Space Beam! 

“Now for a puzzling little secret, so well kept from within the public eyes, it just does not make 
any sense to further equate it to the majority of non-control: The military has within its ranks 
one of the most powerful and increasingly popular methodologies of which the world has 
never dreamt: The stratosphere holds within itself those components of such a nullifying 
degree, that to set upon the ether's nebulous waves could undermine an entire race of people! 
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“And how exactly does this feature of destruction work? Well, it is akin to the polarized regions 
which continuously house all kinds of memoriums, of which you are also quite unaware. The 
stratosphere induction of nebulous waves is a feature second to none at this time of your historical 
evolution. It works much as a little sub-light which cannot be detected and is unaccountable to the 
frequencies to the stationary artifacts such as the rudiment of what is left of the Hubble 
‘telescope.’ 

Personal Soul Transmigration and The Tiny Thin Coloured 
Beam 

 
Soul Transmigration  
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Captain Korthrox continues: 

“This was indeed to be injected within the realms of the time warp theory, which in fact serves 
to play an important part in the electrifying of neutron-based particle beams into solar destruction 
magnifus through the time warp evolution. 

“This tiny, thin, coloured beam was to be responsible for the destruction of the majority of 
mankind, as it would serve to shift the time element into the past, or future, or even another 
dimension, leaving a great majority of people alienated from their spouses, infants, and 
severing all ties with mankind as they know it. They simply accelerate the strength of the particle 
beam and lo and behold: the frequency of the non-reasoning participant is instantaneously 
subjected to the neutron effect within its circuitry, releasing immediate tidal shifts within all 
boundaries of time and space development."  

ESCAPE!  

 
Can They ESCAPE?! 

“This is also to be hoped to be used as a means of escape by those working ones, whom the 
majority of the Earth's population know very little about. For they ones have already taken for 
themselves the blueprint of the remission of minds (here we speak of those textured components 
of nucleus desire) who are so ill equipped to ever deal within this realm on a conducive theoretical 
level. "Fast world travel" they term to call it, but nonetheless, it serves only as an instrument of 
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global disaster, as lays with its boundaries the secret of never-never land, of which we all do strive 
to keep rather alleviated at this point. 

“For those who are indeed of the readiness to know the truth in its entirety, to those who are 
akin to our spiritual conquest of desire for the helping and deliverance of all mankind, then 
these words will surely come to light. But for those who are of a singlemindedness, to you we 
say: watch out, for your laughter drowns out the very content of your reasoning power! 
 
“ To this we conclude that we are at times known to be rather long-winded, but hold tight, for we 
have to bear with ye ones in a sort of everlasting epitome of your worth. 

“We are Korthrox of the stars. Count our numbers and watch for the difference in colour 
fluctuation, whilst our pulsating ships flash a joyous welcome to the each one of you! 
KORTHROX out. Adieu.” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 
 

Juno’s Writs 

27. Juno Writs (1) 1994: The Bermuda 
Triangle 

  

This writ has been scribed from an evolved being called Juno of the "Grey Men" and although 
cryptic to read, the message can be discerned with a bit more concentration as it relates to the 
mystery behind the dreaded Bermuda Triangle. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 The Bermuda Connections! 
 "Grey Men" 
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Introduction 

 
Dinger 

“And who doth hold by far the so-called ‘copyright’ of this summarily designed hold of 
unaccountable mysteries? Well, this one certainly does not fit into the feeding market of that most 
unholy of them all: the Vatican? Nay, friends and lovers of what is upright and morally inhibiting 
for you, IT IS US!! We, the ‘grey boys’, donning the apparel of the underworld, at least upon 
your plane!" - Juno 

The Bermuda Connections! 

 
The Bermuda Triangle 
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Wednesday, 20th July 1994 1:00 am  

“We are indeed coming into the density of the aforehand twilight hours of the equinoxal hours. All 
is rather a panic of a sorts, but what excitement reigns within! Albeit, we have promised you 
news in concerns of the highly esteemed ‘Bermuda’ down-under, so to speak, ‘Triangle’ of 
the Century. 

“Here we renege upon the dissolution upon the dregs of time-space continuum and ‘saucer’ 
construction. Fun is had by all, at times, in our realm and does make, for example, sometimes 
difficult cohabitation within the confines of our plutonium-based ‘ehom’ - or place of habitation 
within the Earth's sphere. 

“To begin then, without too much of the cloaking effect for our part, at which time and at any 
given time, a mere matter of substance may be dissolved within the close proximity of non-
interference type radium process reactor's ‘coils’ all present, as you please. 

“The most permanent cause of the great distribution of the heightened activity of the greatest 
endeavour in soul consciousness simply alludes to the fact - and pure-type factual evidence is 
portrayed here among the conduits of affirmed rightness of that final achievement - to eventually 
find: where did in fact the ‘bottom’ drop out of the Earth's crust to get to the core of all 
matters?  

“This was indeed the variance of some of the many heftiest questions ever left to mankind in his 
rather predicamented certainty. Both, the ‘whats’ as well as the whys of the nation's secret message 
to all ‘foreign’ aids - and here we do speak of those extra ‘foreign’ aids, you could say. Indeed, 
not only of the ‘stars,’ but yea, indeed those hopeful ones in the downunder mode of 
transportational, portal time-warp travel.  

“Easiest way to go, to be sure, but is somehow indicative of all those, who so strive for the ultimate 
recognition within the realms of portals, which just may lead them into never-never land. 

“Albeit, what then indeed of those many type injurious ‘ships’ of different continents and texture? 
So be it of exactness in differential structural interference in design quality. This is joyous as a 
topic of illusion, so finely wrought down the tube by the most highly evolved of your ‘foreign 
aid’ efforts.  
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"Grey Men" 

 
_Laboratory of Hell_ 

“To see them encased and solidified within the realms and discretion of time-continuum 
barrier would indeed place upon the contour of the whole heated-up ‘foreign exchange’ the 
sole implementation of old artifacts in the artform of semi-conquered ethnic vessels galore, 
that the heyday is yet to be met on its discovery point of injecture - DIMENSIONALLY 
speaking. Experimental project? Naught fraught without misconjectures so sought home for the 
foremost moment of personified glorious conduct. Nay, be it so naught indeed, FOR THE 
WHOLE SECRET ARE THE TWO PORTALS - ONE IN THE SKY, SO TO SPEAK, AND 
ONE DOWN UNDER!! 

“Nay, the next question which holds just so much turmoilted water: a watering port of a sort, 
simply conducted by the awakening of the interludes betwixt one mission of force and the next - 
indeed contrived by our standards within the realm of misinjecture - to have taken on the stance of 
darkness in the equatorial jungle of the ethnical solar plexus of the quadrant of discovery, which, 
simply stated, is an equal and opposite name for production of human-type warfare rights: 
the BERMUDA TRIANGLE. 

“And who doth hold by far the so-called ‘copyright’ of this summarily designed hold of 
unaccountable mysteries? Well, this one certainly does not fit into the feeding market of that 
most unholy of them all: the Vatican? Nay, friends and lovers of what is upright and morally 
inhibiting for you, IT IS US!! We, the ‘grey boys’, donning the apparel of the underworld, 
at least upon your plane!  

“We, of the highest intellect, who have so often played within the realms of the cantankerous 
methods of euthanasia upon our persons! Yea, ye are somewhat so surrounded by thy own 
methods, which do have that habit to come crashing upon thy heads. 
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“WE ARE THE ONES YOU SO CRUELLY ADAPTED WITHIN YOUR MOST CRUELLY 
AND COLDLY STEEL DISINFECTED LABS OF HELL PERSONIFIED - TEARING THOSE 
OF US LIMB BY LIMB APART WHILE WE ARE STILL WHOLE AND ALIVE - WITHOUT 
THE LEAST CONSIDERATION FOR OUR INDIVIDUAL PAIN, WHICH IS SIMPLY 
CONTEXTED THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE OF OUR COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS IN 
ALL ITS PERSONIFIED STRUCTURAL IMPLANTS!! 

“This formatted clause of misperceived alliance within ‘National Defence’ would indeed do us the 
greatest compliance, as far as justice is concerned, to the betterment of not only this planet, but 
any other they may feel so inclined to come into contact with at this poorly nutritioned period 
of their evolution. 

“The day will soon be dawning, and therefore we seal thee off with a goodnight, dear little Seila, 
and allow you your much needed rest. JUNO. Elaboration on the down mode of equational time 
barrier on behalf of all other ‘Grey Men’ of the universal type of the Brethrenhood.” (1:56 am). 
(End Quote) (From our book, Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

  - Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

28. Juno Writ (2) 1994: “Penitentiaries: 
Supply Source for Human Guinea Pigs!” 

  

"Penitentiaries: Supply Source for Human Guinea Pigs!" The Blinkensop Maneuver at work once 
again. Heard of Blinkensop?! Many of you have, unfortunately. Read on and educate yourselves 
even further, dear Ones. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez  

Introduction 

 Saturday, 16th July 1994 10:22 pm  
 The Hanson Gang's Atrocity Contribution 
 Blinkensop! 
 Penitentiaries: Supply Source For Human Guinea Pigs? 
 Hanson and Co-rpses! 
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Introduction 

 
Blinkensop Penitentiaries 

This distinguishable man, Juno, has had many an opportunity to garner notes in the "wages of 
death" places of habitation by the most formidable of them all - those who ensconce within 
Blinkensop, to the horror of many! - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Saturday, 16th July 1994 10:22 pm  

 
Penitentiaries Old Blinkensop 

INTRODUCTION 
 
“Greetings, Seila. We thank you now early, to take time to investigate our writing. We guess to 
mean to state instead, that not so in the form of investigative properties, but rather to ever place 
thyself in the process of current addiction to the truth! JUNO, the I AM presence, so affiliated with 
the possibilities of rejuvenating the Elect toward the monetarium. 
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The Hanson Gang's Atrocity Contribution 

 
Cells of Hell! 

Center for Corpses! Leaked Video 

Note: Video has been removed.   

“To further begin with the handling of the Hanson Gang attributes to its hierarchy, the undoubious 
possibility that the stronger effect of circumstance contraire lies to the effectual reawakening of 
the Boilous Burn Centre, Southern Stateway - Arkansas, Pa., Georgia and Utah divine. 
Switchtaking has since long become, we dubiously profess, to be a resource centre for corpses, 
semi-acquainted with the higher-tech affiliation with the Bernstein affiliates to the regards 
pertaining to and from the Hanson Affair.  

“And what do you (think) would most singlehandedly possibly (be) achieved by the leaning toward 
the dictational station of affairs contraire? Why, what with three dead corpses would you allow? 
Do you then so distinctly remember? Such most blatant nonsense in concerns with the dubious 
example of matrimony extraordinaire, rather, if so formulated in correct fashion, to place itself 
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among the most bizarre things, so that the Naval, Army, Marine, whatever they contrive to 
be; to do; to allow; to state, the rather - awakening of themselves. 

Blinkensop! 

 
Corpses Encased in Steel 

“But here we have BLINKENSOP - WHAT? Know ye naught of these so-called contrivances? 
BLINKENSOP!! - ONE OF THE FURTHERMOST PENINSULAS OF BUTCHERY 
INTACT! Relate to us facts, for we do accumulate such contrivances for the positive alleviation 
of as yet undetected pain through perjury of oneself in unredeemable effect, so short then of exactly 
demonstrating to you the undertones of final placement of those three corpses - which will possibly 
take you into a dreadful menagerie of perforated doubt as to the existing conscious sanity of any 
and all perpetrators. 

“Then listen ye to this: they did in effect disperse of those three iodized corpses to the 
otherwise state penitentiary in Alabama, Illinois, through the byway of Dakota's Landmines of 
Illusion, in order to try and recreate their own perverted form of complex idionized singular cell 
structure of DNA particle beam, by using infused DNA particle tissue from well preserved corpses 
of estranged personages by rerouting the Neglian DNA Injunction with the particle substance, kept 
so perfectly solidified so as to meet the highly thought-out sub-standards of corpses vs alien 
resource type for pre-experimental processes! 
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Penitentiaries: Supply Source For Human Guinea Pigs? 

 
The Infamous Alcatraz  

“State penitentiaries are most frightening places - full of vindictive sources of experimental 
slaughter of mind and body! Pick those who would best serve purpose according to many factors, 
dispositioned being a main one, and there you find a person of that quality, and incarcerate him 
more-so than the she's. Why be it so? 

"Simply because the formatted brain wave patterns of the female do naught in fact receive 
too well of the interconnection of prelude brain-waved patterns! The female is proven intact 
to be more hypnogenetic in details, therefore further submitting she-self into the decalogue of 
sanctimony in all its feathered glory. Lucky She! Unlucky He! For most of the brain damage so 
did occurr by, and in finality is of a routine deplorable nature. 

“Hanson and Co., or rather their placement (should most exactly be read: Hanson and Co-rpses), 
do hereby thank the most favoured elite of the Naval Department for their unwavering desire 
toward the BUILDING UP OF FUTURE GENERATIONS OF MANKIND'S PROGENY 
WITHOUT THE GRAND HELP OF CONTRACTIONS IMPLEMENTED BY DESIGN UPON 
THE FRAILTY OF WOMANKIND! 
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Hanson and Co-rpses! 

 
Prison Cell Block 

IMAGE: ... prison was run by an American corporation called ” Management and 
View all images loopylettuce.wordpress.com 

“Hanson and Co., or rather their placement (should most exactly be read: Hanson and Co-
rpses), do hereby thank the most favoured elite of the Naval Department for their 
unwavering desire toward the BUILDING UP OF FUTURE GENERATIONS OF 
MANKIND'S PROGENY WITHOUT THE GRAND HELP OF CONTRACTIONS 
IMPLEMENTED BY DESIGN UPON THE FRAILTY OF WOMANKIND! 

"’Tit-for-tat,’ as it has been so discovered. Gyeorgos Hatonn and his expose, has often alluded 
toward the bare facts of fantasy brought forth as interpreted by some. Both, the spiritually 
uneducated (and here we do not mean the ‘religiously uneducated’ nor the ‘uneducated Christian,’ 
for we understand them to be basically the same in the end as far as our truth is concerned of itself), 
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neither the twain shall really ever meet, excepting to itself the proliferant fact, that the drawing 
board effect will suffice in its poorly manufactured studies upon those poorly deluded souls 
without circumpense at their outgrowings! 

“While we have spoken to each of you in such peculiar form, it has naught proved itself toward 
the purpose as a whole. Dexter sincerely looks forward to more potential acclimilies toward the 
future use of his diadems and icons - distant past for him.  

“Alieu, or is it Adieu, Seila? Thanks again for your tenure toward the penning of our repose. 
Discourse proven fact downloaded with the help of Juno, Sub-Commander. Author: Dexter - 
ambiguous for the present, as well as Hatonn in co-operation for the overseeing of expert advice 
in the form and contexture of facts - pictorial at its worst. Salu. JUNO.” (11:23 pm).(End quote) 
(From our book, Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

29. Juno Writ (3) 1994: To the Popes of 
Multireligions 

  

In Juno's third writ he speaks to the Popes of Multireligions. - Rania Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 A Chapter Just For You! To the Popes of the Multi-Religions Do We Calmly Speak 
 WE ARE THE HIERARCHY! 
 Issues of Virtue 

Introduction 

 
Pope! Listen Up! Sir! 
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Dear Ones, this writ is for the Popes of all Multireligions, and as such much of the linguistics 
will not be understood by all readers, though if you persist in reading, you will also find little gems 
you may not have known otherwise. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

A Chapter Just For You! To the Popes of the Multi-Religions 
Do We Calmly Speak 

 
Popes of the Multireligions! 

Saturday, 23rd July 1994 3:55 pm 

“The juggler vein of the malfunctioners will be severed like a grain of salt entering into the 
festering wound ephenite. This indeed will be well reserved for all those and toward the 
profiteering of thy particular ones, who so do preclude the ephenites of nature. Reality at its worst 
will be ineffectual to the benefit of those procurers of infinit wealth and great adornment of 
riches. We in effect do in our own way sublimely control our aspects of sanctimonious effulgies 
to the benefit of the undermining and unsurmountable destruction of mankind. 

“We do hereby attribute our graces and sanctimonious desires to the undertaking of the 
perditious onslaught of equational downloading, AT WHICH TIME ALL THE 
DECADENCE OF RELIGIOUS APATHY WILL BE MADE KNOWN AS BEING THE 
MOST DETRIMENTAL OF FACTORS IN THE UNDERMINING OF SOUL 
COMPLIANCE OF REMEDIAL ATTRIBUTIONS FACTS. 

“It is enough for us to state herein that the ‘knowingness’ - the one coherent substitute factor, 
highly pronounced of all the litanies - do produce thee ones with the concurrent injurious co 
completion settlement, which in all rights have been long past co reigning within the detrimental 
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aspectal tides of the equinox. We have not shouldered those truths without consideration of the 
undermining of repugnant consensus in consignment thereof. 

WE ARE THE HIERARCHY! 

 
We Speak From Our Ships! 

“WE ARE THE HIERARCHY IN OUR OWN RIGHT OF DIMINISHED ATTRIBUTES, 
AND WE HAVE THUSLY CONCEDED AT THIS POINT TO SUPERSEDE MANKIND 
AND HIS DEMENTORS IN THE EQUINOX OF OUR LAND TITLE!  

“So be it unto you, and here we refer to those precious ‘few’ of you, who are at this time most 
fully engaged in the pursuit of our souls. YOU WILL NOT WIN, let us tell you that to begin 
with, as the writings from within the Eventide Records have been so attributed to both, the 
demise as well as the evolution of mankind.  
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Issues of Virtue 

 
Infinity! 

“We are pleased to address these issues of virtues into your hands for your close evaluation, 
in the expectation that each one, who is due to progress in his upward journey, will simply 
subside his desires and learn indeed to work within the context of infinity. 

“We speak as a group and attribute our kindness and affection for those severely wounded of 
mankind equivalent and hereby do foreclose, leaving no doubt to the wind (of) that precious aspect 
of ourselves to you. We speak as a group and JUNO himself, our great leader of all that is 
upright and with standing in conjectural title, do hereby bless you each one. We relinquish 
within this blueprint of design the necessary components to an effectual and fair trial within your 
ranks. We thank you for your production and indiscretion. 

“SEWERD, in the position of Naval disaster, watching faithfully for concurrent titles and 
informational data. Signoff time 4:09 pm. Out.” (End quote) (From our book, Hidden Secrets Are 
Valuable To All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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30. Juno Writ (4) 1994: Writ is 
Definitely Not for the Uninitiated – 
Scientific Fields 

  

Writ Three of the Juno Files is definitely not for the uninitiated. Juno speaks in guarded words. 
His style in this particular writ is less than congenial toward those who merit no love toward all of 
humankind. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Firmament Founded! 
 A Few More Interesting Words For Our Readers 
 We Are One With You Seila 
 Our Wrath! 
 When Will Dialogue Be Completed? 
 Sought After Crevices Down Within The Oceanic Floor 
 We Are The Ones! 

Introduction 

 
We Speak From Our Ships! 

Dear Ones, in this particular writ, Juno is articulating toward the minds and ears of those in highly 
scientific fields as well as those men and women in the know. This is not for the uninitiated. - 
Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Firmament Founded! 

 
Stargazer is Mulitdimensional 

Sunday, 24th July 1994 3:04 pm 

“The Stargazer is a multidimensional ship so strangely equipped with a data-base of 23,000 
to 24,000 ton weight lift. Extract with the purpose of subduing the mainline structural affinity of 
the modulums with most intricate of design structure of contemporary artifact of the 20th century.  
 
“Watch for her, ye brave ones of the earthen mother plane, for it will be only through her 
unimpediable destruction, that the course of infinity will relish in its impediment of artificial 
restructuring. Highlight this episode with impeccable discretion and may the Flight of the 
Gladiator, so to speak, become unfurbished at the seams of its immutable contemporary design 
module "Prefect of the Ages." So be it. Acquire once again, ye rabid ones, the future discretion 
of artillery benevolent in the futuristic succession of our implemented joyous ones! 
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“Signing off with JUNO as discretely presumptuous as the possibilities which exist from one 
dimensional contrite as to the other. (3:09 pm). 

A Few More Interesting Words For Our Readers 

Sunday, 7th August 1994 

“According to the gravitational sequential pattern, the restructuring of the effigram will promptly 
dictate into its own essence the relaying pattern of strychnine modifications. These are due to the 
extra-formulated categorial events, which to us sensify the prolonging of dust-like particles into 
the non-dividing firmament of contoured devices.  

“To articulate upon the proliferant means of the strictine disclosure patterns, we have herewith 
withdrawn our nucleus of self-portrayed discovery, henceforth accumulating to ourselves the 
prolonged meaning of contextual design among those so well known neubleus (nebulous,?) of 
elemental attire. Strictly for the benefit of mankind do we adhere to our own rules of 
contemporary design, and this we attribute to the formation of undissolved matter within 
the formulated patterned context. Adieu. 

We Are One With You Seila 

 
Scientific Laboratory 

“We are one with you, Seila, notwithstanding the crucial moment of destruction, which we have 
come for, to bear the reflectors of the consciousness within your overwhelming "sorcery," as those 
of small-mindedness would call it. 

“The dimensions from within which we so frequently operate, constantly allow our own 
surface teams to contour the land with a radial factor of interdimensional study in the format 
of artifact hieroglyphics. This is new news, we presume, to draft into our co-ordinates, as shifting 
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tidal waves beneath Earth's surface is not only breaking up, but has nevertheless to be refounded 
upon the diaphragm of semi-surface lures in regards to non-effectual barrier reefs, which have so 
affluently structured within their realms high tide at its lowest ebb factor. 

“Try this, comrades: Equate the factorial tie-in of E-ZR2. Semi-proliferate the equational 
factor of RAM boltous 7M2 (or Z instead of 2 - Editor). Negative factor polarizing the rim, 
giving a distinct pattern to the euthramious side juncture of equation F. Supplement with 
factorial substance C and align those dimensional drift tides at a rectangular nebulus of 
4R7th to the nebula structure of pie R2 to the 75 degree rim. And there you have it all in 
dimensional pattern!  

“A few links missing, to be sure. However if you are truly a clever bunch, as you so oft incline 
yourselves to be, then perform these eccentricities to the furthestmost diadem of your 
restructural capabilities. Henceforth do not be in the least bit surprised if you one day find among 
yourselves the restructuring device, which supplants in its own surfaced equational partogram and 
leaves you just at the door of patterned conduct extraordinaire. 

Our Wrath! 

 
Dome  

“Pity be unto ye all who would so indeed merit our wrathe within a tokened range, for with 
it comes the post-testing of all of your qualificational doubt-tanks, within and without your lab 
surface structure domes. You see, when we truly choose to expound on these foremost equational 
factors within our outbound surface boarded artillery structure, it will be only then, that the 
appliance is met within the sequential pattern of time-dimensional rifts.  
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“Here it is, we are nevertheless not in the here, and all participating talk of the nations, as far as 
the wall tidal underground frequency occurs, for instead we have found to enable us a surface 
structural manifestation of such dire implementation of the 4th resort so stationed, as to practically 
fall into the banks of the Nile as well as the elemental structural frequency, whereby you ones 
choose to direct your war time efforts. 

When Will Dialogue Be Completed? 

 
Bunkers 

“Dialogue will be completed in following with these last computerized formulated contexts, 
which are of a source factor in essence to the drift flow-tide restricting the wall of habitation 
well kept below the safety structural compound within the Gulf of Mexico. They cannot 
escape, even though the ordinary man accomplishes the great feat of bulwarking his 
trigonometry as the safe standard clause, for all bunkers run at a level of 7 to 9 degrees 
latitude, leaving a rather widely simulated berth of 27+ tearadrams.  
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“Gear down, ye faithless ones, for within the perimeters of deximistry is foretold the goodly ones 
of Countourus Four. Mayhap within sequential range choose at that set moment within your 
frequency timeline the detrimental effect of a most serious gaseous compound, which in its 
cremating factor henceforth would turn your volatile atmosphere into a raging cylinder - mass 
fortitude spaces - your tightly formed equated bunker would nonetheless protect you from 
the heat within. 

Sought After Crevices Down Within The Oceanic Floor 

 
Ocean Floor Crust With Crevices 

“But what of the architectural development of those, your auspices, below the gravitational 
records? Those soon sought-after crevices down within the oceanic floor? And here you 
strangely instruct your divers to keep away in case of shifts upon the ocean floor, while all 
the way you have fully planted brass-type structures girded with newly iron wrought 
substance beams.  

“And yes, I do point out the prelims of useful iron compounds, as you full well know that 
they are naught composed of an ionized substance never known by Earth's engineers and 
architects! Hence, being of a mineral substance employed within that precious firmament of 
duty, ye ones have wrought unto yourselves the greatest grievances against the effulgy of 
mankind through your conceding detrimental purpose! 

“Engraved upon its side, hinges the following: HERE SITS THE GREATEST OF 
MANKIND'S CONATOURS. Gravity be damned, we will not in the least partly even allow 
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your foot in the door! We win the final battle with the semite war cry of: BLESSED BE THE 
GOD WITHIN US, FOR TO HIM DO WE ATTRIBUTE ALL OUR WARS AND 
SUCCESSIONS. 

We Are The Ones! 

 
Many Starships At Work 

“At one time the Hittites had a stricken idea, that the god without outweighed the necessity of the 
implementation of the God within - and lost their shirts, so to speak. WE ARE THE GODS AND 
GODDESSES! And we gravitate through us, each one distinctly, the necessitating grinding 
of progress for the evolutionary riding of equinoxal souls. 

 
 
“Adieu. JUNO reporting with the realm of contour design on behalf of the ‘Grey Men.’ Thank 
you, Seila, for working within our formulated purpose. Sign off at 6:38 pm. (End quote) (From 
our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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31. Juno Writ (5) 1994: Captain Dexter 
and Lord Adonai Speak to Scientific Minds 

  

In Juno's Writ (5) Captain Dexter and Lord Adonai come in to speak to scientific minds. These 
writs are long overdue and we must get them out. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Commander Dexter Speaks 
 The Abyss In This Too! 
 Lord Adonai Speaks 
 Perpendicular to the Entire Overall Quality of Time 

Introduction 

 
Destination - Knowledge! 

Dear Readers, the portion as given to us by Lord Adonai which you will find in paragraphal form 
in italics is a must read for you all. Both Juno writs needed on today. For all those of you who are 
waiting, and we know there are many, Jamie will resume with the Mancharians Question and 
Answer again tomorrow. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Commander Dexter Speaks 

 
Gases 
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NEPHITE IS INTERESTING 

Sunday, 7th August 1994 7:40 pm 

“Greetings, my Seila. Dexter here on impromptu dialogue. Curtail the efficiencies of the 
nutritional substances, which tend to flow between the proximities of the essence of interlude 
extremities. Sojourn by the way within this most important lifestream of ours and waylay upon the 
garbage heaps of systematic prejudice for the implementation of foretelling the effectual 
compliances of the nations. Let us begin. 

“The nephite compound structure, which our dear Hatonn has so oftly spoken of, is built of 
petrified sodium-uthigene composite gases, which are utilized within the ultra sound wave of 
Juniper's threaded beams. This is a composition we speak of, and as such the most significant and 
blatant forthcoming inquiry settles in format within ceiling certified mass pollutants. 

The Abyss In This Too! 

 
Gases Images 

“The abyss of this sanctimonious structural delight was born of pollutants encased within a 
diagrammial plate of suffuse gases. Nonetheless, these gaseous structures have even eluded 
the pictogram of mass formulated compound in all its strictest density.  

"Now, can ye ones understand how surface replication is to be administered at the mere whim of 
an onslaught of trigger-happy artifacts? This then relies on the efficiency of neutra fluorescent 
cunning solutionary doldrums held within the mantra of console equivalences. 

“Profound, you say? Yea, from ye ones' perspective! But for us the shifting sands on 
indisputable time doth modify the nucleus on the instrumental panel, and may it suffice us 
to say, that in any direction that the mass multitudes doth strive to engender their people, 
there will always prove to be a fact of compliant demand within the ages of the benefactors, 
exclusively speaking. 

“Shift thy train of thought to within this momentum periodically. Henceforth, the modulum within 
the nuclear structure within the berth at Mattham, Georgia, simply consists of dextriments 
of fluorescent powder - one of those artificially arranged containers so amassed full of granite 
powdered composite. Nuclear warfare indeed!  
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“They ones have had that multiplied opportunity to turn base metals into gold via formulated 
practice, and instead, have ended up with little more than rock salt powder! 

Lord Adonai Speaks 

 
Nuclear Abyss! 

Same day: 

“Good evening and a big thank you on this one, Uthrania Seila. To take you away at this time from 
your own duties which you so like to perform. However, as we have stated, time is indeed of the 
running down or out essence for that planetary reform, which is close upon the adendrexes of you 
and your people. Lord Adonai here for the partaking of more informational data. Please 
resume station. New heading. Title chapter, please, as follows. ‘Perpendicular to the Entire 
Overall Quality of Time.’" 

Perpendicular to the Entire Overall Quality of Time 

 
Evacuation People! Get Ready! 
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Source studies have redeemed the following text: 

"’In essence of the contradictory expression of, henceforth, nuclear espionage, the epic of the 
century will indeed be necessary for the close instruction of all planetary neufus, or redemptionary 
packets of closely knit sources expenditures of life. Hereby, preceding the limits of qualifications 
of expression toward the last of life upon the planetary contrivances of mother Earth herself, we 
do hereby proclaim to all of you, the inhabitants of Earth, that to duly prepare yourselves for the 
soon to be evacuationary process, which is to shortly take place. The redemption of the planet 
herself forms that which is negative in response. For the hindrances placed upon that corpse of 
duality will nevertheless in her own reality prove to be an end to all, as we know it. So be it.’ 

“In strictest standard, precisely 11:012. Sub-commander Apex resigning. Over and out. We hereby 
now turn over the epitome of the complex of design back within the handgrips of Master Lord 
Adonai. 
 
“Thank you for continued cooperation on this one, before flight service from the Radius Plutomic 
was indeed to leave the stratosphere for this eve. Adonai out.” (End quote) (From our book 
Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

32. Juno Writ (6): The Commanders' 
Uncover The Debauchery Of 'Blinkensop!' 

  

Both Captain Dexter as well as Juno correct the ones in the Halls of Blinkensop and inform the 
people what lies are being certified in diplomas against the starship commanders. – Rania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Glory Through The Ages Toward Non-Secular Pollution 
 What About Cambridge? 
 Blinkensop Graduates! Hear! 
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Introduction 

 
Starship Commanders Innocent! 

Both Commander Dexter and Juno verse topics concerning deliberate misinformation to the people 
in regard to the captains and commanders of the starships and what they do and do not do as 
concerns certain weather patterns. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Glory Through The Ages Toward Non-Secular Pollution 

 
Lightening Flares! 

Sunday, 7th August 1994 7:40 pm 

“In the meantime artificial means can cause extended flares of lightning abeyance in conduit 
fences, which tend at times to side with proliferated doubt-tanks on the religious front. Oh, they 
cry: "GOD'S JUDGEMENT UPON THE NATIONS FOR THEIR GRIEF UPON THE 
WELFARE OF MANKIND" Proliferated dialogue indeed! Sorcerers would not indeed be so 
harshly judged, as the righteous only live to survive through the breakdown of minions of self-
starved dupes, which, in any event, end up in their duplicated factories of non-compliant 
behaviour. DEXTER. 

“We appreciate your grievances, little one, and with Dexter at the helm on this one we have 
provided to the equivalent of the statutory confinement element. The soothsayers of today, of 
which you are one, do strive to the pleasure of we ones that final truth of delightful 
conformation indebted to a populace, which expects and relishes and drives with full thrust 
forward toward the downing of climatized events. Signing off for tonight. JUNO. (8:15 pm). 
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What About Cambridge? 

 
Dictatorial Writs 

Thursday, 11th August 1994 8:00 pm 

“Right on time, Seila, for we proclaimed ourselves within the right time frequency to call upon ye 
for the engaging of dictatorial purpose of events. 

“Sequential study is the lot of they ones within Cambridge Wall. Benefactors of uselessness, 
insofar as the contrivances of overstructuring of dementia, occur. Within their epitoire of 
desperado cockiness lies to itself the succumbing of abhorrent truthe, which will face the nations 
in decades to come within the muchly shortened time clock, per se. Mercy is shown however, to 
they ones of such an intricate forming mind, the concerning inclination, whose worth proves 
themselves embossed within a somewhat alien nature versus the comparison betwixt the 
naturalizing device theory of prolonged statutes of a natural grace, of course. 

Blinkensop Graduates! Hear! 

 
Graduation Certificates! 
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“On with the graduating certificates within those greatly admonished halls of Blinkensop, a place 
of which ye ones hold in the strictest abeyance of its laws and categorized requirements. Of such 
nature do we ones attribute the interference of the human gene element, forthwith bringing 
within its boundaries the offshoot of differential planes, of which severe reminder brings us 
most hurriedly to our chosen topic device of the evening: ‘Structural Delight in Formulated 
Theory.’ This, Seila, will strive within our pictorial developmental mode as chapter heading listing 
"Three." (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

33. Juno Writ (7) 1994: Dealing With the 
Engineering Aspect of the Titan Euclyptic 
Intrepid 

  

This writ is authored by Captain Jambian working under the expert guidance of Juno and Captain 
Dexter as in dealing with the engineering aspect of the Titan Eucalyptic Intrepid. - Rania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez  

Introduction 

 Structural Delight In Formulated Theory 
 The "Intrepid" In Design Label 
 Intrepid Power Source Of Nuclear Dimensions 
 Continuation of Engine Core Cross Section Two 
 Sun Going Nova?! 
 Titan Eucalyptic Intrepid 
 Introductions! 

Introduction 

 
Warplanes Attacking Starships in Sweden! 
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Captain Jambian details the design of the starship Intrepid and all which goes into it's merit. - Rania 
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Structural Delight In Formulated Theory 

 
Starship Fired Upon! 

“Conquering warplanes! Lighted starcraft! - within the heaven's domain of the well known 
‘FIREFLIES!’ 

The "Intrepid" In Design Label 

 
Exterior of the Intrepid 
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“A modular wonder, to be sure. Here is the final episode so promised by me for the production of 
quarry ramifications within set perimeters of justified line design. Break for 3.4 seconds please, 
Seila, whilst I fight to regain my somewhat undiplomatic program. JUNO serving the public on 
frequency 92 AMP. 

“The flat exterior surface extends within a set of completed refractured artificial compliant 
settings. Pining away at the format, our druid (or adroit) engineering types have liquidated to their 
completion the rudiments of satisfactory structural design. Within the piping assembly, a holding 
container is thought to be naught of an example to the prefitting of conjunctures. In any 
advantageous duplication, the quality of the design field must rank paramount in relation to 
its pressure tubing. Nevertheless, let us be somewhat less specific in its instrumental design and 
work within more comprehensible frequencies. 

Intrepid Power Source Of Nuclear Dimensions 

 
Engine Core Cross Section 2 
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“The contoured outlay of the misdemeanour ‘aircraft’ is to be seen through the beginning stages 
as a developmental status. This simply means - the blueprint of effect is second to none. The 
Intrepid has at its power source a stationary object of nuclear dimensions.  

Continuation of Engine Core Cross Section Two 

 
Continuation of Cross Section Two 
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Forthwith coming, the paramount precipice on which it sits, is somewhat attired with the cloak of 
consciousness: the crystalline fable of dialithium crystalline quality. If this is somewhat to 
perform itself as being fabelized to its existence, then let me assure ye all, that its tendencies 
toward the prominent manufacturing of sub-nuclear atomic devices serves to make your poor 
weaponry system resemble matchsticks. 

Sun Going Nova?! 

 
Starship Lights! 

IMAGE by David Aguilar  

“First on the agenda is our mood toward your shrugging off of our dialithium systematic working 
appliances. Have ye ones ever perchance witnessed a far sun going nova? Think again, it is 
not always the effect of the radium around suns' sphere. The light we display for the purpose 
of caricaturing the night's resource fields are apt to just a little amaze ye ones with its 
brilliance. Contrary to particular study are the facts through which your own conclusions 
have been no more sufficient than that of X-rated tabloids. Break for four (minutes), Seila, 
whilst I switch off the lubricator. 
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“(Jambian serves with the service input of Service Station 4 in Quadrant X - multiplied 
dimension. In your so sanctified terminology this simply means, he has the wish of a station 
commander within your sectorial radius in the overseeing of interplanetary devices within your 
stratosphere). 
 
“I'm back. Thank-you for your concern, dear one of our troops, for you are sanctioned within 
the dire perimeters of this lifestream of yours, along with your partner-in-crime, Reni, to 
participate in the outlay of these profound study texts.  

“Adieu for the meantime, whilst I myself turn over my handy craft of the related studies into 
the most capable hands of Dexter, who will, of course, rejoin the elemental desire of Jambian 
Platous (Plat-toe-us). 

Titan Eucalyptic Intrepid 

 
Titan Eucalyptic Intrepid  

“Subtitle, dear Seila. This is Jambian within the calling, working under the complete guidance 
of Juno and Dexter, whose familiarity of the Titan Eucalyptic Intrepid is categorized as the 
greatest team to ever develop a more ingenious structure within the auspices of the White 
Wind's semi-prolific blueprint type formulated base device.  

Though our words be a little pretentious at times in regards to your touchy ears, we nonetheless 
pretend, along with you, that eventide has indeed come to pass in its variance, and a new era begun. 
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That would indeed be pretentious of us, and for those set idiosyncrasies we just do not have the 
time allotted within our work scope. 

Introductions! 

 
Federation of Free Planets: We are One Emblem 

“To introduce myself fittingly, I am the Captain of the commandeering forces set in an 87 
degree radius to great Sananda's group. He for one is spectacular! I am he, who looks after all 
your bits of flying paraphernalia, of which the last 5000 or so parts have been made of a natural 
corrupting nature to my sector.  

I monitor these frequently, daily, which in my sector of dimensional time warp amounts to a 
pressurized group of two weeks to a month within your time sequence, depending exactly 
where the time-line originates that day. Of this design we know you have long since come into 
the understanding of this formulated discovery, Seila. No new news to you, dear one! On with the 
theory statement.” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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34. Juno Writ (8): Continuation of the 
Blueprint: In Design of the Engine Room 

  

Captain Jambian concludes with the blueprint as found in the engineering design of the Titan 
Eucalyptic Intrepid. This caption will also interest those of such engineering disciplines. - Rania 
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 The Engineer Design Intricated 
 'Our' Engine Room! 
 Captain Jambian Continues in Speaking Upon Engineering Requirements 
 Data Banks And Their Ingenuinty 

Introduction 

 
Starships Are Here! Do Not Miss Your Chance! 

This writ is sanctioned by both Captain Jambian, Captain Dexter, and Juno, himself. It is the 
conclusionary portion of Juno Writ (7). which demonstrated the engineering aspect of the Titan 
Eucalyptic Intrepid. These 'clues' will be much appreciated by the minds holding to this discipline. 
Thank you. - Rania Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

IMPORTANT: Canada Admits - Alien Technology Operated by the USA 
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The Engineer Design Intricated 

 
'Concord' of the Fleet 

Thursday, 11th August 1994 

“As with all drafting appliances, the ‘Concord’ of the fleet is fitted amongst the inter-galaxy 
modulated theorem with a justified arthritic arm of punch-out quality. Crystalline entities are 
engaged in full time work within their compartment of complexity, whilst rays of a nuclear 
delight radiate the heat force necessary in completing rotary friction without need of gasket 
compliance. 
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'Our' Engine Room! 

 
Typlification of Section of Starship Engine Room 

IMAGE: Engine room by Georg Schmidt 

“Our ‘engine room’ is fitted with a source structure of anticipated measure. Hexogrammic 
feature within the composite of directional velocity, wind factor seven, and to formulate the 
immediate charge-up of within dialithium global tenure arrangement, we herewith give to you 
the total dimensions of this utopia beyond your furthest dreams in the manufacturing by us. 
 
“We will cut out for this night now, Seila, and prove our continuance on the morrow. Adieu, and 
watch the skies for our faithfulness toward you and the humanity, to which ye ones also serve. 
JAMBIAN. I AM METAMORPHIC IN MY NATURE TOWARD THE UNIVERSE WITHIN 
ITS MOTION. (9:22 pm). 
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Captain Jambian Continues in Speaking Upon Engineering 
Requirements 

 
Engineering Aerodynamics 

9:26 pm 

“Could you please continue of a little while longer, Seila, as I am to remain at the base until the 
implants for engine No. 26.5640 arrive? To quickly pick up where I once was to dialogue with 
you in regards to Commanders Juno and Dexter - as you might have well guessed, bothe are 
Engineers - this study should prove in effect of a somewhat complex nature to Reni, our 
dearest brother. 

“Formatted through time, the ‘blueprint’ factorial requirement of placement within our extra-
curricular engineering department complies with the prerequisite of educational data of a 
highly scientific procedure. But nonetheless, when our most talented ones come to the fore 
of their expose of graduation requirements, nothing is needed to be left to pure reason.  
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Data Banks And Their Ingenuity 

 
Typification of Starship Data Bank 

“The most intricate of diagram and resource study is made of a duplicating factor and henceforth 
not ever removed from with our data film banks.  

“Additions to establishing dimensional fractions are naught but of a beginning curricular study. 
Our manufacturing of what you would term as ‘computerized data’ is employed within the 
tie-in dimensional attributes of the total in relaying factions.  

*“Should Reni meet with total destruction within his job source at any given time, he may relay 
to us the frequency on line 211. We will more than gladly accommodate his troubled desire in 
relation to the aspect, on which he is currently a-working. 

“Thank-you for our progress now, Seila, and take for yourself a healthy nights sleep. JAMBIAN 
out. (9:50 pm).” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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*(Note: At the time this writ was given, Captain Jambian was giving to us that which 
would happen in the future when American and British Agents worked furiously 
behind the scenes in destroying one job after another in order to throw us into the 
streets which did in event, occur, for a proximity of time. The starship commanders 
came to our rescue on more than one occasion to ensure we met the future in the 
assistance toward the whole and entire human race. – Rania Sentana-Ries-Cortez) 

 

35. Juno Writ (9): We 'Do' Identify 
Ourselves! You Just Do Not Want To Listen 

  

Juno provides a concise and clear picture of how gravity is utilized by the starship commanders, 
and explains the mechanical workings entailed in other parts of the ship and it’s outer regions.– 
Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Anti Matter Chamber 
 Strongholds Within The Helm Intricate 
 To Seila - A Word 
 Our "Turbo Engines" 
 Brightness of Colour! 
 Cloaking Device 
 Holographic Capacities 

Introduction 

 
NASA's Gravity Probe B 
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IMPORTANT! SECOND VIDEO ON DEFENCE MINISTER PAUL HELLYER ON 
CAPTAIN KORTHROX'S WRIT: KORTHROX FILES: UNIT 3: WORLD IN CONFLICT 
HAS BEEN DISABLED Here is the first video again: BREAKING!!! UFO ALIEN 
DISCLOSURE By Canadian Minister of Defence 

In the first part of the Writ, Juno in his expertise considers the elements of gravitational control 
and all it entails, thusly giving the reader a clear picture of just how operational all this actually is, 
not neglecting gravity’s relation to the human body. 

The second portion of the Writ deals with the ‘turbo engines,’ decks, and other structures including 
Argon Gas replacements. A very fascinating Writ again put forth by Juno and the commandeering 
efforts. A hearty ‘Thank you’ to them all. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Anti Matter Chamber 

 
Anti Matter by Lightening Strike 

IMAGE by nationalgeographic.com Lightening Strikes Also Shoot Antimatter Which Scientists 
Copy - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Friday, 12th August 1994 8:19 am 

“Seila, please stand by. We are of the essence in our proclamation of the dual forces within 
the anti-matter chamber within our electrical department at this time. Concluding factor 
being of a necessary nature, intricate. Begin with follow-up sub-standard level 4 to the 9th degree, 
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meaning, that faint pulses of a gravitating nature does indeed serve to lower the beacon-type forces 
with our duped espionage capacities. 

Strongholds Within The Helm Intricate 

 
Starcraft Wheel Orange Original Photo 

IMAGE is the original by www.resonanciahumana.org – 

“The foremount substance so designed within our semi-gravitational chamber on deck 42 
relays all informational data to the surface of the Rolland Heliograph. To what does this refer 
exactly? Well, the composite gravitational sub-chamber with the formatted outpost does in fact 
also strive to relax the gravitational sequence of vibrational tones, which must be held in a 
maximum current for the security of the holding-down of ye ones within maximum stratospheric 
conditions.  
 
“This is done simply by relaying within the techniques provided to us through the gamma 
ray beams within stratospheric conditions, the pull on Earth from within Moon surface 
tunnelling forces. In other words of a more benefitting nature: the Moon is the source of which 
we use its gravitational console for the express purpose of funnelling down toward Earth, via 
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tunnel chambers, the gravity pull which holds the each one of ye so intact within the Earth's 
atmosphere.  

“It is akin to a polarized source beam, which infuses itself to the compatibility of Earth's 
"vibrational crust" the necessary diploma for extracting its rays to the push upon the 
planet's surface and surrounding areas. This is the terms of your gravitational pull upon the 
Earth plane TERRA. 

To Seila - A Word 

 
Starship Orange-Yellow Light 

IMAGE by www.colinandrews.net  

“Seila, we know you are most anxious to relay this informational data upon your set frequency 
computer banks, in order to accomplish our duty at a rate of more hurriedness. The given time 
to proceed at this interlude is 10:25 am. Break for this short while for conscientious practice within 
key board technicalities. JUNO out for a period of 96 minutes - ten for yourself. (8:54 am). 
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Our "Turbo Engines" 

 
Starship Orange and Yellow Lights 

iMAGE: Taken outside of our home above adjacent building, one enormous ship and smaller ship 
we call 'dinger' or 'round-a-bout' gave us much needed comfort that day. Unfortunately, the 
camera did no justice to the astronomical brightness of the orangy-yellow illumination of their 
lights. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 
10:25 am 

“Our ‘turbo engines,’ as you might term them, are not in reality turbo engines in the sense 
of your time slot. Indeed they are affixed within dexterior components, and when engaged, 
contour on a spin axis of equilibrium texture components." 

 
INSERTION:  
 
'Shook up' retired pilot describes seeing 4 UFOs flying over Ohio 
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Matthew Jackson 

Monday, April 29, 2013 - 11:11am 

"The witness described the objects as looking like 'an orange-yellow fireball,' and said it was 
clear they were three separate objects rather than one big object because he could see the night 
sky in between them. 

"I am a retired pilot and the reason I was startled is that I initially stared at the lead object only 
due to the fact that it resembled an aircraft, especially a turbo-prop, with an engine fire..." 

Brightness of Colour! 

 
Spacecraft - Earth's Crust 

“They range in brightness of colour, from which radiates a heat source of such magnitude as 
to burn right through Earth's delicate crust! In a circular contour, a device known to us as the 
Radium Sulphite Barium dothe most in her interactions of a sublime nature, as to enforce 
technicalities within our computer room to activate the sequential pattern alloy. Enough on that 
subject. 

Cloaking Device 

 
Cloaking Device Not Optional 
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IMAGE by www.universetoday.com "Warp Drive and Cloaking Devices: Not Just Science 
Fiction"  

“Today we strive in our undertakings to allow an injuncture of dramatized criterial in regarding 
the deck fatigue, of which many in our realms experience. The drag module, which to us tends 
in its apathy to serve as a formatted cubicle, whirls around the exterior of the ship causing 
great friction without its surrounding surface barrier.  

"Structures of this type amplify its currency to the extreme benefit of our cloaking device, so to 
speak. In effect, the cloaking manufacturer submitted to us a new relayance pattern, which 
cannot in any effect be picked up even by satellite dimensional attributes.  

“Detection of our titanic ship structure oft frighten earthbound inhabitants to such a degree 
as to negate our effectual dives within your set boundaries. Nevertheless, here do I relish the 
fact that I have remembered the set topic of discussion, for which I alone am responsible. JUNO. 

Holographic Capacities 

 
Holographic Capacities 

“The rather cramped style quarters of the human society have been stricken from the records long 
ago and instead, replaced within the faction of token holographic capacities. Argon gas substitutes 
with the polarization of dexterior circumferences and offers instead an emanation of solar plex 
attributes.  
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“In other words, we have succumbed to the fact, that the placement of injunctural tools within the 
decks' surface structures have implemented the adjoining refuge tanks to the deployment of our 
activities. Everyone is feeling of a more comfortable nature, at this point in time.” (End quote) 
(From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

36. Juno Writ (10): You Are Too Near 
Nuclear War For Our Satisfaction! 

  

Juno disparages against those in militaristic and governmental seats of power who hold the nuclear 
bombs in one hand and their brain in the other. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Short Dialogue To Our Friends 
 Nearing The End Of Eventide, Dear Ones 
 Time Warp, Ye Ones! 

Introduction 

 
Destruction Aimed Against The World! 

Juno does not split hairs in his antagonism against the Decalogue of the powers-that-be as they 
rush headlong down a path to nuclear war! - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Short Dialogue To Our Friends 

 
Flying Below Our Belts! 

Friday, 12th August 1994 10:25 am 

“Seasonal changes range within frequently traveled dimensions, and one short day soon in the 
autumn of springtime do we express our congratulations to a work well done by the bothe of ye, 
by flying below our belts into your domain of cantankerous sores, in the order of picking ye 
ones up for a flight schedule for your sole benefit unto the pickings of the farthest extremities 
of the galaxy.  

“We have in no fashion picked this time to disparage of the news of Abdullah’s great success, and 
nonetheless, if it still befits him to the wanting of scheduled flight plan 4027, then we will at token 
expense drop in dire dimensional flight regulations to his attiring circumspect for the purpose of 
implementing our promise to his ilk as well. 

Adieu for the purpose of this morning's meeting. JUNO.” (10:48 am). 
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Nearing The End Of Eventide, Dear Ones 

 
Nuclear Abyss! Just Brilliant! 
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Wednesday, 9th November 1994 6:53 pm 

“Greetings on this fine morning of which we ones are situated. It is nearing the end of eventide, 
and though a semblance of restrictions have been placed upon those who so seek to incur our wrath 
from time to time have in effect displayed a nature toward us of such cunningness ingenuity, that 
it forces us in our deployment of warfare upon their national equilibrium. 

“So far those in the eastern controversies have coerced the detonation of warfare bombs so 
spectacular, that the pure essence of their nuclear weaponry succumbs to next to none. This 
has not been idolized by those faring not much better, but to we ones of the fourth and fifth 
dimensional attributes it is more of a nuance of detrimental factors, which so have been displayed 
to the extent of fuller matrimony occurrences. 

“Why all this rather neptuned informational packet? Well, the answer to all that is surely the rabbit 
in the hat trick of which is well displayed beyond the concurved perimeters of Dexter's almost 
neutralizing factor of deployment beyond all human capabilities. This, of course, in our eyes 
displays nonetheless a capability of resource structures, to be in your near future categorized by 
the horrendous display pattern of nuclear war, if ye ones do not bring yourselves within the 
regimenting closeness of our help screen.  

Time Warp, Ye Ones! 

 
Time Warp! 

IMAGE elecmind.wordpress.com 
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“This interlude in time warp is nonetheless an effort to be taken more seriously than the present 
time allots you ones, and is nonetheless more of a factional element of surprise, as far as the letting 
go of all less effective methods of curtailing those forces beyond the grave. This would 
nonetheless be providing of you ones a warning from our dimension beyond the stars, if it 
were not so imperative that we gain your unequaled and mostly manufactured attention spans. 
 
“It has been given unto our satisfactory process those certain means of despondent displeasure of 
the cause of purely satisfying the gainary process, as far as pocketbooks do go belonging to those 
in the highest military artillery ranks.  

“The fetters of all those held in the concrete of the past will surely face in the very near future 
all those horrendous equivalents to nuclear survival as brought forth by the sequel of sequences 
known and written down by men of ages past, as being the long sought-after reclamation of duty 
bound barrages. Subtitle heading under this next category please, Seila, to be "Barricade the 
Literature of All UFO Substance Rivals." Thank you, please.” (End quote) (From our book 
Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

37. Juno Writ (11): Our Literature 
Barricaded From Publishing Houses Who 
Wanted It! 

  

Captain Korthrox goes into detail in the year of nineteen hundred and ninety-four of how their 
material would become deliberately sidestepped by frightened publishing houses who desperately 
wanted it! – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Barricade The Literature Of All UFO Substance Rivals 
 Restruction of This Earth's Atmosphere 
 Continuation of Humankind 
 Literary Sales Over The Counter Top 
 We Strive To Save Mother Earth! 
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Introduction 

 
_Conspiracy Corrupt Unfolded_ 

As a backgrounder, when their first book Conspiracy Corrupt Unfolded was published in 1994 
and made its appearance on U.S. television, the authors, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries and Reni 
Sentana-Ries, started to face serious danger to their lives which was to go on for well over two 
decades! 
 
It was only after those turbulent years that, in 2013, destiny would lead me into the Confederation 
to help spread the messages of our forefathers(mothers) from the stars - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Barricade The Literature Of All UFO Substance Rivals 

 
We Man The Skies 

Wednesday, 9th November 1994 6:53 pm 

“Along the contours of all professionalists lies the text for the leaving out of all vital statistical 
informational packets. This will be equivalent to the new resource structure, so to be placed 
upon the dexterior placebo qualities of literature, to be so banned from public view. Contrary 
to all publicized controversies, we have manned our craft from a purely strategical viewpoint 
as to overlook the mainland of every and each continent, and have in effect succumbed to 
surfacing within pure unqualified viewpoints to the very eye of public acclaim. 

“This force of which we belong has long since sought to effect its neutralizing pattern to coincide 
with that of medium security within all area air force as well as military base structures of a 
medium secure kind or placebo. It is strictly for this reason alone that I, the Lord of this type of 
extravaganza, do herewith realize, that to do naught unto my neighbouring countryside men would 
alone serve to create those foundations, which would in effect eradicate the means to dimensional 
survival. This is strictly in adherence to the Laws of Nature, or, as we would term them, 
Creation, at its furthermost quality. 
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Restruction of This Earth's Atmosphere 

 
Restruction of Angorius' Atmosphere 

“With literature coming down to those designed ones of our favour, it would indeed seem to 
restructure those sad faces of less expatiated resource, those, who would indeed be of the belief 
structure that we ones do in fact exist just outside of Earth's concave perimeter structure. It is due 
to the extreme care taken by those others of dimensional attributes, that we have offered our 
help in the continuation of the project ‘Restructuring Earth's Volatile Atmospheric 
Condition.’ If you feel this is expecting too much on our behalf, you might be right, at least 
from you ones' limited point of view.  
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Continuation of Humankind 

 
Continuation Of Humankind 

“But performing sanctimonious courtesy among those of ye, who we believe are to be, at least in 
the near future, the essence among the continuation of mankind here on the earthen plateau in the 
future of after Earth's delicate reconstruction program, have involved themselves, or should we 
say yourselves, into working a rather delicate situationary product for the continued expansion of 
all information criteria along with the most qualified and highly sought-out informational packets, 
of which ye will be undoubtedly expected along with the means of your own pocketbooks of 
limited resources, to finally get off the ground those set sequences so laid out in patterned 
reform, that the hair will shake off the heads of those ones in said departments to the 
equivalent of the Earth-shattering experience of earthquake/tornado reactionary processes. 
 
“This will conclude this portion of the Chapter on resolutionary products of time continuum 
barrier. Now for the finale on "Literary Sales Over the Counter Top." 
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Literary Sales Over The Counter Top 

 
Our books collage done up by Jamie 

“UFO topics today introduce a moderated expanse of information so given to the reader in a rather 
modified sequential pattern. Here let us please explain in clearer and more concise fashion.  
 
“All literature for the past twenty years or so has been proficiently banned for one reason or 
another. This is precisely the reason why generalities of another consensus have been given to our 
authors to hand down to those, who are and have been for the last ten to fifteen years 
accommodated themselves within our resource structure, to perform the modulated 
equivalency of setting to print all documented theograms, which do not in any case serve to 
include the structure of dogmatic texts in any form, simply for the cause of saving grace to the 
very implementation of negative forces, who seem at time to be of the contributing factor of 
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complying with certain publishing houses in a sincere effort to gain back the respect of the 
hierarchy of houses' response to their negative ware.  

“If Washington itself had striven as hard as it was once deemed to have allotted itself, then these 
ones certainly would not have both fallen out of favour within their setbacks of currency, which 
only proved to bypass them completely out of favour with their smackbucks of Congress by their 
imputive behavioral pattern. In any case, it has always been the hunchbacks of this country's 
political system, who have tried to serve humanity in all its limitational qualities, who have 
proven at best rather artful in substance of character.  

We Strive To Save Mother Earth! 

 
We Strive To Save Mother Earth 

“And who indeed likes a hunchback? You see, dear ones, it has never been the intention of 
this panel, as you like to call it, to incur the wrath of Khan upon the public displeasure mode, 
but in an effort to truly release and sanctify it though our artful measures of despondency, which, 
of course, is not a verb in the least of which we would so dutifully employ upon anyone with any 
great measure, but rather the placement of a measure of understanding as to the great role 
we play upon our distinct cause of saving mother Earth, or rather relinquishing from her 
the hunger pains, of which she so strives to retaliate from. (End quote) (From our book Hidden 
Secrets Are Valuable To All) (to be continued..) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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38. Juno Writ (12): Do We Starship 
Personelle Exist Or Do We Not?! 

  

Captain Korthrox speaks in a deliberated fashion in mincing no words, to the powers-that-be who 
rule this world. This is not a Writ to miss! – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Well, The Cat Is Out Of The Bag Now! 
 DO YOU THINK WE WILL PICK YOU UP?!! 
 Nuclear Devices! Our Ships In Your Atmosphere - WATCH 
 We ARE Disgusted!! Look What You Have Done! 
 We Could Close This Book On You And...! 

Introduction 

 
You Say WE DO NOT EXIST! 

Captain Korthrox delves into the issue of why some governments of this world would prefer to 
keep the people in total darkness of the starships’ existence and speaks to the powers-that-be in 
a language which will be understood by all. 

The powers-that-be insist that the presence and offered assistance from the great starships in the 
skies and their captains and crews, be swept well under the rug, for should the people find out the 
truth of their situation, the banking and religious institutions upon this planet would find 
themselves “out of a job!” and the people, themselves, would be free to live within a system 
as found upon paradisiacal worlds. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Well, The Cat Is Out Of The Bag Now! 

 
You Say WE DO NOT EXIST! 

Commander Korthrox:  

Wednesday, 9th November 1994 6:53 pm (Continuation of..) 

“In our conclusionary aspects of all neutral thinking it is to be broadcasted from one nation to 
another, that in fact the projectionary consensus of arbitrary structure with firm and quiet regards 
to the relinquishing of all documented data on the placebo of all highly official regarded file, 
numerical resources, which in effect do tie in to the highly regarded question/answer period 
of whether we do in fact exist or not, will serve in the near future to be one of the highest 
sought-after adventure thesis of near public disclosure. 

“With the ‘cat out of the bag,’ so to speak, it leaves us a wide-open space for all landing 
apparel, simply because to hunt us down at that time would simply be to give themselves 
away before the public eye to all accountability for their actions.  

"If people on your planet see us, they then will view us as contacts of another resource for 
healthy living expenses. They will also view us to be of the majority, who do in fact care about 
their retinue of malfunctioning earthen circumstances.  
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“They will indeed refer to us as the ‘Saviour's’ promise to deliver them from the expanse of 
nuclear destruction. [/b[b]Do you understand this? It would indeed be of the most beneficial 
nature due to your coordinated understanding pattern, if you do.  

DO YOU THINK WE WILL PICK YOU UP?!! 

 
Do You Think WE Will Pick you Up?! 

IMAGE Starship of many types and makes do the commanders' have. deviantart.com 
 
"FOR YOU MOST SEVERELY JEOPARDIZE YOUR OWN METHOD OF REMOVAL 
FROM EARTHEN PLANE, IF YOU CONTINUE TO SUBJECT, AS WE UNWITTINGLY 
AND SADLY KNOW THAT YOU WILL, THE POPULACE OF PLANET EARTH TO 
MORE OF THE CRUELTIES OF THE PAST, PRESENT, AS WELL AS FUTURE 
ABHORRENCES!!  

Nuclear Devices! Our Ships In Your Atmosphere - WATCH 

 
Our Ships WATCH 
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“Nuclear devices do naught to clear up the atmospheric conditions, you know. You must 
understand before it is of the lateness of hourly conduct, that all major injunctions so placed by 
yourselves have not only run out of water, but in fact serve no purpose at all. Take a good 
look at yourselves, and whatever it is that you are doing for contrary to good nature policy toward 
others, you will find yourselves in the good fix of the century.  

We ARE Disgusted!! Look What You Have Done! 

 
Beautiful Mother Earth! 

“We have been gearing up our landing procedures with a filament of disgust upon what we 
term as ‘a pure waste of mother Earth's natural resources.’ Not that we do not approve of 
those whom we come to pick up, but on the contrary, we do not wish also to see those ones, who 
have for the last few centuries and into the third, condemned the very basic policies of natural 
living by the taking of the rich and not giving in the least to the poorest of men. 

“It is not only one of the greatest shameful experiences for you, that have ever been merited 
or recorded by mankind alone, but doth in fact serve to proport those agencies of a more or 
less modulum effort, who have in fact tried to within their spectrum, alleviated to wrestle out 
of the very hand of those certain ones, who would, if all intent could be possible, (??? - word 
lost during translation, Editor) those last resource structures unto the viable essence of total 
destruction of all mankind in general. 
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We Could Close This Book On You And...! 

 
We Could Close The BOOK On you! 

“We could in fact close this book at this given point in time and leave you to wrestle with the 
knowledge, which has plagued mankind since two decades after Earth's last atmospheric change, 
but for those who indeed of the deserving kind, and of who, in fact, we blame not for the miserable 
injuncture served upon all of mankind: 

“Change your ways, for we are not wanton to further contribute to your fact those changes 
of which you alone would be responsible for contributing to. Listen up, here, gentlemen of 
Earth, for it is not coordinated response to refer any of you to the High Council of Jupiter or 
Pluto for any more extensive ‘What should we do for you, or about you?’ No Gentlemen, 
time is really up. You do call the shots now. But we warn you, IF YOU PROVIDE US NO 
MEANS FOR A SAFE CLEANING UP OF ALL ATMOSPHERIC ABHORRENCES, 
BECAUSE YOU CERTAINLY STRIVE YOUR DUTIFUL BEST TO CONTINUE TO 
BOMBARD US WITH NUCLEAR WASTE PRODUCTS, THEN FAR BE IT FROM US 
TO FORM A SURVEILLANCE TEAM TO EVEN TRY TO RECTIFY YOUR 
PROBLEMATIC AREAS! 
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KORTHROX signing off on frequency tripoid 7. Thank you, Seila.“ (End quote) (From our book 
Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

39. Juno Writ (13): What We Do Is Not 
For Profit! 

  

Captain Korthrox and Juno elabourate upon what our work means to each one of us. You may be 
surprised in that which they speak. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Korthrox And Gang Are Airborn! 
 We Do Not Take Payment For Our Writs And Articles Either 
 Friday, 16th December 1994 12:10 pm 

Introduction 

 
Our Craft Carry The Scribings! 

Dear readers: There is no date shown for “Korthrox and Gang are Airborne” because this 
portion scribed came well after the preceding portion which was in fact dated. This often happens, 
but the writ was given in the year nineteen hundred and ninety four. Our books are the main topic 
of discussion in this section, though other writings and writs come into play. – Rania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
 
Juno 
 
In the Gregorian year of nineteen hundred and ninety-four 
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(Quote) 
 
‘This is a new day abroad, so to speak, Seila, and all we ask is that you take the necessary time to 
break formation with the worldly events at this time, so that we may fully acquire your undivided 
attention. If for any reason, you are unable to comply to our request, then it would be indeed of the 
benefiting nature to say so. JUNO. Thank you. Then please proceed with new chapter heading 
‘Korthrox and Gang are Airborne.’ 

Korthrox And Gang Are Airborn! 

 
We Come In Many Shapes 

“We have many who are at this given time in your history ministering to a few of those souls 
by means of telepathy, and who are for the purpose of enlightening those ones so equipped within 
the pattern of elating the worth of all of mankind, do in fact tend to produce themselves into the 
majority of texturized affinities. 

“In other words, it will solely be on the conscience of those in heated battle of a sort, though 
we do not in the least profess that our battle fatigue is in any way related to those of the 
earthen plane, but in case there would indeed be those of your sect who do in fact portray the 
tendency to acclaim our proficient worthiness unto the inhabitants of the world, we most surely do 
encourage your rather outrageous techniques into the forefront.  
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We Do Not Take Payment For Our Writs And Articles Either 

 
When Commanders Make Us Laugh! Rania And Jamie  

IMAGE Collage by Jamie. Note: Sometimes the captains and commanders make us laugh!! - 
Rania and Jamie! (Photos old. Our recent profiles are found on our FB’s. Jamie was not with 
us in 1994; not until 2012). 

 
“We must at all times maintain the necessary injunctions by way of forfeiting all 
complimentary profits of any kind, and instead try by way of secluding our minions to the full 
extent of negotiating within set perimeters those perfect consequences, which do so duly radiate 
within the Godhead of Affinity. 

“This will conclude this particular epic. And we, who are indeed earthbound for your solar 
system, will equate those necessary implementations to the profit of your kind, for the 
worthiness of all mankind. Even that has its limits of desire insofar as the texture of how and 
when current events are to happen, and not in the least so far as to take the grade out of living 
expenses in the far-out regions of Solar Plexus Two. 
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“DEUTONIA out on the express line for Commander J.B. Korthrox, Central Enterprise. Status: 
Airborne Fleet 1002. “ 

Friday, 16th December 1994 12:10 pm 

 
From Other Worlds In The Heavens 

“Good morning unto ye all, Uthrania Seila. It is I, Juno, who presides at the helm of the continuum 
this grand and elaborate morning. We intend on the sectioning off on all of our books at this time, 
and henceforeth will be of the proclaiming rights, which benefit all of those our readers to 
service the factual episodes of contention betwixt the main troops of the early planes, of which 
there are indeed more than three. For all planets, with the exception of three, are (to) remain at this 
time of an uninhabited feature unto, or rather, within our realms of desirous living. 

“So now, on with the climatic contoured feature, of which ye do all acclaim worldwide to be 
of a rather worthwhile cause. And here we are simply alluding to the changing of surface features 
of context within these rather limited pages of memorandum. Let us then provide a breathing space 
for more elaborate messages from the ‘stars’ on a rather more up-and-up level of conscious 
endeavor. Thank you. Begin. JUNO out.” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are 
Valuable To All)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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40. Juno Writ (Unit 14): A Short Story Of 
Two Competing Forces By Konteu 

  

A new gentleman by the name of Konteu offers up a story of two forces and what exactly would 
happen if the commanders just sat back and let them have their way. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-
Cortez 

Introduction 

 A Word From JUNO 
 The Dawn Abreaking - A Short Story By Konteu 
 Two Warring Factions 
 Fragments Of Consciousness 
 Mind Power 
 Mind Over Matter! 
 WE Keep All Docking In Check! 

Introduction 

 
Dinger 

Dear readers, this is a fictional story told by a gentleman by the name of Konteu. It begins on “the 
fine summer morning of…” 

As you, the readers are aware, Jamie and I have begun Files on the Souls whom have left their 
physical bodies, but have come to us in order that they may receive assistance to cross over to 
another world. 
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We had just finished another lengthy File and submitted it for moderation, but Wikinut moderation 
program, itself, threw it out on the issue of grammar. Now, this File has perhaps the best grammar 
of all held by a soul whose intent was only to come for help. So as we struggle to get this File on, 
we ask your patience. It is not the fault of the Moderator, himself. Thank you kindly. – Rania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

A Word From JUNO 

 
Messages From The Stars! Scribings! 

Friday, 16th December 1994 12:10 pm 

"Good morning unto ye all, Uthrania Seila. It is I, Juno, who presides at the helm of the 
continuum this grand and elaborate morning. We intend on the sectioning off on all of our 
books at this time, and henceforeth will be of the proclaiming rights, which benefit all of those 
our readers to service the factual episodes of contention betwixt the main troops of the early planes, 
of which there are indeed more than three. For all planets, with the exception of three, are (to) 
remain at this time of an uninhabited feature unto, or rather, within our realms of desirous living. 
 
"So now, on with the climatic contoured feature, of which ye do all acclaim worldwide to be of a 
rather worthwhile cause. And here we are simply alluding to the changing of surface features of 
context within these rather limited pages of memorandum. Let us then provide a breathing space 
for more elaborate messages from the "stars" on a rather more up-and-up level of conscious 
endeavor. Thank you. Begin. JUNO out. 
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The Dawn Abreaking - A Short Story By Konteu 

 
The Dawn A Breaking! 

THE DAWN ABREAKING 

“It was on the fine summer morning of..., at which time these were those two who so were designed 
to ready themselves for takeoff, and with script in hand they made way to board their everyday 
craft "Stocktaker" (this is the fictional name we will give the space module) for more contemptual 
work aboard the higher plane of iniquity.  

“But these two resource takers found within their ego of contentious desire that belittling desire to 
format all those non-effectual disks, and to send them out into the atmosphere in order to gain 
within themselves the sublime manufacturing of symbolism to credit the earthen civilization with, 
for the purpose of re-examining their priorities with the greatest respect ever brought about by the 
nature of the technology of mankind himself, to witness those most extraordinary 
implementations and plans of those so far out in the planes of universal inhabitation. (This is 
geared down to your understanding and is formed in the epic of a parable for all, who have eyes 
to see and the mind of understanding). 
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Two Warring Factions 

 
Two Warring Factions! 

“Now these two men, warriors, we shall call them, strove to venture out into the vast limitless(ness) 
in order to follow up on whatever informational package, which the disks would bring home to 
them. When all was in place, then they proceeded to board one of the finest starcraft the world has 
ever known, and laid in a course for the Numeranium System. 

“Now as the story goes, the people of the Numeranium System were conceived of a number of 
flesh and blood think-tanks, who at all cost supplanted within their own technological expanses 
those safeguards, which towit would always download into their craniums of less than contentious 
desire, at that point anyway, those ideals of the humans, which were outward-bound on their 
crusade through the stars, until the domain of their expanse of planetary guards. 

Fragments Of Consciousness 

 
Fragements Of Consciousness 
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“In simple language then, we will conclude exactly what was the occurrence, when these two 
species met. First we have the Earth's warring fragments of consciousness, warring out the 
activities of those meteor bound consensus of the excalibre design. This simply meaning that towit, 
on their way unto the highest galaxy content within the continuum, they, with their ideals and 
intentions intact, thought within themselves to take by force all those impeding civilizations, 
who in fact would not wish to join them in their excavations into the wilderness of the galaxy.  

Mind Power 

 
Mind Power! 

“And on the other hand we have the Britons, which do in fact elaborate quite intensively on the 
fact, that the polar regions versus the Southern Polar Pact would in due time, as of the short past, 
formulate itself into the intention, that every surviving and living creature upon such planets, who 
desire inhabitation, would in due time be left of the extinct pattern of changes. 
 
“It matters not, however, for the second faction decided that mind power was indeed the limitless 
factor, which, impeccable in formulated theory, would serve best to gain them clear passage and 
credentials within the full texture of the vastly unlimited universal structure. 

Mind Over Matter! 

 
Mind Over Matter! 
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“So! What exactly did happen, when the two forces met for the first time? Mind over matter, 
that's what! You see, it is always the greater good, which in the end must limit itself unto the 
planning devices of the negative forces for the providing of valuable teaching lessons! That is 
all.  
 
"Meditate upon this, and squirm in your seat, as we do, for the full impact will indeed hit upon 
your consciousnesses as to the exact and plymouth extent of this occurring, as soon as mankind 
has reached a mode in his technological advances, and then proceeds to plan out his strategic 
mission to infiltrate his gastly nuance into the stars! 

“Well, this will not be allowed to occur, and through this short story we hope you will take 
reasoning time to understand just exactly why we, of the northern and southern hemispheric 
locations, could not allow this for the third time around! 

WE Keep All Docking In Check! 

 
We Keep All Docking In Check! 

“Now you have an insight as to what would happen, and you must agree it is breathshattering. 
BUT FOLLY HAS NEVER WON OUT, and we of the platitude will, in order to best serve those 
precious inhabitants of the mother Earth plateau, keep all docking in check.  
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“This is Konteu in the offing for platitudes of storybreaking in fictional theory, signing off on all 
known frequencies. In case anyone has broken into this story, it must be of the remaining power 
for this intended book alone.  

“Salu to all for a good day breaking. All luck intended, Juno will be back for the following forecast 
within dimensional surfacing in dealing on a linguistic base for all enchanting enhancement of 
memory control. It's just a little extra for the formatting procedure. That is enough for today, little 
one. Be of the prowess, indeed, and the reasoning power to implement those forces of awareness 
unto the token reason of atmospheric displayal accord. JUNO to sign off. Data out.” (12:45 pm). 
(End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

Captain Juxton 

41. Commanders’ Juxton and 
Setuth: Who Killed Your Cows? 
(Part 1) 

  

Commander Setuth describes the technique employed by the powers-that-be in charge of the 
World’s Blood Banks and how cows fit into the story at large. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 A Long Forgotten Truth 
 The Genuine Secret 
 IT WASN'T US! 
 Quantum Physics? 
 Your Government? Look What They Do! It's Not Us!! 
 Your Government's PR! It's Not Us Who Did It!! 
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Introduction 

 
Mutilation Of Cows Are Your Doing! 

Dear readers, it has been quite some time that the powers-that-be, coupled with their military-at-
large, has been passing off quite the fables concerning ‘extraterrestrials’ whom are our very 
relatives who seeded us on this planet, and the epic of the ‘cows.’  
 
In this two part series. Commander Suffeur Sethuth covers the ground on this much publicly 
misinformed topic. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

A Long Forgotten Truth 

 
Long Forgotten Realities! 
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Commanders’ Juxton and Setuth: 
 
Saturday, 10th June 1995 5:14 pm 
 
(Quote) 
 
“A goodly afternoon to ye ones all today, Seila. It is so good to be back to close up what we 
would surmise as the epic of constructive epitaph! 
 
“This is Lord Commander Juxton reporting from the helm of the most elaborate starship put out 
by the fleet of venatical design thus far. Please proceed with next verse title, which will 
summarily conclude this production of "Hidden Truths are Valuable to All," please. 
 
"’The Genuine Secret’ will be portrayed as the least vernacular of the streamlined affairs ever 
hidden from mankind by the popular elitist manufacturing houses of publicationary works. Enter 
please promptly and I will be most grateful to turn you over to Commander Setuth for 
preliminary hearing on this. Juxton over and out on frequency 54.8. Transmission ended." 

The Genuine Secret 

 
the Fourth Quadrant 

“Greetings and commendations to all, Seila. May I now formally address myself unto your 
affairs. I am known well throughout the Fourth Quadrant as Suffeur Setuth, the 
Commander for the Range Plate of Planetary Exploration. Now let us please begin. 
 
“For our fourth and final epilogue, let me firstly explain to all those, who read between the 
text of our book, that nothing in effect will have proven to be of more liability than that of 
the Suffex Ranch Farms held about the northern portion of what I believe you would deem 
as the continent or fraction of England itself. 
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IT WASN'T US! 

 
Biological Weapons Caused Cattle Mutilations 

IMAGE topsecretwriters.com "Biological Weapons Caused Cattle Mutilations – Not Aliens" 
 
“You see, here it would occur to few of the regiment of planetary reform, the condolences paid 
to the tribute of our, or rather, your cows! If you only would stop to think and/or ponder for a 
moment in time of just how on earth cows are so drained of blood and seismic activity 
permeating among the rest of the herd, of which, of course, you have little knowledge, then you 
would see fit to really harbour no malicious inharmony toward the intent of the vascular system 
of your beast inasfar as others from other constellations have allowed. This is it, or our point 
exactly. 
 
“You must take into consideration, that as an outfit of primates at the helm on the taking over 
of your planet earth, it is indeed none other than yourselves, or rather the henchmen of the 
tyrants which overlord your planet, who so engage themselves betwixt the thighs of your 
beasts! Look for a sign in the heavens, when these events do take place. Fix your portals upon 
them for a good close up snapshot AND REDEEM THOSE OF OUR BRETHRENHOOD 
FROM SUCH DASTARDLY TASTE AS TO ACTUALLY SUGGEST THAT WE 
WOULD IN FACT RELISH THE CONTROLLED TASTE OF, BOTH, BLOOD AS 
WELL AS INTESTINAL TRACTS OF THOSE OTHERS BELOW OUR PALATE! 
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Quantum Physics? 

 
Quantum Physics! Not Progress? Who US?! 

“This is suggestional only in the event that our reprogressions were to be based on the ultra 
contra law of quantum physics, where we would report for duty in a prior lifestream and in 
effect not progress onward, but rather retract in our efforts to sufficiently repugnate toward a 
rather subjective recourse of backward plummeting within our systematic lifestyle. Not so! 
 
“They have taken your cows and degraded them into something not so valuable as they 
would have you believe, for the purpose of bearing extra morsels of cantankerous diadem 
throughout the contagion of the human appetite. You could almost say that THEY 
INDEED DO INTEND TO FEED YOU "HOGWASH" OR RATHER "REPTILIAN MEAT" 
OR EVEN "PIGSLOP!" 
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“Now, (whether) these words may or may not meet your understanding is of little consequence to 
us, for the major understanding of just what is being produced may in fact blow your minds. 
Here is what is happening: The nucleus of governmental blindness upon the cranium of the 
population, and here we do indeed speak of world population, have attributed to 
themselves the necessary unspeakable act of contempt upon the arbitraries of the world 
blood banks. 

Your Government? Look What They Do! It's Not Us!! 

 
Your Government Did This! 

“Here we have in effect a selection of cattle cows taken from the brink of disaster of world 
affairs and bled of their blood in order to hemeograte the plasma within the farsightedness 
forum of conquering heroes! The intestinal tract, in case no one has told you, has been 
ripped from the very spleen of intestinal desire in an effort to ramify the effects of the 
blood into a more congenial effort to the effect of secure replacement parts.” 
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Your Government's PR! It's Not Us Who Did It!! 

 
We Did NOT DO THIS! PEOPLE! 

“In conjunction to that we have private affairs laser-printed out without so much as a squeal from 
those, who seem to have had the vampire at their throats once again. And the purpose of all this 
"alien" reprise? Corrugated blood banks, not "aid" defined, for all germ warfare is getting 
rather out of hand, and now a new sequence of abstinence is desired. In an effort to sequence 
to the public forum a substantial replacement for the merits of the blood bank and artillery 
control section, then Blinkensop Reform Stations will soup up their distillery products within 
their own reserves.” (To be continued…) (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are 
Valuable To All) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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42. Commanders’ Juxton and Setuth: 
Who Killed Your Cows? (Part 2) 
(Conclusion - A Surprise!) 

 

Commander Setuth describes the gathering of the people into the ships following his conclusion 
of “Blinkensop and its Germ Warfare” against the peoples of this planet. – Rania Seila Sentana-
Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Our Last Paragraph Before The Continuation 
 WATCH OUT! For Your Epitaph Is Near People! 
 We Have Opened Up Your Minds! 
 Our Instructions! We Have Of Our Ships To The Ready! Debase Noone! 
 Keep Listening Up! Man And Woman MUST Unite! 

Introduction 

 
A Typification: Our Many Ships!  

Commander Setuth gives to you, the readers, a Writ of many facets in which he deals with the 
powers-that-be; the starships and their place in this world’s history, present and future 
acclamations; as well as some good and sensible instruction, guidance, and advice for those 
awaiting the arrival of a new and better day. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Galiac 
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Our Last Paragraph Before The Continuation 

 
Germ Warfare On The People 

IMAGE usahitman.com "Millions were in germ war tests" News 

Commander Setuth: 

Saturday, 10th June 1995 5:14 pm 

(Quote) 
 
“In conjunction to that we have private affairs laser-printed out without so much as a squeal from 
those, who seem to have had the vampire at their throats once again. And the purpose of all this 
"alien" reprise? Corrugated blood banks, not "aid" defined, for all germ warfare is getting 
rather out of hand, and now a new sequence of abstinence is desired. In an effort to sequence 
to the public forum a substantial replacement for the merits of the blood bank and artillery control 
section, then Blinkensop Reform Stations will soup up their distillery products within their own 
reserves. 
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WATCH OUT! For Your Epitaph Is Near People! 

 
Epitaph Is Near People! Which Way Are You Going? 

In plain language then, we are simply telling you, that dastardly reposes allude to the fact, that ye 
ones are rapidly running out of blood of less contaminated nature and the blue specimen to 
date are being replaced by bladder control with thicker blood from cows, in order to update 
all plasma control of dockers, especially when false security for replacement parts are being 
experimented upon for the natural use of bodily harm to non bodily components. Here we 
elaborate upon the dexterier method of practitioners and their complacent counterparts, the twelve-
six method of dexotonomy. 

"It is not so much that they wish to harm you, not at all. They merely wish to turn you into all that 
they wish you to be, except that it will not work. For man cannot harbour another's system within 
his own frailty in accord with non-reproductive specimens such as the replacing the larynx with a 
cow's, much for the same reason that a tiny lizard's eyes would prove beneficial to no one.  

“Understand? WATCH BEFORE YOU LEAP! This is all we're saying. Do not ever take 
anything at face value, that you have not seen beforehand, and do not be deluded into 
thinking, that this is not to occur shortly in the beforehand, for seclusion of thoughts too 
major to handle would prevail in the aftermath of such sequestered epitaph of your people! 
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We Have Opened Up Your Minds! 

 
We Have Opened Up Your Minds! 

“For the remainder of your time here on Earth we would simply tell your people, that it is we who 
have laboured on your behalf to redeem, as you would put it, all grass into wheat in order to 
produce a major crop of worthy recipients to the opening up of the fifth dimension. Contrite to 
your piqued belief systems, we have succeeded in opening up your minds to greater possibilities 
than man could have ever dreamed up in his limited visionary mind. And we have come to exploit 
each and every one, who does mean you harm.  

Our Instructions! We Have Of Our Ships To The Ready! 
Debase Noone! 

 
Inside The _UFO_ (Starship) 
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“We have our ships ready and waiting for that final moment in time, where we will cause the 
shifting to abate for the space of an hour and a half in order to gather our crop in from the 
fields of space - from all the surface of the Earth into the cradling bosom of ‘Elohim,’ as you 
could put it. We will help you advance into your own godhood. And, ladies, your goddess will 
bloom significantly in your efforts to do good unto yourselves, for the restrictions you often 
place upon your own kind are simply merits of a past placement of servitude. 

“Learn to look after that which you are, and continue to debase no one, for to fleece the flock 
will only bring tribulation upon your heads and those heads of those around you. You men 
are the masters of infinity of design of merits. It is time you started living up to your 
responsibility of which you yourselves designed. Until you do this, you will indeed find no 
liberty among your own kind. 

Keep Listening Up! Man And Woman MUST Unite! 

 
Man And Woman Must Unite! 

“Man and woman, male and female must be united in such velocity, that one accommodates 
the other fairly. You see, you each have need of finding that one priceless pearl of light within 
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yourselves, before you ever will be able to appreciate that pearl of great value within another! 
 
“Other turnarounds will be permitted for those of you who do not in fact make it to the 
‘landing strip,’ so to speak, but do not fret, as you might put it, for all experiences contribute 
to the overall mass effect on your soul, and it is only a matter of evolvement further into the 
light, which will bequeath unto you a matter of extraordinary changes to change and 
resurface to your higher essence, in order to bring you back to where you first began. 

“The pleasure has been mine to bring you light where there is nothing but darkness. In the epoch 
of time - unlimited favour, to be sure! SETUTH out for Juxton. Over and out on wavelength solar.” 
(End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

 

Captain Korthrox 

43. Captain Korthrox: A Scientist From 
Above (Part Three) 

 

Captain Korthrox a scientist in his own right concludes the writ with the remainder of the formula 
which they both, he as well as Captain Melix, would like passed on to the scientists of their own 
choosing. Whom they are, we do not know. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

A Word to the Scientists 

 Captain Korthrox Continues: 
 Reni Sentana-Ries Speaks With Captain Korthrox 
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A Word to the Scientists 

 
Solar System image 

This writ is out of one of our first books from 1994 which we have not included in our array of so 
far published books. This is the conclusion of the written and trance session. We will present the 
diagram again: the cross section core 2 to make the final portion of the formula of easier 
manipulation for the scientific mind. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Korthrox Continues: 

 
engine core cross section 2 
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"The glowing pattern you have on the ceiling in the citadome provides very relevant sequence. The 
glowing effect of redness, we see, you have subjected to intercom justification modules. You have 
it rather evenly dispersed. For this we commend you. You have succeeded on point 3. This is not 
an easy task. For what you are doing is taking the frequencies of certain metal components. You're 
using them in a relative infrastructure pattern with dynouements of electricity formations, which 
in other words, means the "sparks," in order to neutralize the current so it gives a cooling effect. 
You will follow all formulated data of downloading at this time. And then we will be ready to close 
this portion. Are we ready? 

Director: Yes. 

Korthrox: "Thank you. On a fixed ratio of 68, mixture the subcurrent of all artificial remnants of 
artifact, which you have been using. Remove the dilithium into the concave portion of which you 
have. Strip down the inner portion of the third ray. You must align it now. The influx of the circular 
pattern surrounding each filament will touch briefly onto the colour structure of the next. This 
must be aligned in coordinate rays. And here we do work on a large perimeter of 7 and 4's because 
we are in the process of all neutralizing alignments. Listen carefully. The sub-service structure.. 
on this you write 2.01 infrastructure sub-surface component luthege. Main beam. It's quite easy 
when you get the hang of it. 

"Secondly, Synap - semi-structure: Fourth beam 2.1 equivalent. Cut down to bare minimum 1/3. 
Portion off 1.7 to the 4th power. Neutralize all lower energy formations. 

"Syntax - second beam. Cut at perpendicular. Use medium laser ray. Suffuge in with itom. Self 
structuring neutron miniscule beam formation 3.01 autoplex. 

"Core - 1 equivalent ratio 2000. Move to 10,000 for larger craft. You, however, will work on the 
radius 1/1000. This you do not neutralize. Concurrent to semi-soft structure of appearance around 
with all neutron waves in alignment of at the 4th 42nd degree. Make sure you are precision-bound! 
 
"Glowing? Intertwine. And finally, sever at the bomeray near the top. KORTHROX reporting Out." 

 

Reni Sentana-Ries Speaks With Captain Korthrox 

Director: Thank you, Korthrox. Is there any more to come from other entities? 

Commander Korthrox: "Negative. Hydrogen power was once employed by our people many eons 
ago. And it was from this said source of power that we did begin to understand the separation of 
the power through the water. And here we drove the semi-currents, which are of a rectangular 
spark nature, but minuscule, we learned to separate. There are many, we could use the term 
"Secrets of the Universe," but in all logical fact, they're not secrets. They are available and known 
to all, who so desire. They're at the very fingertips of societal structure and ingrained within each 
of the DNA components. 
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Director: Are you saying providing people go "within"? 

Korthrox: "Providing people go "without." And here we mean "without" the limit of physical 
bodies. So in effect you would need to go "within" to go "without." The reality is of the most simple 
structure imaginable. And we offer our services as much as we can. But here again, we can only 
do just so much. 

Director: I really appreciate what you have given us, although it's far above my head. Can you 
exactly tell me who this information is specifically directed to? 

Commander Korthrox: "This information is for those 'chosen ones' in the scientific fields 
throughout your nations. It is not designed to a specific nation or to a specific country within a 
country. It is for those enlightened ones alone, who do have the pieces to the rest of the jigsaw 
and need a few more theograms to piece together. This should complete a majority of the work 
for them. Those who have pieced nothing together, of course, will understand nothing...." (End 
quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All) 

- Trance channeled by I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

44. Captain Korthrox: Reposition the 
Placement of the 'Stars’ 

  

Dear readers, this writ is a fascinating read for those interested in astronomy and nature of the 
placement of stars, of which many of them, flickering in the skies, are not of gaseous makeup at 
all, but are real starships. This is a good way to keep watch over humanity without alerting them 
unduly. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  

Look Up and Wonder! Look Through and See! 

 Reposition the Placement of the "Stars" 
 No Universal Laws Broken 
 Chief Engineer Commander Suflus 
 Posterity Kicks In 
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Look Up and Wonder! Look Through and See! 

 
Telescope lrg 

Dear ones, the big dipper, the small dipper and many other star placements are simply ships and 
you will see them dimming their lights as they change position, one with the other so as to ensure 
not one of the ships remain too long in one orbit. Much of this escapes the eyes of the uninitiated 
human population. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

“…we, as a member of the Great Universal Sector, have a grave responsibility toward all of 
Creation itself. This, you must keep in mind, is not of the kind of interference so spoken 
about as to break any one of the universal laws of non-interference, but on the contrary, it 
does prove to all, that when…” – Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Korthrox and Electrical Engineer Suflus: 

Scribed in 1994 

(Quote) 

Reposition the Placement of the "Stars" 

 
Starship Dinger 
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“Greetings! Korthrox here on this bright morning of your future. Jambian has promised you a 
break, so after this introduction, proceed with your required nutrients. 

“By repositioning the placement of a goodly majority of the ‘stars,’ we simply attune in here 
to the majestic ships of ours, which so casually lie in the stratosphere of your plane. [/b[b]By 
this we mean not so much the repositioning of our small fleets, the ‘dingers,’ some of we Ones 
call them, but in effect our so-called saucer types of the larger calibre as well as all mother ships 
save for a gentle few. 

"This repositioning is due to occur simply because the terrain upon your Earth's surface is replying 
to a structured differential quality of usurping the differences in quality throughout the Earth's core 
circumference center. And this again is where we subject ourselves to the overlaying influence of 
those star like sequences, which have rapidly at their disposal the technical qualities or means by 
which to aberrate all certain frequencies so felt throughout the Earth's crust. By this we mean the 
noiseless attunement to the Photon Belt, which lies beyond and within all deximeters of 
circumferential patterns. 

“We have thus far succeeded in keeping ye ones up-to-date with our tactical ploys on your behalf, 
though few are so well aware of our interference, which is caused simply because of not only 
our unending love for this graceful planet of yours, but indeed (as we have so often stated before 
to the health and welfare of as many of the planet's native inhabitants as we can in the short period 
of time we all have left unto ourselves), simply because we, as a member of the Great Universal 
Sector, have a grave responsibility toward all of Creation itself. 

No Universal Laws Broken 

 
Starships orbit within spiral galaxy 
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"This, you must keep in mind, is not of the kind of interference so spoken about as to break 
any one of the universal laws of non-interference, but on the contrary, it does prove to all, that 
when we strive to work together, actions would, of course, serve to lessen the cause of major 
influential proprieties, thus enhancing man's chances for survival to a greater degree. 

“This is KORTHROX out for this portion. Please resume now with our Electrical Engineer, 
Suflus. We give this station to him simply because of your grave need to meet with one, who is 
not subject to change, such as many of ye ones are, but in fact has laid unto him a name of sorts 
for the allowing of a recognizable factor, when dealing with you ones on your level of 
understanding. Understand, loved ones, names are not of the equalled nature of importance here 
as they seem to be to you. Only because we, as a whole, are never separated, but indeed work in a 
consensus with one another within the One, the Whole of Creation. 

“So this name habit, of which ye attribute and tie so much importance to, is simply for the 
benefit of pleasing those, who would not do otherwise by way of introduction. If it is fitting 
in your society, then be it far from our gain to change such a little compliance. Thank you, 
starseed, for your genuine efforts on our behalf to impart this most vital information into the hands 
of the public. Many thanks also to your editor and to all publishing houses, which align themselves 
unto this great worth. 

Chief Engineer Commander Suflus 

 
Telescope Sets to View 

“Suflus kicking in here, starseed. It is customary on the planet, of which I come, to receive 
all blessings and statutes, and to pass them on to those of other natured spheres or planets, 
if you wish, for a closer understanding. We would like you to break for a short half hour at this 
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time, for the information being fed to you from here on will take an enormous amount of energy 
on our behalf in order to come to meet your frequency half way. Mind power we speak of here, 
and you have been at the keyboard for over an hour at best, and we do realize the language is of 
a seldom spoken nature. Rest your head and we will resume in our orderly fashion within the half 
hour. SUFLUS out.” 

Posterity Kicks In 

 
Nikola Tesla Works Within Galactic Brilliance 

“Posterity kicks in on behalf of mankind, starseed, and to this we will fill in the approximates as 
due to them in relation to the equivalents found upon the planetary regiments of time. 

“I am an electrical engineer, but not in the sense that you would derive from the term. You 
see, I supposition those natural current factors into live waves, which, through the breaking down 
of their molecular structure and repeating them into formations of a seclusive type instead of 
elusive, I am able to generate a flotsam fore, into which is catapulted a nucleus base of pure 
energy light, attuned with all its melodic colours intact. This is employed not so much in the 
spiritual sense, though all things contain a spiritual quality, and without them nothing would 
exist, but rather in this case we will be working within a diagram of nonsensical reform to 
the applauding of the creation of technology of a much higher essence than of which you, at 
present, are accustomed to. 

“To begin with then, the essence in the simplest term are those eight particles of greater essence 
than you are at present used to working with, but of the same basic methodology that the famous 
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scientist, who by the way did, of course, listen to us, Nikola Tesla, when he formatted for your 
approval the Quantum Barrier, of which contained, of course, the essence of neutralization in the 
swift current of the age.  

"You must understand that those of a greater mind-likeness are often attuned into our 
diagram of speech patterns, and once having succeeded in the reforming of their tired-out 
methodology, have in effect served the truth of essence to such a much greater degree, that they 
even eluded the tactics of their peers, of which, in any case, there were none. Let us now proceed 
on with a little talk from one of your greats and then we will find use for a little printback, as you 
like to call it, from our station above the Earth.” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets are 
Valuable to All) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

45. Captain Korthrox: How Long Does 
it Take to Build Paradise? 

 

Paradise that had been built by our forefathers eons before from other planets and "seeded" with 
their own kind to inhabit it was now a shell of its pristine simplicity and former glory. It was a 
paradise long lost. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Preface from the Scribe 
 Captain Korthrox Speaks 
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Introduction 

 
We are not unobserved 

How our paradise will be regained is a question tackled in the following writ with some 
speculations raised and insights thrown in, depending on how humankind, if ever, curb the 
regression of their evolutionary development at the age of the equinox. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-
Cortez 

Preface from the Scribe 

 
Paradise Lost 
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(Quote) "If there are those who think we are to jump immediately into a new world order, 
actuated by complete understanding and brotherly love, they are doomed to disappointment. If 
we are ever to approach that time, it will be after patient and persistent effort of long duration…” 
- Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, president of the World Federation of Education Associations (End 
quote)(Source WRH) 

If one looks upon a societal/ecological level of where society is today then it would indeed take 
another millennium to achieve a world befitting of HUmankind. 

And indeed the overall evolution of man/womankind at his/her lowly evolved level, has not done 
well over the centuries save for that of a few. However, we are at the cusp of the Equinox once 
again.  
 
Once a seed is planted into the consciousness, the subconsciousness will begin once again to open 
up that closed door and remember what lies beyond where they are now at, and begin to work with 
one another in a unified effort. 

 
When paradise is realized to be non-religious, meaning set up and guided by those whom 
have already, upon their own worlds, achieved a paradisiacal status, rather than a so-called 
paradise set up by religious leaders who fully intend upon ruling “over the rest of humanity” 
then that paradise to be realized is the reality long awaited for. 

Indeed, the important thing to remember is in continuation of working toward achieving 
that world of paradise, those works will be taken into consideration before those souls next 
series of incarnations.  

However, if mankind succeeds in destroying himself in a manner not befitting the continuation of 
humankind upon this planet, then the day of evacuation for souls who are ready and not afraid 
comes quickly and many will succeed upon worlds already prepared for them, either to the 
positive, or to styme their growth to the negative. But those who run away from their rescue from 
the skies by means of gigantic starships, will perish right where they stand. 

As for this planet our relatives from higher evolved worlds will work toward re-establishing 
paradise once again as they did in the beginning upon these and other worlds. 

Humankind, once again, from the higher levels of paradisiacal worlds, will, if possible, reseed this 
world with higher evolved Human Beings to set up the original system for the good of the species 
of all man/womankind, and many who have worked toward paradise will at some time in their 
future reincarnate back upon this world we call Angorius.  

Therein will those who have worked toward achieving a higher standard of life through the 
understanding and practice of universal laws as well as they are able, become the new seeds to 
cultivate, under the guidance of Holy Universal men and women from other worlds, a continuation 
of their seeds with which to reincarnate into a new paradisiacal world upon the first rung of 
existence for future incarnations. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Note: We do not adhere to any other ‘books’ (Hurcolubus or Red Planet or Nibiru) or philosophy 
as contained within unless our commanders have advised us and verified the material. That is not 
to say the coming close of another planet is not on its way, for when Mars came too close to the 
earth, great tidal waves were brought about as the waters separated and became part of the oceans 
on earth. But for the greater part of the video which is well presented save that of humans being 
used as laboratory experiments by our Brothers and Sisters of the starships, we do thank the 
presenters of this film and hope, you, our readers, will find it worthy of your viewing. – Rania 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Captain Korthrox Speaks 

 
A Star Fleet 

Scribed in 1994 

(Quote) 
 
   “Many centuries have passed since the time man needed to equip himself with the 
dichotomies of the past, present and future. But now the time has come for all hunchbacks to come 
out of the closet and proclaim their right to living within a Universal Paradise, so to speak. Those 
of whom I speak, are at this present time living within quarters so slim of nature, that only 
to interfere with their present situation would be a grim reprisal. Of these things you know 
nothing about at this time, and that is why we Ones are here to inform you.  
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   “These do not inhabit beneath the layer of the Earth's crust, but whopping palaces restrict 
their entry into the coming out of jungles of the Himalayas. Know naught of those of whom I 
speak? They are the Nottingham Esquires. Those of rickety speech patterns and clumsy attire. The 
offspring of the galactic creatures who roam your frozen wilderness, and who are of the type to 
scrutinize all that mankind does.  

  “But this does not mean that further commentary is either necessary nor available, but in its 
own context herewith replies that "We are indeed here within your midst as you would have us 
believe that you indeed are the only ones available for conquest of the starlights so high in the 
sky."  

        “These are the ones with all due process of thought, who equate themselves and their 
rudimentary offshoots, given the opportunity to upgrade their species - those opportunities 
henceforth, which contrive their own beingness into intrical fancy as to dupe even the best well 
known archaeologists. That is indeed the diplomatic source which your Government uses for their 
experimental process when one alive is all that one needs, save the folklore, produced to the 
enchantment of the nationary dispute. Entree! Good night, starseed, until we meet again. Bonjour! 
KORTHROX.” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets are Valuable to All)  

Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

46. Captains’ Jambian and Korthrox: 
In ‘The Elusive Dream’ Time Warps! Or 
Destruction! 

  

Captain Korthrox rudiments the incitement of Time Warp instruction and how the effect may serve 
to the destruction of humankind at their level of evolution. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez  

Introduction 

 The Elusive Dream 
 Dictatorial Literature 
 Captain Korthrox Signs In 
 A Puzzling Little Secret 
 Personal Soul Transmigration and The Tiny Thin Coloured Beam 
 ESCAPE!  
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Introduction 

 
Space Beam 

“This tiny, thin, coloured beam was to be responsible for the destruction of the majority of 
mankind, as it would serve to shift the time element into the past, or future, or even another 
dimension, leaving a great majority of people alienated from their spouses, infants, and 
severing all ties with mankind as they know it.” – Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
 
Captains’ Jambian and Kortrox: 
 
This Writ began in 1995 but no date at the time was given. – Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
 
(Quote) 

The Elusive Dream 

 
Elusive Dreams 
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“Hello, little star. We hope to conclude this episode with a few relaying topics. The first being a 
rather continuation of the many that we have on hand at this certain time. Let us please begin. 

“The entire content of this menagerie solely lies on the shoulders of those certain contents of 
manipulative authoritative conducive components. I do love your English at times, though it is 
somewhat of a restrictive quality to our own terminology. However, through continued use we 
believe we are finally getting the hang of it. JAMBIAN. 

Dictatorial Literature 

 
Dictatorial Literature 
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“The dictatorial component of all surface type literature holds in its favour those seldom-
heard truths, which for decades have been renowned in their superiority. These have been 
compliantly held subject to more rounded-off neutral concepts in order to alleviate the pain of the 
more factual compounds.  

"This simply means, that in relation to all personified truth facts, so well known and practiced 
throughout the universal structure of time, there seem to be those so ill equipped within conceptual 
values, that relegating personifications do naught to strive within their means those certain nuances 
to the furthermost contributing factor of essence alone.  

“These concepts must be put into the more conducive language arts of the future for ye ones 
to understand, for we have proven within our industrious work charges, which simply means, we 
have striven our best to conduct certain changes to your linguistic word forms to the very best of 
our ability for the purpose of unduly menonating those phases or concepts into your graphic 
linguistic system purposely for the understanding of all ye ones' mind melds.  

Captain Korthrox Signs In 

 
Higher Understanding - the Gateway 
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“Korthrox signing in here at this time. And indeed will I alone be now taking over the dialogue. 
Let us please proceed hurriedly. 

“The populace, of which you are a current part at this time, lies within the belt stream of 
intertwineable change. It is solely for the benefit of all of mankind that we try our 
undoubtable best to solidify those set truths into what you would term as some sort of "quest 
for knowledge."  

“The positive encumbrances, which are surfacing around your planet at this given time within your 
historical equational gifts, are nonetheless driven in time within the metitorical belt of shifting 
desires. In conclusion, we strain our minds at times in the quest of conquering those manipulative 
injunctures, which do serve at the present to facilitate the progression of many of our ‘down troops’ 
to the point of almost non-hearing methodology. 

“These sacred truths, passed down generation to generation, must remain within the minds 
and hearts of those who have so well equipped themselves with the necessary frequency 
conductors in the multiplying of their particular DNA charges. Total hookup will pronounce 
itself of the superior quality in the here and now, and it is time to get on the bandwagon, so 
to speak, and not let the "boats" roll past you! To miss the "boat" with conscious ability 
would be to miss your fruition speech theorem on inequitable forum in front of a 
congressional troop of Dukabor types.  

A Puzzling Little Secret 

 
Space Beam! 
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“Now for a puzzling little secret, so well kept from within the public eyes, it just does not make 
any sense to further equate it to the majority of non-control: The military has within its ranks 
one of the most powerful and increasingly popular methodologies of which the world has 
never dreamt: The stratosphere holds within itself those components of such a nullifying 
degree, that to set upon the ether's nebulous waves could undermine an entire race of people! 
 
“And how exactly does this feature of destruction work? Well, it is akin to the polarized regions 
which continuously house all kinds of memoriums, of which you are also quite unaware. The 
stratosphere induction of nebulous waves is a feature second to none at this time of your historical 
evolution. It works much as a little sub-light which cannot be detected and is unaccountable to the 
frequencies to the stationary artifacts such as the rudiment of what is left of the Hubble 
‘telescope.’ 

Personal Soul Transmigration and The Tiny Thin Coloured 
Beam 

 
Soul Transmigration  
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INSERTION: Reni’s Article/Video. This Also Holds A Personal Touch Into The Positive For Us 
All 

Captain Korthrox continues: 

“This was indeed to be injected within the realms of the time warp theory, which in fact serves 
to play an important part in the electrifying of neutron-based particle beams into solar destruction 
magnifus through the time warp evolution. 

“This tiny, thin, coloured beam was to be responsible for the destruction of the majority of 
mankind, as it would serve to shift the time element into the past, or future, or even another 
dimension, leaving a great majority of people alienated from their spouses, infants, and 
severing all ties with mankind as they know it. They simply accelerate the strength of the particle 
beam and lo and behold: the frequency of the non-reasoning participant is instantaneously 
subjected to the neutron effect within its circuitry, releasing immediate tidal shifts within all 
boundaries of time and space development."  

ESCAPE!  

 
Can They ESCAPE?! 

“This is also to be hoped to be used as a means of escape by those working ones, whom the 
majority of the Earth's population know very little about. For they ones have already taken for 
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themselves the blueprint of the remission of minds (here we speak of those textured components 
of nucleus desire) who are so ill equipped to ever deal within this realm on a conducive theoretical 
level. "Fast world travel" they term to call it, but nonetheless, it serves only as an instrument of 
global disaster, as lays with its boundaries the secret of never-never land, of which we all do strive 
to keep rather alleviated at this point. 

“For those who are indeed of the readiness to know the truth in its entirety, to those who are 
akin to our spiritual conquest of desire for the helping and deliverance of all mankind, then 
these words will surely come to light. But for those who are of a singlemindedness, to you we 
say: watch out, for your laughter drowns out the very content of your reasoning power! 

“ To this we conclude that we are at times known to be rather long-winded, but hold tight, for we 
have to bear with ye ones in a sort of everlasting epitome of your worth. 

“We are Korthrox of the stars. Count our numbers and watch for the difference in colour 
fluctuation, whilst our pulsating ships flash a joyous welcome to the each one of you! 
KORTHROX out. Adieu.” (End quote) (From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All)  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

 

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex 

47. Captain Jeremiah Ruttex 
Introduces Himself (Part1); Explains 
About The Body (Part 2) 

  

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex introduces himself and speaks of the irateness of Captain J. Galiac in his 
book "The Good Luck Charm" of which we have included a picture of the bookcover itself. In Part 
2, there is an entry from the book concerning "the body" where Captain Ruttex explains that time 
old adage of exactly what "that body is" from the viewpoint of those above. - Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 
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Captain Ruttex: Who I Am! 

 Captain James Galaic's Book: "Religion of the Decade" 
 Captain James Galiac's Book: "Good Luck Charm" 

Captain Ruttex: Who I Am! 

 
Starship simulation 

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex opens with a brief description of his own character. Captain Ruttex 
is taking over the dialogue from Captain James Galiac Sananda as he is away for a short or long 
period of time; we are not sure which. 

Following Captain Ruttex’s debut in “Prophecy Determined,” he proceeds on with his opening 
statement in our newest book in progress “Good Luck Charm.” – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: 

October 9, 2012 12:49 pm 

(Quote) 
 
“Dear readers, this is Jeremiah Ruttex, captain for the meanwhile of the Hiroshima Intrepid. 
Well, I am rather known to be somewhat of a mild character, however, in these writings you may 
find me rather thusly to be somewhat of an opposite characteristic. So here we go. 

“In ‘Good Luck Charm,’ Captain James Galiac’s latest treatise you will have found of 
himself to be somewhat irate at all which is ‘going down’ shall we say, from the bottom to 
the top of the characteristic ladder of dementia in the halls of all those congressmen and 
congresswomen who think another such country is more invincible and important than their 
own, and of course, dear loves, we do so disagree, for we find that war in the Middle East or 
anywhere else on the globe to be as anathema to our very tender, but firm to believe, that the worst 
cannot become any the better. 
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Captain James Galaic's Book: "Religion of the Decade" 

 
Religion of the Decade Cover 

“Doctrine, dear ones, as written in Captain Galiac’s book ‘Religion of the Decade’ is anything 
but speaking of upholding any type or kind of religious theology, but instead he breaks the news 
of what was actually spoken by himself as well as others, particularity ‘Peter’ and ‘Judas,’ as you 
would have his name, in order to set the record straight. 
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“So many of you beloved and dear ones have entreated into the confines of your domain in 
order to study the writs, both, here as well as on the internet, and for your troubles some 
have become acquitted of your computer ratings, which simply means you are fascinated by 
the truth and what that truth holds for the each one of you dears. 

“We conclude this message for today and wish now to move back to the book ‘Good Luck 
Charm’ in order to not prostrate ourselves beyond the call of duty. Please therein close off this 
particle writing, Seila, my girl, and let us move on to ‘Good Luck Charm’ straight away. 

“Commander in Chief Jeremiah Ruttex, standing in, or at least trying to, for our equally beloved 
throughout the nations and galactic borders which really do not exist ‘out there’ in the wild blue 
yonder, Captain James Galiac Sananda. Clock off timepiece please, Uthrania and continue.” 
(1:02 pm) (End quote) (From our book Prophecy Determined) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

Captain James Galiac's Book: "Good Luck Charm" 

 
Good Luck Charm 
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"Thank you Seila, my child. Now in this chapter, and place chapter heading as Chapter Two, 
subtitle: ‘We Know It Is Wrong’ we will generally continue in our writing on this subject. We 
wait. Please proceed. 

CHAPTER TWO 

WE KNOW IT IS WRONG 

Seila: I have it placed, Commander. 

Commander Ruttex: “Thank you.” 

“So, in essence of all that which is developing upon your world scene, we of the ‘starships 
galore’ who circle your planet indefinitely to this day - and strange time clocks you have - will 
never let down all those whom have passed their tests in dealing well with us through the prophets 
of our design. 

“Now, does this mean you should shirk your own duties toward that of your own growth even 
for a minute? No, not in the least, dear little readers of ours, because to do so would simply hold 
up another’s growth as well. 

“When a body grows from childhood on, that body grows indicatively all at one time, does it 
not then? 

“Do the eyes not expand in their growth and maintenance of the ‘chalk’-like substance within 
them? Of course, they do. 

"And what of the head size and large feet size? Does the rest of the body stay its growth so it 
never catches up? Not in the least, dear little readers of ours. 

“So, in effect what we are saying here is, the head of all humanity upon your rather distant 
little planet recruits each one of you back into the place or worlds from which you once came, 
only to be reincarnated back, time and time again, to grow as a body of ONE UNIT, until 
your growth catches up with the head which are US, and the feet which await your pathway, 
leading you on is also, WE ONES, and how we do love each and everyone of you who tie in 
to our words, and that should be the conclusion of this our final writ for the day. 

“Thank you, Seila, and now sign out for me. Captain Jeremiah Ruttex of the Hiroshima Intrepid. 
Good day” (1:14 pm) ) (End quote) (From our book Good Luck Charm) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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48. Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: We Walk 
Into And We Walk Out Of Bodies  

  

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex extends his knowledge to his readers concerning walking-in and walking-
out of bodies and the process of life after death. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

The Opening 

 Down With the Milligrades! 
 Testimonies 
 What is Hydro-Plexin? What Happens Upon Death? Are You Then a Ghost? 
 May I Visit Others? 

The Opening 

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: 

October 17, 2012, 3:15 pm 

(Quote) 
 
“Hello, dear sweet friends of ours. Captain Jeremiah Ruttex in for the fourth section this day, 
following working with another couple of scribes upon another such worlds as your own. And no, 
we do not need to avail ourselves of mandatory alliance of setting foot on their earth to do so. 
 
“Now, on for our final sub-topic under this heading of Chapter Two, ‘Down With The 
Milligrades!’ 

Down With the Milligrades! 

“And what exactly are milligrades, dear ones? Milligrades are the primary catapult of the 
masses into a more or less equatorial compliance with our Federation of all free and 
unindulated worlds. 

“In other words, dear one, and fellow human Beings, those who are equipped and ready to move 
on into greater and more satisfying socially structured worlds will come a long way upon their 
own earth before that time is at hand. Those people will equip themselves with the spark of life 
of the pen as they tell others what they have found, and to a degree then will the scribings be of 
their own pen. Isn’t that nice how it all works together? 
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“We have no quibbling from our end on just who does what, but before we go on, I must relay to 
you that point of reference which does belong to us all, and that is leave your wicked desires 
behind for if you do not, you will be subservient to all those who do, and will go ahead without 
you. 

Testimonies 

“We have testimony after testimony of 'Just how on earth does the joining of one family member 
to another, after they have passed from death, as you call it, unto life in the next world?' react 
and live. 

“We do seldom act upon your terminology, for that would lace us into a dialogue of utter 
and complete erroneous effort. So, on your behalf let us explain just a little bit further. Ahem. 
 
“When you leave your body, or casing, as some from our factions call it, you walk out. 

“When the body is forming in the womb, you walk in. 

“So when you ‘walk out,’ only the rate of exponential height of molecular structure in its fissuring 
will complete itself in the light of a differently rapid movement which allows fist and hand to 
move through a tightly wound fissure called ‘hydro-plexin.’ 

What is Hydro-Plexin? What Happens Upon Death? Are You 
Then a Ghost? 

“Hydro-plexin is a bodily source which allows the body, or soul body, to operate no differently 
than the soul body you walk into. And why is this, dear friends? Because you will always walk 
upon an earth with the same proportionate fixture as you do when in the physical, no matter 
where you go. 

“There is no ghostly apparition. That is for your comic books. What you think are ghostly 
apparitions are the souls which are transforming into the solidification of just where they are 
at and residing. This is only for a split second, and when there are those of you who imprint 
upon your mind those who ‘have come back in apparition to see you’ that is not actually true, for 
the memory is able to manifest that which you wish to see, and because of it we allow a temporal 
beset of alliances of soul to soul memory in order to assist all those who need just a little more 
time to themselves to sort it all out. 

“It is like a pacifier. If you take the pacifier away from the baby before it is ready then you will 
actually stunt that child’s growth rather than allowing a gentle transformation into the next stage 
of life whether it be upon the plane or world which you ones are on or that of another type of 
assistance. 
 
“Now, we promised that we would tell you what happens upon death and we have. From then on 
the soul manifests in a little different composition but is as solid as it once was in comparison 
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to the mass of the earth it now walks upon. Nobody floats, so if you were deciding you could 
float as in the clouds, I am sorry to mention to you, that you will indeed not do so. 

“You will be taken to another who will come to meet you and be housed in a simple dwelling, 
given food, drink and clothes to fit your new body, and then it is up to you to do that which you 
would do had you never left earth. 

May I Visit Others? 

“If you wish to visit others, then you may do so. They, liken unto yourselves, may wish or not 
wish to visit with you. If you have family or friends which have left their bodies earlier and have 
not gone in front of the Council of Artimus for ‘judgment,’ as you call it, then you may well wish 
to reside or visit with them. There is free will in this as well. 

“Now the Great Council of Artimus is not a judgment chamber but rather a highly evolved group 
of personages who delight in leading you through some of your life’s escapades whether they 
appear in the negative or in the positive. 

“Their main duty is to firmly but lovingly assist you into setting out a new scenario for you to 
reincarnate forward into in order that you might accomplish more lessons through goals which 
they and yourselves will set down together. 

“Following this discourse the soul within its temporal body, still physical of course, though 
running at a different rate in molecular structure, will either choose to remain at the place of the 
waiting for a time or will decide to reincarnate through the ever-present womb of the woman 
through the blood and breaking of water. 

“And a new life, as they say, will have begun. 

“This will be enough for today, and how I love and cherish each one of you who chooses our words 
among many. 

“Signing off, Jeremiah Ruttex, Captain of the Hiroshima Intrepid. Sign off for me please, Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries, and get this on as soon as you may be able. Adieu to you too.” 3:45 pm (End 
quote) (From our book Good Luck Charm) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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49. Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: The 
Bounty Beyond The Firmament! 

  

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex touches upon what the earth scientists, in particular, and its inhabitants 
in general have done that wrought havoc to the ozone layer by way of their nuclear armaments, to 
say the least. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Enter Captain Jeremiah Ruttex 
 Armament And The Firmament 
 Depleting The Ozone Layer 
 First Man On The Moon? 
 Jupiter's Inhabitants Evacuated 
 Facing The Final Curtain 

Introduction 
 

 
Ungrateful humankind 

Although speaking in a serious vein, Captain Ruttex can also be slightly humorous in the way he 
treats the subject of atomic bombs, the depletion of the ozone layer, the first man on the moon and 
the asteroid that recently hit Jupiter and the evacuation thereof. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Enter Captain Jeremiah Ruttex 

July 20, 2013  

8:00 pm 

Private Williamson Esquire Jr.: “Captain on the bridge, Sir!” 

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: “Captain Higgins, Sir, please escort me.” (Captain Ruttex walks the 
deck with Captain Higgins over to the main shaft chairs. They are both seated. Rania) 

Rania: Good Evening, Captains. I am already on stand-by, Sir. 

Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: “Good. Let us promptly, begin. Captain Higgins, please avail yourself 
of the main deck and all its culinary arts, please, Sir, and I will be with you in aft forward helm 
shortly.” (The captain smiles briefly and turns to me. – Rania) 

Rania: (At the captain’s gesture – Rania) Yes, Sir! 

Armament And The Firmament 

 
The Firmament 
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Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: “Now the topic of today is no less extraordinaire than that of other 
topics considering the epics of the great firmament of which instruction do I hope today to 
discuss briefly with you all, for I do have meetings of which I must attend, so with that short 
remark, we will begin. 

“Now, pen in hand, Uthrania Rania Seila, will I consider to instruct of ye to pen down with your 
typewriter or computer those idioms of nuferous subject titles not, but rather in beginning with: 
Just what is out there in terms of faucet lines throughout the galaxy of which most part the other 
planets are quite, in your own terminology, far from the home base. (The captain clears his throat 
– Rania) 

Depleting The Ozone Layer 
 

 
The Ozone layer 

“So, in utter and terrifying not so much scientific ideology doth your greatest of scientists behave 
toward us in such manner as to scare the bloody pants off us all, for their atom and nuclear 
weapons alter the firmament every time they blast off Cape Canaveral!  

“The synchronization delves deep into the earth’s atmospheric layer and destroys the entire ‘torso’ 
effect, and in doing so the atomic/nuclear structure of plunomic gases including the argon effect 
only serve to the greater extent in eliminating all waste, as they call it, which does in effect keep 
the ozone layer together.  
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“So then, what would you say if you understood that most of the other planets delved into 
their own ozone layer with gracious conduct and the utmost carefulness? They do not deplete 
the ozone layer and therewith their very intelligence serves them well for the skin around their 
temples and other places of their bodies, relax the wrinkles, not around the foreskin either, and the 
entire face and bodily-skinned structure built all around the skeletorial frame of the individual 
never grows old.  

First Man On The Moon? 
 

 
Moon landing 

“People for the most part whom reside upon the worlds you would term(inate) as paradise 
are born henceforth through a birthing process which sees their immediate growth into full 
adulthood in a matter of the space of time of two linear years with full memory intact.  

“Oh you say you would like that, dear readers of our ilk? No, I dare say at your tender stage of 
evolution and development the veil of utter and almost total forgetfulness is your saving grace due 
to the fact that karma would greatly see you, one, and most all, most dismal due to the fact 
again that you treat each other so badly. 

“Ahem. Now beyond all outlets of space, we too have extraordinaire space stations, and ours 
are by all standards of ethics far greater than yours.  

“Because you have altered the dimensions which you have traveled through in the Van Allen Belt, 
on the outskirts only, of course, alluding back to the so-called time of your moon landing in order 
to outsmart the Russians back then into thinking they had already lost it all, you did not even know 
there is society on the other side. Brilliant are ye, are you not?! 
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Jupiter's Inhabitants Evacuated 
 

 
Asteroid impact on Jupiter 

“So, sustainable life, eh? Not by a far catch did any of ye know we evacuated Jupiter in the 
time of their distain when a meteor of great dimension came barreling down toward the 
surface, but we had all the people, and not one lost off the surface structure of their world 
before the great destructive meteor hit.  

“And what did you on your earth do at that time, little fair haired ones? We watched you as you 
poked fun at them and laughed your heads off in merriment, and proceeded to guzzle yourselves 
full of beer and wine, locking your minds and heads together like you had no tomorrow. Just the 
thing which will make you miss your own boats when we come one day to your world in 
order to evacuate the most of your ready people from your world. 
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Facing The Final Curtain 
 

 
Make merry 

“So, drink until your hearts are well content, for that is exactly where we will leave you. Good 
Day.  

“Commander in Chief also, dear ones, for there are many of us, and in comparison to our good 
nature there are haply few of you. 

“Korthrox at the helm in twenty-four hours and Good Day. Seila will take him.” (Speaking to 
someone else. – Rania) 

“Captain Jeremiah Ruttex over and out. Please tie off transmittal frequency, little one of our most 
nefarious team, and Jamie, and Reni too. Good Night and Good Day for those who just got up. 
Out.” 8:25 pm  
 
Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: “Oh, and frequency is changed, little one, from 4.7 dupont to 2.895. 
Thank you.” 8:26 pm  

- Scribed by the Hand and Pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  
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Captain James Melix 
Somajar 

50. Captain James Melix Somajar 
Introduces Himself 

  

Captain Melix is an engineer with a vast array of knowledge on technical matters of space flight 
and know-how of engine design criteria including the core which make the ships sail in the skies, 
of which diagram we have been given. He is a highly valued member of our team. - Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 

How This Began in Working With the Chief Engineer Captain Melix 

 Your History Depends on What You Do Now! 
 Who Were/Are the Fathers of the Industry? 

How This Began in Working With the Chief Engineer 
Captain Melix 

 
Telepath  

By the time Captain Melix came upon the scene I was not only still writing at times by hand 
on any scrap of paper or whatever I could find at my disposal depending on where we were, 
but we availed ourselves of a typewriter. However, it was very noisy so I did not use it much 
except for putting the pencil/pen written entries on it. 

Following this, an old mainframe computer was then purchased; however, we were not on internet 
until several years later. It was at times a challenge in getting the formulas down without a hitch 
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and I had to pay very close attention, for as any scientist will tell you, it is imperative that formulas 
be precise; one number or figure out of place will make the work invalid. These scientific writs 
will be presented in four parts. 

Through telepathy and telepathic pictures and drawings which is the quickest way of 
downloading the material, (each segment within a few seconds at a time), it is sometimes 
nerve wracking to consider even missing one letter or number and then at the end of the 
segment, having to ask the Engineer for a replay, so to speak.  

However, this did not happen too often and once I got the swing of it, the work became more 
comprehensible to my fingers and the keyboard, or to the pen and paper depending just where I 
was. It is important for our readers to understand we are all on a path of rejuvenation of our souls 
into a more elevated position in life, each working our way up the ladder into countless more 
lifestreams, for many of us, wonderful ones with all the enthusiasm of life. - Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 
 
(Captain Melix is an engineer with a vast array of knowledge on technical matters of space 
flight and know-how of engine design criteria of which certain formula of his work we will 
present in another segment. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries) 

Your History Depends on What You Do Now! 

 
Brain auric image 

Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer: 

Wednesday, June 11, 1997 11:00 am 

(Quote) 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
"Beloveds! It is well that we get started. And the briefing today will include all those little-
understood or even known-about, for that matter, spectrums of diabolical undertakings 
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shouldered by those of the diocese of antiquated societies of "down under." And here we 
speak not in affiliation of your Australian continent but rather the reproduction of all those nations 
of long ago. 

 "Yesteryear is rapidly and candidly showing of its face within the design of those more 
comprehensive worldly structures of 'just what time and when shall we show of the people all 
those likened strains of non-prejudice toward that of the likeness of the present affiliation 
toward their racism of diabolical undertakings within the self creation of their own world at 
large.' 
 
"Beloveds, let me now introduce myself as Captain James Melix Somajar from the 8th 
quadrant north of the Andromeda Sector of Adidomus. I am consigned fully of the title of 
Lieutenant Major, and perhaps though you think me to be of lowly command, I assure ye all that 
I AM NOT! Upon our most signified plane of non-atrocities, the captain's command position 
heartily acclaims itself to be one of the most wondrous affiliations of title a gentleman could ever 
wish to hold. But that, in the least case, does not do away with those hard-gained titles of less 
significant structure whilst working one's way forward to the captains seat. 

"Therefore the each one of us in succession have our listings well recorded of our 
accomplishments toward that of proselyting generations through the warp of General 
downward, and reverse tactics always shield us from further harassment simply because we 
allow of ourselves to use any given title of which we likewise have earned of in the past. My 
commission and rank state: Captain Melix 407491273. Good day, and we shall begin. ..." 

Who Were/Are the Fathers of the Industry? 

 
Brain Open Thinking Image 
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(Quote) 
 
June 12, 1997 Thursday 1:00 am 

JUST A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY 

"Good morning scribe. Back to the worktable on this one intricate piece of news today!  
Captain James Melix for your information back at the scribble table with you. Now in a major 
effort to underline all those 'past' credentials of yourn and ourn own progress, let me just remind 
the one and each of ye that it was your ancestors (which in many cases are you, yourselves) who 
do indicably understand the overall consensus of arbitrary thought formations. And just why is 
this, all my beloved little scientists of many extractions? Well, dutifully must I recommend 
that they fathers of the industry were none other come back than you, yourselves. 
 
"Fortitude surmounts that they too, extracted much DNA from legitimate sources of their 
study and the halls of wisdom also dictated in their furlough that the seam on the coat all but 
eradicated the entire project thus performing an indictable possibility toward the fullness of 
manufacturing strategies of merging all those abstract, shall we call them, qualities from 'one beast 
to another.' And what indeed was performed upon their behalf in the days long past but a seasonal 
chart of queer creaters unindated through the source of their technology of graces so wrought forth 
distinctly through Brethrenhood credentials 'lost', those factitious and sometimes 'mythical' 
creatures of the underworld. 

"And why was this shaken up as far as the general consensus of national tribune was concerned? 
These known scientific studies merely showed to the world at that time that it would not work 
according to the philosophy of the Great Ones from the stars inasfar as COMPOUND 
STRUCTURE of another fellow human being was concerned. Simply for the precise standard 
of the gods so held in rapid esteem that all might just come out right and the way it was fully 
intended to be in the first place. 

"Coordinated efforts with our scientist of great understanding toward these kind of 
'manufacturings' and of those of your plane didst amalgamate of their resources and understandings 
in such a way as to dictate to all within hearing distance, that indeed Creation was a liberty such 
as to be enjoyed by all. 

"But even through all the mire and proclamations of the 12th century, didst of ye also know 
at that singular time in history just how far you had gamely progressed inasfar as your 
concrete hold upon the secrets of Brethrenhood literature concerning such matters? Nay, 
naught at all, dear one, for the fish at the end of it's final tail did a spin and sent you all back into 
Mercury's kingdom come!  

"So now you have a little portion of your 'before' hearing the same voices of proclamation to 
the worth of that of which you are so rushing forth to engage yourselves within for the third and 
seventh time around. Depending of course, entirely upon 'who reincarnated back from what era - 
WHEN!' And of course that was the 12th to the 4th extraction of Plymouth. Understand? Good. 
It's time you did. 
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"Plotomus did his share in the finding out of many reknown and little understood truths and 
before the world knew what hit them, he had shown them all of his fleeces he had so well 
hidden under the trunk of their despair. Just a little food for thought here, little ones of mine 
hidden rank of subjectional process. So, in a very candid effort to begin all over again all those 
thesis of melodramatic extractions toward the fore-mentioning of that of which we are now 
speaking of, we have in many generation past been of the secure help-meet to people such as 
yourselves. So on with the show in that case. 

"Now let us sincerely begin of our work, shall we? And in case there are those of ye who do not 
fully understand either the consequences or the computations of which we now speak, then 
we would sincerely recommend of yourselves to capably distance of yourselves at this time 
away from our project divine - and let those who do know of that which we speak on their 
behalf continue on with us in lightened ability of the same as they have shown us in lifetimes 
past.  
 
"You are your forefathers of liberty dear ones, and know it naught at this distant time in 
space you have already secured the problematic fissure of light against darkness and veracity 
against that of the darkened fissures. This is why (though you work so efficious together - 
strategically speaking of course) you have the quarrelsome nature which well goes along with your 
job of: 

"DO RIGHT TOWARD OTHERS BEFORE WE LAND OF OURSELVES WITHIN THE 
DISTANT WATERS OF PAST PROJECTION OF OURSELVES INTO ANOTHER 
RADICAL CHANCE TO WORK CAPABLY AND CONSCIENTIOUSLY WITHIN THE 
LIGHT OF ALL EXTRACTION."  

We will close off of this portion for the highlighting of another such topic of discussion. Please 
implement, my scribe, to the 'Aqueduct Sensation Abroad.' (End quote) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

51. Captain James Melix Somajar: Spaceflight 
Aerodynamics (Part one) 

  

Captain James Melix Somajar aka Captain Melix James Somajar begins with an introduction into 
spaceflight aerodynamics. Captain Korthrox is also present. The two writs following this particular 
one are for the scientists and engineers working within these disciplines, so please bear with us. 
Your patience is required. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries  
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Opening Message to the Scientists of Angorius 
 

 
Solar System 

Dear ones, this is the beginning entry to the following two documents on spaceflight 
aerodynamics by Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer and Commander 
Korthrox. The writ is not for those who engage themselves not within these specific scientific 
disciplines, but we try to provide that which we can for everyone. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
 
Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer and Commander Korthrox: 

1994 

Spaceflight Aerodynamics 

 
Starship Design Example 

“Greetings on this fine day, starseed. We will be handling a topic on the aerodynamics of 
controversy, of which your scientists have long sought to accomplish within our regulatory 
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status line of equivalent planning. If you would find this easier to channel in a theta state of non-
compliance with the alpha, please let us know and we will break until such time as you have 
prepared yourself.  

"It is the entire wish that this material be provided as the link to satisfactory control to only 
those with the understanding for further developmental techniques, which they have within 
their possession at this time, leaving out data of imperative diagnosis to those ones who have 
equalized at this time enough of formulated data in retrospect to the concurrences of their god-
given ability. 

“With this documentary on aerospace dynamics, as we would call it for their sake of 
understanding, we would now feel free to intercept on your wavelength in order to emit through 
you those waves of non-perceptual understanding toward those only, who indeed have specified, 
that the equivalent of delayed structure could indeed occur within their realm of reality. With this 
then we bid you adieu, and we will now proceed with the necessary data. 

“Contrary to popular scientific belief on the plane of unreal equivalences to all universal structure, 
we have laid out a brief planning department in which all necessary data will henceforth be 
accomplished at the level of our own power. 

“Blessed be those, who will see this through, for this could well be the factor of doubt erased 
into the membranes of all negative concerns in relation to the fact features so embraced by those 
in these given fields. 

“Monitor carefully our procedures, and take entirely to heart those certain epitaphs of 
destructive qualities unto your own merits of interlude. This is entirely written at this time 
for those, whose hearts and minds are open to further possibilities of upward movement in 
a society, which is honed in to concave features of nuclear destruction. Any questions 
regarding this epitome is to be discovered in neutral fashion and indeed is encouraged in order to 
help alone those of a factious nature in the scientific and astrological communities, which are of a 
fact so closely knit together as to be one in purpose and segment of constructionary findings. If 
you are ready, little one of our domain, we would like to proceed.” (End quote) (From our book 
Hidden Secrets are Valuable to All) 

Seila: I will prepare myself to your wishes, for this information you choose to give sounds rather 
complicated. I will be ready at 2:00 pm. 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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52. Captain James Melix Somajar: A 
Scientist From Above (Part Two) 

  

Dear ones, this is the second of three entries upon spaceflight aerodynamics by Captain James 
Melix Somajar and Chief Engineer and Commander Korthrox. The writ is not for those who 
engage themselves not within these specific scientific disciplines, Please be patient. - Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

Trance Channeling - A Sometimes Necessary Discipline 

 A Scientist From Above 
 Director (Reni Sentana-Ries) Intercedes 

Trance Channeling - A Sometimes Necessary Discipline 

 
Solar System image 

Though the common way of speaking and sharing information is telepathy (by far the easier 
format), other disciplines are also used when necessary. Commander Korthrox has a distinct 
work to do alongside Chief Engineer Melix (which we all call him, though it be his second name) 
and although to read this somewhat incomprehensible jargon is uninteresting for the uninitiated, 
the material in itself will be of quite some interest to scientists in such disciplines. This writ is 
out of one of our first books from 1994 which we have not included in our line-up of published 
books so far. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer and Commander Korthrox: 

(Quote) 
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A Scientist From Above 

 
engine core deferance beam 
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"Now the information of which your scientists (prefer) rather at this time, information which has 
eluded them: 

Chief Engineer Melix: "Greetings, I have been sent in to intercept at this part. The BENZENE 
THEORY of all nuclear reactors is striven to at this point, and, of course, by your scientists.  
 
"These are the basis, nonetheless, of all potential artifacts within your nuclear devices at this time. 
However, when you do take the Benzene and you strip it down to its bare resources which contains 
of the uthranium context and you implement it, and it is a reddish green blue, all together there 
are many colours which are re-coordinated. 

"These are all placed along the stripping, or, in your terminology, it could be the strapping of the 
filaments. All around about is the resource of arti... (we do have trouble in the process of some of 
your word structure...) artificial, I believe, the artificial, the artificial filaments maybe somewhat 
easier to give the thesis for it. 

"Formula data number one under the Menzime: Cross structure 2.47 G-koss in between the 
filament irate, of which there is a minus radius, please, 1002. 

"The normalcy of other figure structures you have been so searching for: .0083 by a divisible 
factor of minus 4 equivalent. Zero infrastructure categorized - no, no, don't put down the minus, 
take away of 7.8 with filament. Switch that to 9. Leave intact - that is where your fault has been! 
Do remember, of course, to keep these figures unto yourselves. These are of, we would term, as 
'tight security.' 

"Based now on the red blue green infrastructure of the round continuum, you will be faced with a 
type of vortex, which the component with the proportionate entity of flow, which is a rapid in and 
out pulsation of the vortex. Indeed, as we see it, round circular object such as metal ball, except 
not metal to be seen but infused with pulsation act of a minus negative plus positive pulsation at a 
rapid 1.7773240.3 to the 3rd power of 74. To begin increasing rapid rate, put pulsation fixed onto 
circular diatram components. Power to 2000 neutron waves. Turn back slightly 56 degrees. Cool 
off slightly. Be careful not to weigh down in dramatic move i.e. freeze too quickly. If freeze, you 
will neutralize all heating factions, which in subservient factor will turn it into gloss coil heat, 
which will indeed, in your terminology, 'blow' your device. 

Commander Korthrox: "The weaving around the bottom of the base is 24 degrees up... this is 
circular, which attaches to the base. Here we have a steady flow. This is not so much of an 
interweave pattern glossary conduct nuvias. Reread, please, the theory, justified all appearances, 
turn your intersect throttle and downpoint the order, subject to increased frequency. Sever at 1.7. 
Neutralize down to factor method of 1.4. Upswing, turn, 0.0. Do not go to the 0.01 on your 
Trythascope, because should you do that, you will have a power-up, and a power blow beneath 
the surface right in the middle of the Texidrom-compon-shakaeyes. 

"This is imperative: You must learn to decipher as carefully as you can all our instructional 
patterns, for without them you can succeed no further! We will pre-position each documented 
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data that you have in your banks so far. They will be aligned. Scrub them out, that no one can 
chop into your system! 

Director (Reni Sentana-Ries) Intercedes 

 
 

 
cross section of core engine 2 

Director: Can you tell me who the other entity was that came in a while ago? 

Commander Korthrox: "Affirmative. Melix. 

Director: Thank you. 

Commander Korthrox: "He is one of our furthestmost engineers in his field. He is of a very high 
quality and brilliant nature. His energy flow, however, is extremely strong and vibrant. 
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Director: Are you foreseeing any more of these trance sessions for the purpose of this type of 
downloading? 
 
Commander Korthrox: "We have left that entirely up to her. We do realize that some of this does 
seem a bit frightening or overwhelming. And it is commendable that she prefers not one iota to be 
displaced, but as with downloading as with anything, words sometimes elude us, which causes 
much repetition. We only hope that the scientists in these different departments, which all work as 
one together in unison, will be wise enough to understand and piece together what we have given 
them, for the information is vital." (End quote) 

Note: The remainder of the formula will appear upon the third section.  

- Trance channeled by I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

  

53. Captain Melix Somajar and Captain 
James Galiac Sananda: Between Rocks 
and the Bowels of the Earth 

  

Dear ones, evacuation, one for the ready and one for those who have been the ruination of this 
particular earth, Angorius, are the two topics looked at by both Captain Melix as well as Captain 
James Galiac Sananda. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Introduction 

 Between Rocks and the Bowels of the Earth 
 Earth's Crust and Nuclear Waste 
 The Rocked Layer 
  

Introduction 

Dear readers, in a no-nonsense debut, the science of the earth crust and strata is the opening chapter 
of our book "The Trail Beyond Yonder." 

Following is the intense subject of what will happen to those who ruin all for others. - Uthrania 
Seila Sentana-Ries 
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Captain Melix Somajar and Captain James Galiac Sananda: 

August 16, 2011 3:02 pm 

(Quote) 

Between Rocks and the Bowels of the Earth 

"Dear readers, this is your long-forgotten Captain Melix Somajar with the introductory passage to 
this book under the subtitle heading as placed above, and given earlier. 

"In a racist society as you have there, we must fixate our words in abbreviated formats to 
make sense of the propriety of that which we wish to explain, for the rock formation of your 
earthen planet is not gullible in its essence or formation, as so many of ye ones are when dictation 
comes around with full explanation of its source. So then, here we go again: Sananda briefs you at 
the helm. 

( Note: The above paragraph needs explanation in order to avoid misunderstanding of what 
Captain Sananda is saying: In essence he says the rock formations are not "gullible" in the sense 
that they have the ability to obey the laws of nature and are found to be subject to those laws, quite 
unlike some people, who in their gullibility hang on to false concepts in face of all manner of 
explanations given to the people directly from the pen of the Commanders themselves. - Reni) 

Earth's Crust and Nuclear Waste 

"Hello, and Assalaam, all ye little ones and dwarves of the nth degree. Sananda at the helm on this 
most austere of days. So we proceed on with the earth's crust and the nuclear waste that you 
diabolical ones have given her, turning the sand into dust and glacier format. So the ruination 
of the earth crust, rocks, and her foremost love of her life, the life-giving water, whether it 
be fresh water, sea water, river or pond water, you ones have been the ruination of it all. 
 
"Exasperated people all around the globe have been wondering if you ones have entirely lost 
your minds for what you have done to them, and continue in doing to yourselves, must take 
a mind of pebbles to shelter that which serve you as brains. In any case, the rock formation under 
the sable crust of the earth layer has all but depleted in its original format, and because of this 
extract from formation and reality of that which it should depict, we have decided you will no 
longer live here, but upon a planet more to your liking, and that of course would be one 
which no longer inhabits any kind of life format such as trees, fresh water, lakes and all 
means of beautiful foliage, which in any case you seem not to appreciate our construction in 
the least. 

"However, the lovely people of the earth whom abhor your diabolical jet streams of yellow 
cake and chemical resources on top of their heads, as well as the earth and animals, and 
whom are not afraid of us when we lower our craft toward their rescue, will be redeemed to 
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other worlds where they may continue on with their progressive lessons with people of their 
own equality. 

The Rocked Layer 

"The rocked layer will always remain subservient to the core of the earthen plateau, but that is for 
the reason of "filtering" the... 

Seila: Sananda what is the word I am to write: is it incremesent or incrementant? The dictionary 
does not have "incremesent" 

Sananda: 'Inclement. (stormy, unmerciful) 

Seila: Thank you. But what does that have to do with oil and gasses? 

Sananda: 'when oil bubbles under the earth and the gasses gather at an unnatural 'pace' you have 
exactly that reaction. Enter into the book, please, to quell any and all exact reactions of the reader. 
Thank you, Seila. 

"inclement oils and gasses which are found near the earth's core. You see, by reason of absolute 
frankness, the core, the immediate core belonging to your earth's center, is by reason of logic, 
HOLLOW.  
 
"The core is hollow, dear ones, simply because it serves as a shortcut from one polar area to 
the other with what you would call a 'pit stop' in between, and those are the ridges with building 
built on them in a semi circle, with mountainous area along the ridge side of the center, and those 
mountains are topped with a brick-like substance of brown dredge with white tops similar to snow, 
and of course the blue sky with clouds as you look up, way way up, and there, you see, we 
are. 
 
"Sananda in for this first portion of the article of faithless series, for ye ones of all diabolical mind 
and heart are about as faithless as they come, ESPECIALLY TOWARD YOURSELVES. 
Adieu. 
 
"And break for a while please, Seila, until the morrow of this day. Place time signature in 3:21 
pm" (End quote) (From our published book The Trail Beyond Yonder) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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Captain Sophram 

54. The 'elusive' Captain Sophram 
Galiac Introduces Himself 

 

Dear readers, you have long heard of our most elusive Captain Sophram Galiac. Now, he comes 
to fill in the gaps on the truth concerning the planets of Jupiter, Mars, and the center of your earth, 
Angorius. He speaks of those who have been captured by your military, and held hostage, then 
lied about by your military and governments. This is scribed material for the souls' understanding. 
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Captain Sophram Galiac: Starship Commander Speaks of 
Other Worlds and Planet Earth 

September 9, 2012 10:36 am 

Captain Sophram Suflus Somajar Galiac: 

(Quote) 
 
"Hello Seila, dear ones all. This is your Captain of the Stargazer, the one and only called as 
'elusive,' Sophram Suflus Galiac. Now, it is an honour to meet all of you, as we have been informed 
at this time that the earth is in severe trouble and we are on site. 

"For an entry into the world affairs at large is the statement that we, of the 'echelon' up in your 
skies today, have the technology to keep those 'bad old' meteorites away from further shaking up 
your earth’s atmosphere and body. 

"We did more for Jupiter than you could have ever imagined, and I came on site just to fill you, 
the people of this planet earth 'Angorius,' in. 

"First of all, Jupiter has had cloudless skies for more than a century. The firmament around Jupiter 
was taken away when the cloudless entry of the polar shift left most of the waters away in the 
direction of Pluto, but that is another story as yet. Now, on Jupiter's fine sodden surface, the side 
which was hit by the giant cratorial meteorite, one so large we could not redirect it, the moons 
shifted their own orbit and began circling another red planet, and that was Mars. 

"Mars is not really red at all, it was nuclear waste which gave it that haze for quite some time, but 
it has almost completely cleared up now, so life will once again permeate from the soil just as soon 
as we design a new body of earth for portions of that planet, and see what can be done. 
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"We will determinedly not allow any craft of any sort near Mars at this time, and certainly not any 
warfaring people. We watch what they do upon your own planet, and so we do not allow them 
within a range of your 150 miles toward any planet surface they may one day be able to reach. 
 
"What Mars is experiencing now is nuclear fallout, and normally we would just section off such a 
planet to save others the folly of extreme radiation, worse even than that of the great Van Allan 
Belt, which your astronauts have never come close to, much less penetrated. That much is obvious, 
and we hear your 'Hollywood' had impressed on many of you that they actually went to the Moon, 
and then robotics upon Mars. Fascinating theory, but totally unworkable. 

"This does not mean that your scientists have made absolutely no strides in aerodynamics, but 
there are certain elements which they have still in their shops and labs to eliminate the dangers to. 
 
"Now, back to Mars and Jupiter. Usually, as I have already stated, Mars would be an exemplary 
example of a planet we would section off due to the fact that it is radiation inhibited from the front 
to the back, as we say. You would say from the outside-in. 

"Within Mars, however, is a core station and only the unlucky, but willing, work there. You see, 
dear friends, not all starships are fueled, we could say, with gravitational pull, 'magnetism' rolling 
on the waves of the ether, in other words, but are fueled by coal-wind draught and the waves of 
the temper, which we term in our words as 'categorized' by element of gas, oil, and temper. 

"Temper is a sort of mix between the end-coal draught and gasoline. So the ships fly into the 
surface as they do on your earthen world, Angorius, and through the unseen hole they descend and 
fill-up. There is a core tunnel which is also protected by a base leverage, and that spokes the ship 
down through a heavily guarded and censored Vortex which eliminates the need for spectrum 
bounty, which simply in layman's terms means eliminates the further need to protect each 
descending ship from radiation burns. 

"Your earth, Angorius, also bespeaks of a soul of its own, and the mid-Atlantic ocean sees a 
bottomless pit, so to speak, which guarantees small ships, we call skiffs or dingers, into entering 
at an angle which decreases the turbulence and 'dives' deeply into the waters to float through the 
barometric pressure of clouds deep inside your earth. Brown mountains descend and clouds are 
seen as far up as your skies. But you cannot descend yourselves without the proper aerodynamics, 
and that is why your scientists of themselves have a difficult time in finding the relation to the 
earth's core and the ships' entry and ascension. Just a little note for the interested parties. 
 
"In any case, we are making Mars therefore into a test ground to see if nuclear waste can be 
modified by inserting a composite soil made up of components which could neutralize, in a way, 
the damage the waste has made of the earth. If we could make strides in this project from Artlus2, 
then we could help in saving your earth as well. Well, we certainly hope so, for we have among 
the Federation many such good and useful projects which we are sure some of the many unwarring 
and good scientists of your own realm or world would love to assist us in, placing their brains 
alongside of ours. 
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"Well, don't feel so badly, friends of ours, because we can still send to you the information, but 
unfortunately until your globe is cleaned up of those ones who love to misuse what we give to you 
for their own gain, there is not much more that we are willing to do. 

"Captivation of 'space aliens' is a no-no, and though they will not tell you they captivate humans 
which look or resemble themselves in every shape and form, we are listening telepathically to all 
those whom they injure, and because of it their life spans will come to an end. 

"It is not advisable to injure any of our people with hatred for the good we do, because we will one 
day not deal lightly with such mindsets. 

"And for the good we do, we will continue on into another world, and then another for those good 
and dear ones who respect us for all we offer, and therein joining the Federation of all Unified and 
Dearly Beloved Planets. 

"I have been happy to meet of your acquaintance, dear friends, but now I must be back to my 
duties. 

"Thank you Seila, my love, and off I go to Angorius 3, Subsection 4. Sophram Galiac out. End 
transcript". (11:01 am) (End quote) (From our as yet unpublished book Beyond The Horizons of 
Yesteryear Come the Ships - Galore!) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

55. Captain Melix Tomar: Heaven-To-
Be!  

  

Captain Melix Tomar is another highly valued member of our team and he does not split words 
with the people when he speaks. The Captain takes all the guess work out of the future; speaks of 
religions and how they have deceived the people, right, left and center. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-
Ries 

Introduction and Captain Melix Tomar Gets Right Down to It! 

 Heaven-To-Be 
 New World Order and the Parable of the Fish 
 The Ultimate Chance 
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Introduction and Captain Melix Tomar Gets Right Down to 
It! 

 
Starships 

In this writ Captain Tomar also relates to the reader exactly whom those are who are sent to 
foretell of the real "New World Order" or "New Era" and what it all means and how the ones 
against this Paradisaical system forbid "prophets" to speak of it by demeaning them infront of the 
world populace, and continuing to lead the people well astray. 

The religious also have their hand in obstructing the building of paradise upon this earth 
save that for themselves and their purses, refusing to listen to those who say: "Paradise is for 
now for all peoples, and if they do not begin to build it now, they will have no paradise to 
reincarnate into from their future lifestreams." 

No, that certainly does not suit their man-made economic/religious agenda. - Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 

Captain Melix Tomar: 

February 11, 2012 Saturday 

(Quote) 
 
"Please paste in 'Heaven's Lethargy' after the first heading of 'Heaven-to-be.' We await. Never 
mind chapter headings; we do not care about them. Italic will be used when necessary. Good day 
to that. 
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Heaven-To-Be 

 
Paradise Looks Like This! 

Earth Day, April 22, is the annual celebration of the environment and a time to assess the work 
still needed to protect the natural gifts of our planet. It affirms that environmental awareness is 
part of our consciousness and that the idea of protecting the environment has moved into the 
mainstream. Credits: science.nasa.gov 

"Well now, remember the first WWI? WWII? We have had many excuses to infiltrate and 
set up a system of economics which, by the way, are utilized upon other worlds such as this, 
and work quite well. We fancy ourselves to be quite good at this, and therefore we have sent 
others before ourselves to your world in order that you would receive their instructions and prepare 
yourselves for the 'New World of Economics,' the 'Cashless Society,' and the 'New World Order.' 
 
"Now, these clichés have made it just as difficult to regain control back from the lethargy of the 
masses, as it is the 1%, or elite, as you so rightly call them, for those ones have initiated our 
program as their own, twisting the meaning and the societal structure into something akin 
to full slavery, rather than utilizing our program in order to give the people back their 
freedom. Understand we here? Good. It is well that you do. 
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New World Order and the Parable of the Fish 

 
We Offer Up a World of Paradisaical Economics  

Now, when we speak of 'New World Order' it may seem to you new, but in effect it is the same 
order that is played out planet on planet, and because of that, the meaning was well twisted, and 
you were bidden in religion after religion to copulate with that one who so stated that 'no true 
prophets were to arrive after Mohammed, Ali, Jesus the Christ, Krishna, for those who are 
knowledgeable, nor any other present-day seer or sayer.' 

"And what did this prove to the world? To the informed there were to be a rise of new-world-
order prophets who would determine that which was to be told to the people. In other words, it 
would be these men and women who would determine exactly what Jesus said, or Mohammed, 
the lucky said, or Ali, the one and all with Christ, mongers said, or Krishna, Buddha or whoever 
have you. Mohammed and Ali were also good and struggling men, but you heeded them not, and 
listened not to the words which were spoken, but rather placed your own tenure onto that 
which was said, until the words themselves became placement for a dialogue which was 
neither spoken here nor there. 

"Now the same was done in Jesus' time, forsaken by all, you do not even know his true birthplace. 
In France you have buried Mary Magdalene, but even she took her place in the idioms of French 
culture, and you are more the seekers of rehabilitation than the seekers of truth, the lot of ye, no 
matter of the religion which bespeaks these half-truths or not. Indigestible. Completely 
indigestible. 

"So heaven matters to the each one of ye after all, does it? Then why this incredible ignorance 
as to what seldom has been known throughout the centuries, and that is the culprit at the 
helm, being the enslaving money monger system and its prodigy, the countless wars? 

"Seldom has it been seen so many thinkless people which I have viewed in one lifestream, and for 
many people it just becomes worse and goes from one lifestream to another, whereas people just 
continue to clamor for the turnpike, or best they can grab onto, and then continue to ignore all the 
misery which in fact, TOGETHER AS A ONENESS OF PEOPLE, OF BEING ONE 
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TOGETHER, they could conquer and have for their inheritance, TOGETHER, THE REAL 
NEW WORLD ORDER! 

"Interesting, isn't it? And yes, we will use contractions in this dialogue from time to time. After 
all, it is more efficient in grasping the minds of the uninformed or uneducated, and that is 
something we must do, for we wish no one to be left out, or asunder. 

"Towit, or today, we have bespoken of ourselves to the professors and the educators of many 
lands through many diverse speakers, but no one seems to wish to listen, even though we 
have oft stated that only one parable in the Bible is true, and that is the one of separating the fish 
from one another when in fact, the parable was not about feeding fish to another human being 
at all, but rather procreating the word of the Federation of all Star Planets, and giving the 
people their direction thereof. 

"Now, what are we to do with a peoples who do not quite believe that heaven can be built on the 
earth where they reside, and the earth where many are to once again reside, following their very 
next incarnation? 

"Do we tell them there is no hope left for that particular human race? 'Then why go back?' they 
may ask? And a very good question that is, too. 

"We need people on the face of your earth in order to disguise the truth NOT! 

The Ultimate Chance 

 
We Speak From Our Ships! 
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"These are given the ultimate chance to bring up goodness and good karma to their fellow 
and sister human Beings, who are to be brought up in the character of good human Beings of 
universal birth - Holy Universal Man and Womankind - not one being more versed in truth than 
the other, but all striving for that which is only a whisper away from the altar of all despair. 
 
"We will close for today but tomorrow, on Friday at four we will continue, if not before. Thank 
you, and tie off transmission, Uthrania Seila. Adieu and good day. No time pieces on this one, 
please. (End quote) (From our book Prophecy Determined) 

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 


